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SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

t^ir

Attorneys and Solicitors

Inquire of

Foreign Patents,

and

Kacklefl Biock.

30 years of adventures among the

anJ

cor.

Dog Lost.

A
and
any

Examinations made by our agent in Washington
Consultation free. Letters of inquiry
cheerfully and promptly answered. All business in

Wanted.
PLEASANT room on Spring St., or vicinity,
furnished or unfurnished. Without board.
Address BOX 1336.
janiott

A

Exchange

respect to

application

an

ed by mail.

for Pateut

st.

To load Lumber at Portland, Bangor,
“^^^■"•Machias. Calais, Montreal, and South
Ports, for the River Platte.
Also, To load Coal, at Pictou, Lingan, and Port
Caledonia for New York, Boston, the Souond ports,
and St John, N. B.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
103 State St., Boston. 27 South St, New York
novl4
<l3m

be transact& S

ern

can

jy2 T T

Vessels Wanted.

ii

Seminary.

Qorltam

when desired.

MANASSEH SMITH,
West end Spring Street,

LET.

EDUCATIONAL.

me.

RED Setter Pup, 10 months old, with white
marks on forehead, tip of tail, and breast, feet
legs speckled. A suitable reward will be paid to
one returning him to

jan22tf

MBS. 12* 12. THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mass.,
SHEPARD & COMPANY, same block,
J. C. PROCTER,

Exchange Sts., Portland,

TERM BEGINS F£B.
tinues ELEVEN WEEKS.
For Circulars address
G. M. BODGE, A.
feb7dl0t

SPRING

J. H. HOOPER,

lSlh, and

con-

Choirs, Musical Classes, Conventions, Aoademiee.

M., Principal.

ATTENTION!

U D H O LSTERER

Yarmouth

No.

Mos. 35 and 33 Free St,

Academy,

the following Choice List ot
NEW CANTATAS! ORATORIOS! ANTHEMS
to

YARMOUTH, ME.

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

Q3r“All kinds of
boxed and matted.

WM.

repairing neatly done.

Book, Card

JI.

Rooms

can

Furnit ure

oct5-’69TT&Stt

M.

DB« JT. M. BATES,
Secretary of Trustees.

febCood2w

The Spring Term of eleven weeks will

promptly and carefully j

I.

B.

JOST & HELLER,
No.

PAINTERS,

Office 134 Middle St., up stairs.
PORTLAND, ME.

Law,
If

C. P. Kimball Company—Annual

Meeting.
annual meeting of the stockholders will be
held at the office of C.P. Kimball, TUESDAY,
Feb. ltth, at 34 P. M., for the election of officers and
for such other business as may come heforo the meet-

THE
ing.

Haydn Association.
annual meeting for choice of effleers will he
held at Fluent Hafi cn FRIDAY Eve., Feb. 14th,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

THE
at
o’clock.

liasremored to

^

OF INFORMING

to 25

~20
^

YOU

PAINTER.

CLOUDMAN,

No. 152 Middle
PORTLAND,

Street.
me.

Copying and enlarging done

to

order.

Ct.JJ

Per

..

H

BUY

H

mates,wnuKies ana an

imperiecuons

judge for yourselves.
^Motlo—Good work

Better

Uj
^

nt

0
C

JI oil crate

Please.

may 20

PORTLAND

for

ones

Address,

BRIGGS Or BROTHERS,
Seedsmen and Florists, ROCHESTER,
N. Y.
jan25tlw

Agents wanted for the new and startling book, The
T^FVTT in History, by the author of “God
U He V A-Li in Histoiy.” Illustrated by Dore
and Nast. Endorsed by eminent divines.
E. B.
TREAT, Pub., 805 B’way, N. Y.
jan25*4w
AGENTS WANTED.—Address for the most lib-

C7

MACHINEWORKS CO
SON,)
Marine, Stationary and Portable
(FORMERLY

C. STAPLES Si

attended to.
tF’New and Second-hand Engines frr
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.

1^,129

sale.

so

Middle and

C

10,000 Copies Sold in 10 Weeks

!

X

ness

OF DITSON & CO’S

Manhattan,
New Vienna,

5

JOST

Vienna Woods,
German Hearts,

Blue Danube
lx>ve& Pleasure,
Marriage Bells, Wine, Women
life Let usCherand Songs,
Wiener Freshen,
i»h Waltzes.
And 30 other of lus Best Waltzes
Clear the Track Galon
Pizzicato Polka,
One Heart, One Soul.
Tritsch Tratsch
EataMorgana Mazurka, Lobdcr Frauen. Mazurka
Orpheus,
Quadrille,
Belle Helene, QuadrlUg,
And 20 other Polkas, Mazurkas and Quadrilles,
of Strauss, ant
fine
a
with
portrait
“Embellished
filling 230 large music pages—it is a musical gerodance music’
Strauss's
of
lovers
indlspeusable to all
Evening Mail.
in
cloth
$4.00 ii
Price $2.50 in board covers; $3.00
gilt. Sold by all Book and Music Dealers. violin i
for
Now Beady, Strauss Dance M us ice
Plano, 81.00
8PAKKM9IG

_,

&

KE1LEB,

Office 134 middle Street.
be left at O. hi. & E. P. Brooks, 33 )
Congress street, or at Halo’s Picture Gallery.
Jan. 22,1873.
jan23d3w
Orders may

heretofore existing between tb

name of McCann i \
^saed 5, Ftbc firmmutual
consent. A
.l!'so'ijeilb3r
persons indebted to Bald firm are
to mak

mccann,

Saccarappa, Jan. 15,1S73.

143Chambere-st.,

The undersigned will continue the Stove and Tli
business at the Store lately occupied by MeCai n

ware

& Snow.

C hoice

Jr 11

f

To

IS

HALF BOXES very choice Oolong
| eJLF weighing about twenty pouuds each.

salo in lots to suit purchassers, by

—

.

!

FOB SALE BY

Blacking

DESIRING

until
furtitip- expense
sion,*! per cent.

Commis-

business is effected.

JOHN S. EWEN, Real Estate Broker,
39 Nassau street. New York.
References—G. T. Bonner tit Co., 20 Broad St., N.
190 El zabetn St., N. k.
&
James
Buchan
Co.,
Y.;

jan2i

1m

the southerly
corner of Free and Cotton streets, now occupied by Dr. Parsons, is offered for sale on favorable terms. It contains ten finished rooms, with
gas throughout. Lot 45 feet on Free and 70 feet on
Cotton street, with a stable. A gjood location for a
Physician or Dentist. Apply to WAT. H. JERRIS,

centrally located House

mThe

Real Estate

Agent,

—

FLETCHER & CO.,
159 Commercial Street.
Jan20d3w
January 18,1873.

N.

Y.,

48

Broad-st.,

Boston.

4wt

JOLLY FRIEND’S SECRET

1)10 LEWIS’ last and best book.

O SandUKM^rilfjr1
H
A

,ucc“s;

"ovr)" ArTr.u*arBT?tc-i

which are sent
£S free u-°- 14
**lrecMAcLean, Bob ton. Janl4t4w

SUBE CURE FOR SORE THROAT AND CH1<L

BLAINS,

Grows’ Liniment!
Sold by all dealers in medioine.

other;

on

Tho Proprietor of the United States is arrested and
confined at the Sample Room,

PAPER;

United States Hotel, Portland,

Because it has

a

larger Editorial

forco than any other

where ho hopes to find 12 honest men who on Investigation will pronounce the Loom a humonz.
MUTE’S HiMD POWER LOOS
is adapted to Factory or Domestic use. Claiming
new devices in actuating the Picker,
being nnlstess in
its working, also relieving the Shuttle from the
holder while the Loom is in motion. The simplicity
of construction, saving uO per cent. In material, is a
great Inducement for Loom factories to adopt it in

in

paper

Maine;
Because its Market, Marine, Con

grcssional, Legislative and other
reports

Brick House for Sale.

general

Jan24dlm

beating

important

{rarchaso

paper in Maine;

Because its State Slews is the
most

carefully collected and select

to learn.
The fact that the Loom can be manufhetured In
any country town, only 10 pounds of castings required ,J*jn favor of the farmer and manufacturer.
Twelve remaining counties in the State of Maine will
be disposed of at a nominal price to live men in
Portland. I Can satisfy parties wishing to invest that
hundreds can be sold in the State in A. D. 1873.
Come and see the biggest invention of the age.

febld3w*

Cahoon Block.

For Sale.
the

Stato

on

un-

ALLEN HAINES.

ley.

The London Athenaeum
says of this work :
“There is no writer or fiction since Sir Walter Sco t who has so well deserved

performed.

St. Lawrence House.

Henry Ward Beecher, at ttie Tyndai! dinner, said, “I don't cay that good sewerage is
gjspel, but I say that bad sewerage is heresy.

capital.”

ity

For Sale or To Xet,
Rooms. Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to E. H. GILLESPIE,
No. 31 Plum
sepl3-tf

5000 New Subscribers in January.

TICKET

St.

House Mo. 24 Emery St., head ol
•
Cushman Street.

Our friemla cannot confer a more acceptable New
Year’s Gift than by each sending one or a dozen new
subscribers.

No. 1 Exchange

house Is one of the best locations on
the street; line neighborhood. Consists of
two story framed House and ell, containing ten

painted walls throughout;

A. 1ST

gas; good cellar and heated by furnace; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient bouses In the city; close to
street line of cars; can bo seen from 3 to S P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.
dtt
June 13.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,

OKF'JEH.

Erie,

Spring

to

We will send

an extra copy of the Weekly 1'Cksh
any person sending ns llye new subscribers, with
$10.
Special club rates may be obtained by applying
the Publishers,

jebbetsT house,
wants to go

West.

THE

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

NEXT

and

Baltimore & Ohio Railroads.
The ONLY agcucy In MAINE representing all
these routes.
Through connection male with all trains west or
SOUTH.
We sell tickets frem this city by rail or boat, with
transfer across Boston.
Tickets by the Baltimore & Ohio allow passengers to visit Washington and return without eitra

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
owner

Chicago,

Pennsylvania Central,

SPRINGVALE.

As the

change of cars, New York

no

to

FORSALE!

jau31

Street,

Have the agency of the following lines:

on

rooms:

YEAH

charge.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

efforts

over

H. H.

will

Rollins & Adams.
janlMtf

L. C. JOHNSON & SON.,

day.

—HAVISO TAKES

ofier

W

up to Its

no pictures to make the value ol
price.

the

under the New City Building in Lewiston, for the
term of five years, would now say to the public that
we intend to keep a first-class place in every respect.
Our Bill of Fare shall be in keeping with the Portland
and Boston Markets. Those visiting Lewiston do not
forget to call at

Pues

Manufacturers’

8YMONDS, India St* Velvet Cloaks
dyed and finished*
FOSTER’S Rye House, *4 Union Street.*
Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WAITER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.

n

LEWISTON, MAINE.

paper lor

jan21

S3 to cao.1i subscriber for tbe year
The

1873.

firm

Ayer,

day dissolved by mutual consent.

A. L. Dresser,
D. M. Ayer.

Portland, Jan. 20,1873.

tS-AI ocal Agent wauled

lu

every town

iu

The undersigned have this day formed
nership under the firm name el

th

State.

Copart-

a

Dresser, McLellan & Co.

Addre#

A. L. Deesser,
E. S. E.

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kind* .fUph.l. rring and Bepairing

McLellas,

W. W. Roberts.
Portland, Jan. 20, 1873.

PORTLAND

PUBLISHING CO.

3wjan22

Colby’s Book Store,

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’. Black
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

TO BE CLOSED

Horse and Ox Shoeing

PORTLAND,

Done in tke best possible manner by 9.
YOUNG A CO., No. 10© F.rc St.
t Jan 2173

Jewelry

JOHNSON,

of

Dresser &
Now is the time to subscribe.

A.

dlynewo3m

Copartnership Notice.
Copartnership heretofore existing under the

name

is this

House Furnishing Goods.

done to order.

JOSEPH

JOHNSON,

LEWIS e.

sens.oV people, and make it worth

done to order.

BENJ. ARAMS, cor. Exchange and Federal Streets.
HOOPER Sc EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
Ii. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upholstering done to order*

Merchants’

RESTAURANT,

18 Free Street.
GEORGS A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

Furniture,and

and

CITYBUILDING, Pine Street,
We intend to make

F.

THE—

RESTAURANT
INTO CHROMOS.

Hay’..

Dye-House.

St.*,

Office JVo. 1 Exchange

be spared to make tbe Maine
State Press more acceptable to its patrons. Indeed
the Publishers wHl not relax tbeir efforts to make
the paper a necessity to those who have been accustomed to read it. We pledge that during the year
1873, the Weekly Press shall be more a NEWSPAPER than ever, so that tho famil; that thoroughly
reads the paper will have all the current events qf the
No

Dentists.
DR. W. B. JOHNSON,

IN A FEW WEEP,

ME.

be moved to Baltimore.
jy Goods selling without regard to cost lor

and stock to

few

a

days only.

and Fine Watches.

119 EXCHANGE STREET.
docM&wtf

49

THH

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

oiup

Carpet-Bags.

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White
Oak Timber and Plank
at

Shades, and
is

Photographers.

tl

City of Portland.
largest and lullest dally paper published ti 1
Maine, and in the future as in the past, the PubiiBh
crs propose to make It beyond question, the

Best

Newspaper

in Maine

1

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

P. FEENV, Car. Cumberland and Frankliu Sts.

errr clerk’s office, i
Jan. 26. 1873.
I
the petition of Norris, Hull & Co., for perslon to erect and maintain a Steam Engine in
the Shoe Factory Building Nos. 220 and 222 on Newbury Street, not Ice is hereby given that on Monday,
the 10th of February next at 7 1-2 o’clock, P. M. a
hearing will be had of all parties interested in said
petition, at the Aldermen's Room In the City Bulld-

UPON

Per Order.
Jan28-dtd

H. L ROBINSON, City Clerk.

DRESSED HOGS.
Just received

Street.

GEO. H. BATIS & Co.. No. 301 t-9 Congreat Street.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
M. PEARSON, No. 99 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congreu Street.

By making all

its

departments fuHer and

more

val

growing importanceof Portland as a distributin
centre for Maine, and its Increasing wholesale trad
make a full Dally paper imperatively necessary.
With a larger Editoral corps than any paper i >
Maine, with unexcelled facilities tot collecting new
and more space to devote to details, the Publisher
The

will make every exertion to render the Daily Pres
a fuller and more complete paper than it has hithert
been, and iu every respect

a

CHOICE LOT OF DRESSED HOGS

able.

i

and

for sale by

Woodbary, Latham dit Gliddcn,
137 Commercial Street.
tf

Portland, Jan. 27,1872.

VIOLIN

STRINGS,

Wholesale and Retail,

Schools.

At Hawes & Cragin’s Music

ERGLISH and FRENCH HCHOOI.,430
Congress Street.

77 Middle

A FIRST CLASS NEWSPAPER

Stair Builder.

jau!6

R. F. LIBBY, 17 1-9 Union Street, np
stairs.
Cl. L. HOOPER A CO., Successors ts
Littlefield A Wilson, Cor. York A Ma-

ple

I>. TAl'LOR.

Portland, Dee. 30, 1872.

Plumbers.
J ARIKH nil.LEK,No. »1 Federal Street.
Every deeerlption of Water Fixtures armanner.

the lowest cash prices.

—

The

A. S. BATES Or CO., No. SO middle Street.
J. II. IiAmSON, 139 middle St.,cor. Cron.

ranged and set np in tbe best
Jobbing promptly attended to.

unees.

I

Carpetings.

*

iirawer anu

HATE the largest and best stock ol Ship Knees
in the State. Also best quality seasoned White
Oak Treenails, and can furnish

Portland Dailv Press

Masons and Builders.
Window

Street,
codim

PORTLAND.

Grocers

Store,

Attention!

Streets.

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.

J. W. & H. H. mCBUFFEE, Car. Middle
4fc Union Hta.

To Let.
Store

Congress Street No. 358,
John W. Boucher. This

on

THE
copied t>v
fitted

now

John Smith. It was referred to a committee
of which John Smith is chairman.
There is a religious sect at Bristol, Vt.,
who wash each other's feet. There is also a
sect in Washington who whitewash each other's reputations, but it isn’t a very religious
sect.—If. Y. Com. Adr.

hammering classics into the
sophomores at TufVs College,
Mass., is that they call the University boatrace nothing but an “aquatic arena;” which
certainly has a decidedly Rowman smack.
The result of

skulls of the

OC'

Store wai
up with Cases and Drawers for tin
Boot and Shoe business, and affords a good opportunity for anyone wishing a fine location at a low Bent
Possession given immediately. Also, the House ovei
the Store of Hunt & Norton, 691 Spring St., betweei
State and Winter Sts. This Bent is convenient foi
one or two families. Apply to
JONAS W. CLABK 400 Congress St.
Portland, Feb. 3,1873.fe4dlw«

recently

City ot Portland.
City Clbbk’b Office, Feb. 4, 1873.
the petition of Burns & Bryant for permission to erect and maintain a steam engine lr
their shop, situated in rear of No. 121 Commercta
Street, notice la hereby given that on MONDAY, tb<
17th Inst., at ^ o’clock P. M., a hearing will be hac

UPON

of all parties Interested in said petition at the Aldermell’s room in the City Building.
Per order,
H. I. BOBINSON,
febsdtd
City Clerk.

The Publishers congratulate themselves that thel
efforts to make tho Press acceptable to Its patrom
arc appreciated from the conclusive fact that with
out special efforts, its list of subscribers has been in
creased to a greater extent during tho last si 1
months than for any similar period the past six yean
As an advertising medium the Daily Press stand
first among Maine journals.
Terms: 98 a year in advance) (1 for six months ;
92 for three months.
Uberal commissions wfll bo paid thoso who wl 1
secure subscribers with prepaid subscriptions.
tyOrders from Hews Dealers promptly filled.

Address

and Mixed Pickles for eale

Medium, Coarse
In lots to suit purchasers at lactory prices,
FINE,

E. E>. PETTINGILL
8 market Street.
MW&Flm

an20

Notice.
W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from our
V firm, and his Interest and responsibility ceaqcs
from this date.

/THAS.

NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lnmher Manufactures,
Norton Mills and Island Pond ,Vt.
o7ti
Island Pond, Sept. 5, 1872.
AND

YOU WANT NEAT. M.IUK
IFFAT
AND HEALTHY MOHSES USE
Grows’ Condition Powders.

Portland Publishing Co.

,m

anM

REMOVAL
Bortlaud, Dec. 25th, 18TS.

The New York Herald says

I

HULL &CO., have removed to ihelr
New Shoe Factory, 220 and 222 Newbury Street.
taw3w
janSO

NORRIS,

some papers
to want Hoax Ames

ungenerous

j

Its

clear, practical
aud
adaptability to the needs of American homes,
will, we hope, secure it a place In
We
cannot too
library.
every [family
highly recommend the book—and wo are
suie that every housekeeper *rho reads it will
agree with us in pronouncing it a most adhelp

to

sense,

enough
expelled from Congress, when he has proved

AGEYCY,

as

Published by T. B. Peterson A Bros.
Seut by mail on receipt of price, 75 cents.
Queens—By E. B. Emery.
A novel of American life, touching upon
some of the prominent questions of the pressent day. It is written with much earnestness of purpose, and has average literary
merit.
Published l<y Estes and Lauriak
For sale
by H. L. Davis.
The Home—By Frank Ik and Marian
Stockton.
This little book—one of Putnam's “Handy
Volume Series” will be found an invaluable

An Ohio legislator presented a resolution
forbidding any mare babies being named

are

UNION RAILWAY

FUK tSAi^ I

tSakl

chattorlnyltte.

The late Mr. Cranston, of Newport, has
left $75,000 for the benefit of persons of indigentility who are “too proud to beg and too
honest to steal.”

AT U. 8. HOTEL.

feb613t»

popular

the author of‘Frank Fairlegb.’ Theie
is in it none of the elaborate
penny-a-Uning
of Dickens, aud straining for jokes of Albert
or
the
outre
situations
of Angelo
Smith,
Titmarsli, bnt a narrative that wins from its
easy truthfulness, and excites the most pleasurable sensations from its rich raciness;
while there is an under current «f sound
morality, which commends the work to the
virtuous. It is true to the life, and abounding with wit; there is no wonder that it has
already secured snch a large share of public
Cruikshank’s Illustrations are
patronage.

S. II. POWERS, Proprietor,

Portland, Sep, lath, 1872.scp!9-tf

marbles.

Published by Scribner, Armstrong A Co.,
X. Y. For sale by
lloyt, Fogg A Breed.
Frank FAiancon.
By Frank E. Srood-

use.

dometttc use this Loom has no rival. 863 will
a Loom that will make 12 varieties oi doth,
ncluding double width aud seamless bags, operated
in a standing or sitting position, with either hand or
loot, producing 30 yards pe* day, which fact thousands of farmers and factory operative, will testify.
It being operated by a boy 8 years old proves it a very
easy seif-acUng Loom, requiring only a few minutes
For

fuller than any other

are

Street, occupied by
THE
dersigned. Tlds house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conTenicnces.

BLUE

H among all classes. Old people, the middleWaged, those who are just entering life, and
m youth of both sexes
buy and read with the
^greatest profit.

r.

S

Oolong Teas

•A

lOOO BB LS F1SII CHUM.

15S Commercial Street.
MW&F*ln

TEMPLE H.SNW.

jan23eod3w*

_A.ttenti.on !!

CONANT & HAND

Aek your grocer for It.

always gives satlsfhctlon. Try it.

ja27

jan2!l__d2w

For

Crumbs of Comfort

for the laundry lias no equal. SOLD BY GROCERS.
H. A. BARTLETT & CO., 11B, 117 N. Front-st., Phila.,

TEMPLE H. SNOW.

on receipt, of retail price.
OL1VEB DITSON & CO., Boston
CHAS. n. DITSON & CO., 711 B’dway, New York.

TABLETS.

jan27-4wt

-PEARL

requested
Immediate payment to Job. H. McCann.

Sent, post-paid,

Country Prop-

Beal Estate Agents.

---—-

Bartlett’s

CIIKERFULVOICES.S
SCHOOL SONG BOOK, by L. O. F.MER
We shall sell 100.000 in 1873.

or

el ty,
to sell or exchange, by sending particulars and a feo of $1, can have them advertised and otherwise negotiated without incurring any

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

Wartblea. imitation, are on the market, but
the only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid for
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
other well known remedies, as in these tablets, and
all parties are cautioned against using any other.
Ia all cbm. of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be ireely used, their
cleansing and hea ing properties are astonishing.
Be warned, never neglect a cold, it U easily
cured in its incipient state, when it becomes chronic
the enro is exceedingly difficult, use Wells’ Carbolic
Tablets as a spociflc.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St,- New York,
Sole Agent for United States.
Send for circular.
Price 25 cents a box

Thd Ladies’ Friend.

new

Farmers

Owners of Farms

EOTnBOP.DETERS & CO., SI Exfaange
8reel and 48 Market St.

„,

JOS. h.

our

re-

his

e birds 1' the bush doe
If the sweet
nightingale begin to slug,*
With hiest upon a thorne. the rest arc mute:
And when tho moon doth
pace the crystal sk.v.

Because itis thoroughly a NEWS

is having, PROVES it above all others the book the
MASSES WANT. IT goes like WILDFIRE. Over
GOO pages, only $2 50. More Agent* Wanted.
NOTICE—Be not deceived bv misrepresentations
made to palm off high-priced inferior works, but send
for circulars and see Proof of statements and great
success of our agents.
Pocket companion worth $10,
mailed free.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers 53
Washington St. Boston
jan25t4w

DISSOLUTION.

RUBIES.3 1

matter than any

dlw&w3wB

febC

Paper Hangings,

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

and all orders will be promptly and faithfully al
tended lo. at reasonable prices.

and pronounce it the best amt bi i obtest of SABBAT!
SCHOOL SONG BOOKS I

mumh

Be deceived, but for coughs, colds, sore threat,
hoarseness and bronchial difficulties, use only

Copartnership.

under flic firm name of

Publisher,
Burgersinn,

link

DON'T!

undersigned

contains:

_

12 1-2 Exchange St.,
(Oyer '.transcript Office,) Portland.

LIVINGSTONE28^AFRICA

U

STRAUSS FRESCO PAISTIMG 1

Academic,
l.ooi Nights,
Royal Songs,
Illustration,
Artist’sLife,

iw

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.

Templexi
lf

10,000

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
for tlie best and cheapest Family Bible ever published
will he sent free of charge to any book agent. It contains nearly 300 fine Scripture illustrations, and
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, Address, stating experience, e»c., and we will Bhow you
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO. Flilla., Pa.
jan25 4wt

have this day formed a copart
nership for the purpose of carrying on the bus;
of

mHE

Greatest Success EUer Known

Now

6

leb:)

Notice of

Telegraph,
Consortien.

JJ

Portland, Me.

013 6m

GEMS OF

Ribbon 88 M |

Streets.

«

3X5 Commercial Street,
W. H. FESSENDEN.

JJ

Ribbon 1.00 "

sale,

five are now

Whin Hit

Because it gives more reading

R. E. BEDLOR, 933 1-9 Congress St.

*

steam Boilers, Bleaoli Boilers anti Tank3, Shaft
ing, Mil Gearing and General Machinery. Castings
of Iron, brass, and composition. Kcpaiiing promptly

PAPER

IN MAINE:

J. It. DEiHE,

ing part of the Glebe. Outfit sent for $1. Address UNION PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, 111.;
Philadelphia, Pa.; or Springfield, Mass. jan25f4w
immense

fined $5,

Each starre is fhtne to shut his
golden eye.

Great

The

for

Duluth has discovered that it is built on a
:ich coal mine, so ihat householders may dig
their fuel out or their cellars without paying

CHEAP

J. B. DURAN A CO., 171 middle and
1 IB V.A.anl Hltnnn*.

Traveller, the Country, Animals, Natives,
Hunting, &c. Full Account of this most interest-

^COGIA
HASSAN,jj
C

ENGINES.

STEAM

thirty

;,

ABNEB LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

DISCOVERED

H

Proportion.

THE DISCOVERER

offered.

LIVINGSTONE IN AFRICA- His Adventures—THE STANLEY-LIVINGSTONE EXPEDITION to Africa. Large octavo volume just issued.
Contains Incidents of the Wonderful Career of the

XI

RIBBONS

ever

DR.

bct»j||

GREAT BLROAIKS HI

iuch all boiled Mash
per yard.
inch all boiled Mash
cents.
All other Ribbons in

eral terms

a

lO cents, and

yet for 15 cents.

ter

oi me skid, uau

and

Aim to

cents

Lineu

Ail the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
he

SON.

published. Those of our patrons who ordered Seeds
last year aad were credited with 25 cents, will receive
the four Quarterlies fer 1873. Those who order Seeds
this year will be credited with a subscription for 1874.
The January ntmber contains nearly 400 Engravings, Two Superb Colored Plates, suitable
for framing and also Tinted Plates of our gorgeous Floral Chromos; information relative to Flowers, Vegetab es, &c and their cultivation, and ail
such matter oswasformelyfbundin our annual Catalogue. You will miss it if you order SEEDS before
seeing Briggs A Bro’s. OCARTERLY. We
challenge comparison on quality of Seed and prices
and sizes of packets. Our “Calendar Advance
Sheet and Price List for 1873,” sent free.

than loon

PHOTOGRAPHER,

The

JJ

Reduced Rates
||
Ji
~AT~
H
C
(JCOOIA HASSAA’S.H
I .nil'.’ .ice I.ia.nTl
0.H.
h
c:r
c
C 8 Cents Each. H
(jRound Combs, warranted Bobber,JJ
C 5 Gents Each. H
Crash 9
yard.JJ
JJpnrc

j. ii. LAiHsoar,

Try

NOW OUT.
Issued as a
Quarterly. The four numbers sent to any address,
bv mail, for 25 Cents. The richest and most instructive Illustrated and Descriptive Floral Guido ever

H

At lliese

jan22tf

Try

FOR

XT

CAN

f4w

BROTHER’S
fl
lLr.TTSTRA.THID
WORK !
H FLORAL
JANAARY, 1873,

From Feb. 1st to March 1st.

C

janl4

BRIGGS &

Chicago Court,
aged 80.

in a

son,

was

Out ol four thousand plays written duriLg
the past four generations, it is said that only

going West.

~~

—

-FROM-

~

148 EXCHANGE ST.

Prices.

—

C
THE PUBLIC
That
bav°
C
C Marked Down
Q Every Article in onr Store

DEALERS

FOAL

ZzJbe

^pleastjeeS

MERRILL,
AT LAW,

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hamnett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipment o any point desired.
tfapr27

4.

I er, more beautiful, or. more elastic seam than
00 ours. It makes the “Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every
second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearing it. Wo pay
agents from $75 to $250 pei month and expenses,
wrvor a commission irom which twice that amount can
made. Address Secomb & Co., Boston, Mass.;
Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago, III., or St. Louis, Mo.

H. CLOYES, Sec’y.

\Yc have the

Y'f

179 Commercial §!., Portland.

ft.

the members is

oi

Is

gj

ROSS & STURDIVANT,

PORTRAIT

FRED.

Paik.)

No. 30 Exchange St., Portland.
Formerly of tho U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of olumbia,
will attend to the prosecution of »laims before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
octll-tl
Washington.

WHOLESALE

full attendance

feb7eodtd

Office Hours from 8 to 10 A. M., and2 to 4 and 7 to
9 P. M.
de!3tf

HENRY F. T.

A

71

requested.

Congress Street,

COUNSELOR

JOHN M. OOULD, Sec’y,

febStd

C. W. STOCKMAN, M. D.,

THE LOOM!

IS

—

BEST WEEKLY

the line of the UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
19,000,000 acres of the best Farming and mineral |
Lands in America.
3.000.000 Acres in Nebraska, in the Platte
Agency for Sewing Machines.
Valley, now for sale.
W. 8. DYER, No. 373 middle St. All
of Machines for sale and to let*
kind*
Mild Climate, Fertile Soil,
Repairing.
for Grain growing and Stock Raising unsurpassed by
any in the United States.
Bakers.
Cheaper in Price, more favorable terms given,
and more convenient to market than can be found
tv. C. COBB, Nos.38 and 30 Pearl Street.
/
elsewhere.
On direct route between New Custom
Free Homesteads for Actual Settlers.
House and Post Office, near the Market.
The best location for Colonies—soldiers entitled ts
a Homestead of 160 Acres.
Booksellers and Stationers.
Send for the new Descriptive Pamphlet, with new
IIOYT, POtif; A- BREED, No.91 middle
maps, published in English, German, Swedish and
Street.
Danish, mailed free everywhere.
O. F. DAVIS,
Address,
Book Binders.
Land Com’r U. P. R. R. Co., Omaha, Neb.
Wm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’!
jan!4
t4w
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
'tS $75 to $250 per month everywhere, male I SHALL Sc SHACKFORD, No. 39 Plum
4) and female, to introduce the GENUINE IM
Street.
+* PROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
fm MACHINE. This machine will stitcli, hem, fell,
Carpenters and Builders.
C3 tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a
most superior manner. Price only $15. Fullv
WHITNEY A- MEANS, Pearl Street, op.
licensed and warranted for five years. We win
posite Park.
I pay $ 1,000 for any machine that will srw a strong-

1st -To hear the reports of the Directors and Treasof said Company and act thereon.
2d—To choose a Board of Directors for the ensuing
year,
3d—To transact any other business that may prop~J. S. CUSHING,
erly be acted on.
Secretary pro tern.
dtd
Augusta, Jan. 39,1873.

ME.

Free Homes!

On

viz;

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Haring been appointed Agents for one of tho
argest Lead Manufactories in New England are
ow prepared to offer Sheet Lead and Lead Pipe, to
the trade at Boston prices.
de28tf

the

Cheap Farms I

urer

B. NASH,

(Opposite

Kennebec Railroad

THE

NO. 172 AND 174 FORE STREET,

207

The ’>jVC books sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
DITSON & CO., New York.
.ianl8
S&W&wlyrwl

Company.

NO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,

No.

owner

C. H.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland & Kennebec Railroad Company will
be held at the Directors’ Room of the Maine Central
Railroad Cerapany, in their Depot at Portland, on
MONDAY, the 10th day of February next, at tbree
o’clock in the afternoon, for the following purposes,

BENNETT,

F. & C.

Secretary of Trustees
27,1873.
jan29eod3w&w3t5

Jan.

Ac

Portland

tf

Jan 10__

Bridgton,

IN PRESS.—NEARLY READY.
STRAUSS’S DANCE MUSIC. Violin and Plano. 1.00

HlBdO,

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

Orders may be left at F. F. Hale’s picture gallery
ana O. M. & K. P. Brooks’, No. 333 Congress St.
C^PAIl Orders promptly attended to.

PORTLAND.

t.00

ANTHEM BOOKS.
SABBATH GUEST.Emerton <6 Morey. 1.00
BUCK’S NEW MOTETTE COLLECTION.2.50
BAUMBACH’S SACRED QUARTETTES,[New]2.50

CHOATE.
THOS. H.

jan25

1.75

For further information apply to

!

Counsellor at

commenco

under the continued charge of

xecuted, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

L. B.

ST. PETER.,J. K. Paine.
PRODIGAL SON.Arthur Sullivan,
Fine eflecMve compositions.

FEBRUARY 25th,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

FRESCO

NEW ORATORIOS.

Bridgton Academy.

& Job Printer

work

Ihe

finished

MARKS

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

Every Description of

FORTY-SIXTH PSALM.Dudley Buck. 1.00
FESTIVAL CANTATA.Eugene Thayer. 1.25
GOUNOD’S CHORAL MUSIC.
50
Well worthy ot careful study.
MUSICAL ENTHUSIAST.Eewitt. 30
A n amusing and very melodious musical extravaganza

ELLIOT, A. M. Principal.
be obtained for self-bonrding.
Address the Principal or

En-

T1IE

Jacob

near

VERY
As

10

Wednesday, Feb. 19, 1873.
D.

McDonough Patent Bed Lonngpn,
ameled Chain*, Arc.

cently
own

i

Hamblen’s, about Iws miles
from West Gorham, and occupied at present by Cbas. i
F. Boynton.
Will be sold

New and attractive Cantatas.

The Spring Term opens
Parlor

CITY !

THE

Gossip and Gleanings.
James Tyler, aged 105,

Acres of land with house and barn in good

repair,

house

tf_

and

cartage.
rjlEN
X

Dr.

FOR

BLOCK,

93

IN

THIS

V

sep21___tf
Farm for Sale iu Buxton.

Wanted—Agents

JT. E. COFPO, Consulting Engineer.
74 middle

Indians, Ac. Thrll-

Cornell’s Dollar Family Paper—John S.
C. Abbott. the celebrated Historian, Editorial
Contributor. A $2.00 engraving to every subscriber;
profitable work for tbo wbole or part of the time;
rare Inducement.
Address B. B. RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston.
janl6d4wAw4w3

applied for immediately will be let low

je5dtf

FAB WEST.

lngly interesting and last Belling.
For terms address
J. LATHAM A CO., 293 Wasldncton St.,
jau30d3w
Boston, Mass.

corncr

streets—basement

THOMPSON
TO

Or,

American

LET7

ol those large anti commodious store?

THE

IS

IS

!—

American artists, among whose names our
readers will find the familiar ones of Akers
and Simmons, of our own Stat-. The mechanical execution of the volume is exceedingly beautiful; and it is eirbollUhed by »
number of engravings of took of the most

PRESS.

SATURDAY MORNING, FEB 8, 1873.

Swindler, Imposter
Humbug
The Maine State Press

GEO. K. DAVIS & CO„
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

lost her mind.

Wanted for the New Illustrated Book.

WILD LIFE IN TIIE

47—49 Middle St.

more

LOOM

fal)3_

LET.
I Store and Basement

HOLMES.

partly

.am.

THE

ted with loans.

{obs‘2vr

old Ladv who has

^GEOTS

TO

feb3___d3m
Dr.

mi

septlldtf_

PORTLAND, ME.
F.

store in the
of Middle and Ceurch

large brick

objection

are

THE

MISCELLANEOU S.

FoltAddrcis •‘JV* P- O. Drawer 1671, Portland.

MATTOCKS & FOX,
88 Middle street.

TO

no

Board Wanted

to j
g
floor, clegantlt finished and adapted
dry goods or other similar trade.
HAINES.
Apply 10

CANAL BANK BUILDING!,

GEO.

have

W., Press Office.

as

means
j.

a

A Few Good Rents
applied for at once.

A
hast

Attomies and Counsellors at Law,

STROUT.

RESPECTABLE persen wants
position
A amanuensis
and reader to gentleman of
Sho would
to travel. AddresH
a

GENTLEMAN and Lady wishing a quiet home
can find pleasant rooms with board at No. 1
street, second door from Free street. One 01
two single gentlemen can be accommodated also.
jan7

STORE

Middle street.

Wanted.

A
Cotton

—Rations %BLIsmN0 c0,

STROUT & HOLIES,

A.

of tbo most desirable
cn the premises.

ono

Enquire

novSdff

BUSINESS CARDS.

A.

Street,

151

%

to lioao ! 1 !
in
«® •<>«"

prepared
on Aral
from 9*00 to any amount desired,
Portland Cape Elizacln» mortage. In
Parties debeth, Westbrook, or Decring.
sirous of buildingenn niso Itenccommoda
We

Wirers and Trimmers.
EXPERIENCED
HILLMAN, MELLEN & CO.,
febGdlw

jan9dtf___
Quiet Board,

IF

tion.

Address all

G5 Park

rents in tbo city.
HOUSE

BULLETIN.

■—

m

1873.

l-s^;

ESTATE.

,^20,000

Straw. Sewers Wanted,

Ap^at^^

MORNING, FEBRUARY 8,

■'■

TERMS $8.00 PER APIM IN ADVANCE.

Geo. R. Davis & Co.’s

desired

To Let.

m

a

first insertion,
of the State) for §1 00 per square lor
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

if

REAL

A

TWOat 21 j Free street._rct>IKUI

Is p

nor

Dog Lost.
SMALL ITALIAN GBEYTIOUND, with no
collar, answering to name of “Don.” The finder will he rewarded on leaving him at corner Deering
and Mellon St.
feb73t

pleasant

At 109 Exchange St. Portland.
Terms: Eight EaUars a Year in advance

THE

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

TO LEI.

■'■■'

"sgy1?■?■??_

SATURDAY

_PORTLAND,

ESTABLISHED JUNE 23, 1862. YOL. 12.
T'HF

■'■■'

■

——————

housekeepers.
perfect good

taste

mirable work.
For sale

by Lonng,

Short and Harmon.

Modern Leaders : By Justin McCarthy.
one of the most valuable mines of newspaper
This is a collection of essays upon some of
sensations opened this winter in Washing- the prominent characters of the present time.
ton.
These papers have been printed in recent
numbers of the Galaxy magazine; and have
A well-to-do old gentleman at Nashville,
attracted favorable notice. Mr. McCarthy’s
Tenn., has brought the science of economy sty le is vigorous, keen and incisive, thoroughto so fine a point that he stops his clock when
ly fearless and conveying the impressions
the sun shines, to save wear and tear, and
made upon the author’s mind by the distindetermines the time of day from outside obguished individuals of whom he writes, in a
servations.
singularly distinct and honest manner. His
sketches have the merit of the impartial art
The Taunton Gazette records this horird
of the photographer, rather than that of the
remark: “Filkins says the first time his
portrait painter, who idealizes and embellishwife's mouth has becu shut for ten years was es the
likeness, somewhat at the expense, it
Saturday when she passed a house with a red may be, of entire accuracy. The book is,
flag hanging out. It was an auction sale, however, written in a genial spirit, far differbut the effect was the same.”
ent from the ‘justice without mercy" w ich
someone has given as the definition of phoThe btc soc cumilngUe doth draiuo the sweets
ttgrapny. In sholt, “Modem Leaders" is a
From primrose pale, or blue-eyed violet;
very bright, original and Readable book; and
And straight doth cloee It In a waxen chest
those who have already read the essays in
For winter’s nipping days to keep it safe:
Soe he who reads in youth what wise men wrote,
their periodical form will welcome the present
With clear intention to express their wit
edition in its convenient collective shape.
In later years shall Joy remembering it.
Published by Sheldon & Co., New York.
For sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.
It is related of a judicious theatre-goer that
Lady Sweet apple ; or Three to One. By
when, upon one occasion, a disturbance ocGeorge Webbe Daseut, D. C. L.; Author^
curred in the gallery, and an obnoxious man
of “Aunals of an Eventful Life."
was about to be thrown over the railing, he
Ad English society novel, written in a livecried out: “Don’t wfate him; kill a fiddler ly, entertaining style; in which, without any
with him!”
very startling situations, the. interest is fully
maintained to the end. The. illustrations aro
The horrid devil fish described by Victor
uncommonly good, and the fact that this volHugo in Lis “Toilers of the Sea” is no fig- ume is one of Appleton's “Library of Choice
ment of the imagination.
A genuine speciNovels" is in itself a recommendation.
men, lately captured on the coast of Georgia,
For sale by Bailey ft Noyes.
is in the cabinet of a private gentleman at
Appleton’s Handbook op American
Middleboro. It is four feet in diameter and
Travel; Southern Tour, by Charles
H. Jones.
had a diver in his clutches when caught.
To the enterprise and good taste and Judgment of the Appletons, we owe very many
A New York correspondent assets that
two of the journals ostensibly devoted to inmos^valuable and useful publications; and
the present volume will he found a great aid
surance in that city live solely by blackmailing. If this or that company refuse to give to tourists in the Southern States. Carefully
thorn an advertisement something derogatory drawn maps, and plans of some of the larger
to it forthwith appears. Unless this or that
cities, accompany the letter-press, which gives
insurance officer comes down with patronage in addition to the usual guide-book statistics
he is referred to In some slanderous manner. of railroads, rop ilatlon, etc., much interesting knowledge In regard to points of local
Any man, woman, or child who neglects to and historical interest, and those at which
tell his dreams after this must expect the dir- the scenes of the rebellion were enacted.’ To
those persons contemplating a southern tour,
est results to follow. A boy in Ch’na told
we recommend this book as a companion—
bis schoolmaster he dreamed that he had been
and those who stay at home will find it an exmurdered by his step-mother, who placed hi*
cellent and inexpensive substitute for a Jourremains in a jar under the floor. Sure enough,
the boy neglected to appear at school; the ney.
man at once flew to the house, and without
Published by D. Appleton ft Co. For sale
rhyme, but with great reason, tore up the by Bailey & Noyes.
floor, and the boy walked in the door. His The Oce 4n, Atmosphere, and Life, by
Elisee Rectus; author of “The Earth” etc.
mother had kept him home to run errrands.
This is a most brilliant and valuable addition
to the .-apidly accumulating literature of popRecent Publications.
ular science. The style of M. Reclus is clear,
The Spy. By J. Fenimore Cooper.
graphic aad vigorous; while the enthusiasm
The above Is a volume of the new Illustratand grace of expression of the Freuch writer
ed cheap edition of Cooper's novels, Issued
adds a charm to the thorough, admirable theby D. Applctou & Co. The illustrations are oretical and practical knowledge of the tarby Darlev. Any criticism or even review of ant. The subject Is very fully treated—waves,
Cooper at this time would be superfluous; for currents, islands, volcanoes, coasts, etc. are
his literary position has been for a long time described in the first
part of the book; while
well settled in the minds of the reading pub- the atmosphere and meteorology form the
lic. “The Spy,” one of the most entertain- subject of the second
part, in which are mauy
ing and widely quoted of his works, will be interesting theories and facts in regard to
gladly welcomed In its new dress.
winds, electric phenomena, and climates.
Fsr sale by Bailey & Noyes.
Part third, which is entitled “Life" givee a
Unconscious Action of thk Brain, and
comprehensive, though necessarily somewhat
Epidemic Delusions. By Dr. W. B. Carrapid, resume of Flora and Fauna; the recippenter.
rocal influence of Man and Nature; and the
The name of the great English Fhysiolo
modification which the force and ingenuity of
is
a
warrant that these
gist, Dr. Carpenter,
mankind have effected on land and sea. The
scientific tracts will be replete with newly
translation of the book is exceedingly well
discovered facts, with bold, though well sub
done; and as tar as we can judge without
stantiated theories, and with fresh ideas,
comparing it with the original is at once a
The contents of this little volume do not befree and faithful rendition of the elegant
1.t iLa
rtf 4twn fiflp-natTA.
TTlP nATWI
French of M. Reclus. Two hundred and fifty
on the brain goes into the mooted question ol
and other wood engravings, and twenty
maps
and
mental
the
of
physical
the correlation
seven colored maps, illustrate the text; and
foices; and the conclusions drawn are emithe mechanical execution is in every respect
nently satisfactory. The paper on epidemic
good.
delusions is very valuable and interesting at
Published by Harper Brothers. For sale
this time, and will bear perusal by all our citLo: ing, Short, ft Harmon.
by
“Half
to
the
volume
izens. The
belongs
Hour Recreations in Popular Science'' series,
TUSCEI.l.ANBOrn NOTICE*.
published by Estes A Lauriat. For sale by
Loring, Short A Harmon.
|yWe do our readers a favor in commendThe Earth a or*at Magnet.—By Alfred
ing the American Houfl^ Boston, to their atMarshall Mayer.
tention. Messrs Bice have one of the largest
This brochure is a lecture delivered before
and most completely appointed hotels in ths
the Tale Scientific Club by the well-known procountry.
fessor of physics in the Stevens technological
institute, and is published by C. C. Chatfielc
Advertisers naturally seek the means for
A Co. as No. 9 of the University series. Th<
reaching the largest number of readors, and
those .of the best quality. The Daily Press
subject matter is Magnetism, and from the
the
of
this
science
aufills the hill in both particulars better than any
facta
ol
multiplicity
other daily journal in Maine.
thor has selected one prominent truth, whicl
he states in those remarkable words given t(
Jon Priktino.—Every description of Jos
the world over 270 years ago by Dr. Wiliian
Printing executed promptly, aud at the loweer
is
a
itself
earth
“the
great
magnet.’
Gilbert,
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 100
St.
We M. Marks.
Taking this quotation as his text, he goes or Exchange
to give the latest discoveries in terrestria
You CAR BET TOUB BOTTOM DOLLAR—that
magnetism and the deduction therefrom. there exists no
case of Bheuraatism, Neuralstuthe
The lecture is one of rare interest to
or Stiff Joints,which the Cenralgia,
Swellings
bj
perusal
indeed
will
richly repay
dent, and
taur Liniment, white
wrapper, will not allevithe general reader.
ate aud cure.
Harmon.
A
Short
For sale by Loring,
Mark the difference. It is the Centaur LiniWonders of Sculpture. Translated Coin
ment,
yellow wrapper, which is again placing
Viardot.
the French of Louis
We
so many used
up horses in the harness.
This brilliant and valuable work, coming
care not whether the case bo 8pavins, Sweeney,
an
so
art-criti<
distinguished
from the pen of
Strains, or any Swelling—tlie effect Is simply
no recommendation t(
as M. Viardot, needs
wonderful.
of
its
not
the
recognition
worth,
ensure
onlj
Children crt—for Pitcher’s Castoria I*
by those who possess a special technics I
and
of
but
all
who
art,
by
knowledge
regulates the stomach, cures wind colic or
appreciati
It is a substitute
causes natural sleep.
it whether professionally or en amateur
febfl-eodlw&wlt
castor oil.
M. Viardot’s book is written in a
clear, vip
orous and elegant style, and
gives a history o ^
the pros
Nature is completely relieved from
sculpture from its earliest beginning in the
influences of kidney, bladder and
trating
bizarre effigies of the Egyptians and Assyri
debi y.
dutar diseases, meutal and physical
ntenne
ans; of its golden age in Greece and Rome
weaknesses,
female
diabetes, gravel,
of the
and of its present state. The translator o r
in fact all maladies
and
complaints,
7 Par
sex,
either
the volume expresses, in his preface, regre
in
urino-genital organs,
Bvchu, "W--h ha. prove*
that more
of
IS not accorded to
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praise
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long

English

at any rate we are glad to see thai
chapter is devoted to the works 01

sculpture;
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Etjsuy re jular attache of the Press Ih furnished
will! a card certificate countersigned by .Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and bote
managers will coufer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of evt ry person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have information that several ••bum-e
of t
mers” are seeking courtesies in tbe name
even
Puess, and we have no disiK)sitb>n io be,
h vely, a party to such fraud.
«.,d eummuui-

Wit do not read anonymous letter,
of the u nter arc lu
catlms. The name „d address
for publication
e, not necewartly

all

ei'sesinJispeusab

faith.
but as a guaranty of good
to return,
W cannot undertake
not useu.
munications that arc

or

preserve

com-

Annual Convention of tlie State
Beform Club,
State Reform Club will hold its Annual Convention in Augusta, at Meonian Hall on THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13th, at 2 o’clock P. M.,
for the purix>se of perfecting its organization and oi
taking such measures as may be deemed necessary to
•arry out and complete as far as possible, the work
which it has so successfully begun, viz: to save tbe
fallen, to convert the moderate drinker, the wine
drinker, and the cider drinker, to the principle of total abstinence from all that can intoxicate, to reform
all men who touch, tahte or handle any kind of intoxUating drinks, and lastly', to awaken a new interest
in the old temperance men iu the State to the importance of renewed moral effort to suppress the evils of

else- dison; C. M. Huff, Alexander; A. E.
Ir will be seen by tbe call published
Whidden,
Reform Clubs Calais; Heurv I. Lord, Biddeford.
where that a Convention of the
Trial Justices—Daniel
Libby,
Limestone;
next week.
Jesse H. Cook, Jackson.
of tbe State will be held In Augusta
the leaders in this
Dediinns Justices—Curtis Stevens, GouldsThe greater pars ot
until recently been con- horo; E. W. Bennett, Troy.
movement have not
sidered as temperance men, It will be reReligious Intelligence.
membered how widely their influence was
The receipts into the treasury of the Maine
felt last spring and it is to be hoped that these
Missionary Soeiety during the monfh of January were $885 10.
new leaders many, of whom are
gentlemen of
At the Chestnut Street M..E. Church in thi3
large influence and good ability will take
city last Sunday eight persons were baptized
measures to secure the
anil
five were received into full membership.
healthy growth of
have
their organization which is so essential
Two, also, were received by letter. There four
to the
been about forty conversions the past
success of the
is
work
still
progressing.
temperance reform. It has months and the
F.
Tlie religions interest in the Casco street
many limes been demonstrated that the
tlie cyeinng meetand
continues
B. Church still
most salutary laws will fail to
accomplish ings are largely attended. Kev. A. A.
their end unless sustained
the castor, is iudefatigable in his labors, which
but
tbe

by

people;
when a vigorous ‘‘reform club” organized on
the principle of total abstinence, is formed in

every town there can be no dcubt but what
all laws for tbe suppression of intemperance
will be sustained. In view of the greatness

accomplished,it hoped
the Convention next Wednesday will awaken
We are requested
a m w zeal in the cause.
he
to state that those desiring to attend will
furnished with free return tickets by applying
tickat the office where they purchase their
other means.
ets. They can be obtained by no
is a thoroughly
Jennie Collins of Boston
as wide-awake, energetic
well
as
practical

of the work i o be

The

ntemperancc.
It is to be noped that every Club in tbe State will
tend five delegates. Distinguished speakers will address the meeting in the evening.
to be pres-

All temperance men areoordially invited
ent and take part in our deliberation.
J. K. OSGOOD.
Club.
President Stato Reform

By order of Ex. Committee.
Chairman..
GEORGE E. BRICKETT,
Augusta, February 1,18*3
The State Board of Harbor Commissioners.

One of the most important

measures no??

the bill to
establish a Board of Harbor Commissioners
for the State, to be appointed by the Governor,
who shall have power to protect tbe harbors
and navigable livers of the State from tbe deterioration that they are suffering, and which
threatens ere long to render some of them
useless for the purposes of navigation.
It is a well known fact that Maine lias more
good harbors and navigable rivers than any
other section cf the country of like extent;
yet in no section of the country have the
rivers and harbors deteriorated so fast as in
this State, and it is an important fact that
this great injury is most inflicted by those
who will be most damaged by increased diffibefore the

pending

Legislature

is

suspension of the navigation.
During Ihe past seven years Congress has
appropriated $745,000 for improving the navigation of the rivers and harbors of Maine,
and $160,000 will probably be appropriated
by the present Congress for the same purpose.
There will he further appropriations recommended and made ifthe omcets of the general
culty

or

Government arc not convinced that the expenditure of money will be useless in consequence of the cutire lack of interest manifested by the State government to protect the
rivers and harbors from damage by its own
citizens. Within a few years the general
Government has been
money to
clear out the obstructions in several rivers
that are naturally navigable, but which have
been filled up by the refuse from hundreds of
mills. Tne general Government has little encouragement to clear out the rivers when its
officers see while they are doing this work
that the same men asking to have it done, are
continuing the same reckless po icy. The
State Legislature should not only enact laws
to prevent this course, but it should create a
competent board lo enforce these laws. It
may at any late be assumed that Congress
will not continue the policy of clearing out
rivers that the State takes no care to protect.
At present the Legislature is asked by hundreds of private parties for authority to extend
wharves, build fish weirs, or construct bridges
The Legislature, igover navigable waters.
norant of the merits or demerits of the case,

speeding

grant authority, and thus much injury is done
to others, and frequently the navigation of
the river is rendered dangerous and difficult.
All these matters should be referred to the
Commissioners, who would act for the general good, relieve the Legislature of much work
and not unfrequently of long and expensive
hearings. Any person acquainted with the
legislation of the State can call to mind the
costly controversies that have grown out of

that

is

She proposes to establish a school
near Boston for instruction in domestic arts,

wdhiaiij

especially cooking. She will open a house
and take girls to teach,giving them fair wages,
and will dispose of cooked victuals at cost
prices in workshops and manutactories where
operatives “carry their dinner.” Cooking,
so far as a good
many girls and women are
concerned,

is one of the lost

nie

arts;

and if Jen-

Collins can secure sufficient interest
among those people to make her plan a success she will be ei titled to the
everlasting
thanks of mankind.
The Boston Journal alter stating that Mr.
Da ves's reputation has not been injured by
his slight connection with the Credit Mobii-

ier, advocates the election of Secretary Boulwrell to the United States Senate in the place
of Mr. Wilson on the ground that he will retire from the cabinet in March at any rate.
The Advertiser advocates the ciuse of Mr,
Dawes. The Transcript favors ex-Attorney
Ceneral Hoar, and the Traveller continues to
treat Mr. Dawes in its peculiar, malignant
style, and thus unintentionally does him good
service.
There are indications that the Administration is inclined to take the buttons off its
foils in dealing with Utah and the Mormons.
Preliminary to the more energetic treatment
of the surviving “relic of barbarism,” a till
has been proposed by Gen. Logan giving the
United States courts wider jurisdiction in the
matter of plural wives, and the power to
choose their own juries. Armed with these
very simple weapons, it seems that the fight
of the Government with Brigham Young
would be certain in its issue and not over
tedious.

Ohio must be trying to break up all busiNot content with punishing liquor

ness.

dealers for the deeds of their
customers, she
has now passed an act holding kerosene sell-

responsible for the damage done by
plosion of their wares.
ers

ex-

As the Philadelphia Courts have decided
that steam-whistles must not be blowcd within the corporation limits, some of the work-

shops are putting in gongs that can by heard
two miles, thus removing the nuisauce.

Washington
TIIE CALDWELL

Matters.

INVESTIGATION.

Serious difficulties now exist for the
want of such an authorized body.
In other States the system has been adopted which, working in harmony with the officers of the United States, has been of incalculable benefit in preventing the injury of har
hors and preserving the safe navigation of
rivers. This is notably the case in Massachusetts where a law was enacted with provisions
similar to those of the pending bill.
In speaking of the Massachusetts Board,
Gen. Thom, United States Engineer in charge

of the works of the general Government says:
“In my offic al relations with that board during the last two years, I have more than ever
been convinced of the indispensable necessity
of a similar board in this State—an intelligent
impartial and experienced boa.d, competent

only

in opposition to such a course. Caldwell’s frieads hope in the case of the minority report to carry more than one-tbird of the
Senate, and so secure his retention. The
committee must wait until Monday to receive
the argument of Caldwell’s counsel, and it is
believed that the report will he ready by Tues-

day.

SUSPICIOUS

RESOLUTION.

The House committee on foreign affairs
Thursday morning discussed General Banks’

CIFIC RAILROAD.

Secretary Belknap has sent to the House
Major Bar'ow’s report of the operations of
the Northern Pacific Railroad expedition,
which set out from Fort Ellis, M. T., last July to survey a route eastward, but was turned
back by au Indian attack in force at the crossing of the Yellowstone. General Sherman,
in his endorsement of hi? report, says that
“it demonstrates that in the building" of the
Northern Pacific Railroad, west of the Missouri river, the Indians will oppose every foot
of progress, and if the exploration, survey
and construction of the road are to be pur-

sued with the same energy as during this
year, we will need at least two full regiments
of cavalry and full as much
infantry to guard
and protect the
necessary worki ng parties.”
The Belfast Journal gives the
following,
hoped is not frequently repeated
that city:
Marshal Csrter having information that a
vessel had been broken into and a quantity of
liquor stolen by tapping a cask, followed up
the trail until lie found that it had gone to a
house on the eastern side, in the Robbins settlement. Thither he went with officer McKeimey.
On opening the door, six men, all young but
one, were found in the room crazy drunk, and
fighting among themselves. There were black
eyes and bloody noses in the crowd, chairs, table, aud kitchen furniture overturned, while
the floor looked like a butcher’s shop.
Onetif
them threw a dish at McKenney, who knocked
him down. Another had a knife, which the

least liable to conflict with the interests of nav-

igation.”
This is the highest authority that can bo
educed in support of the bill; and in consideration of the fact that Gen. Thom knows
most of the workings of the present lack of
policy, and has no personal interest in the
matter except to secure the r'sults of his own
labors to the General Government, the Legislature can hardly fail to carry out his suggestions, derived as tll% are from long experinoc&intr flip

AUC

There is danger that the legislutors from
the interior may not fully appreciate tlie imif .they will
portance of :his measure; but
consider th't cheap transportation is of vital
importance to those sections producing lumber and other bulky staples, and that at this
time a large part of the State is dependent for
this upon the safe
navigation of tli rivers of
the State,
they will doubtless come to the
conclusion that
any movement to improve
the present means of
communication is of
vital importance to them.

Hon. Geo.S. Boutwell, Sec’y Treasury, Washington, H. C.—Under the recent amendment to
shipping act. we have as owners of bark “Silva
\V. Swasey,” shipped a crew for a voyage to

Cuba and return. Collectorof Customs at Newburyport refuses to clear vessel. What shall we

do?

Blanchard, Pousland & Co.
Signed;
Treasury Department, |
Washington, D. C.. Jan. 24,1873. J
Sir ;_The following telegram was sent you
to-day in answer of yours of yesterday: “Col-

Con-

Newburyport is instructe 1
lector of Customs
to clear hark “Swasey” forCuba, and (he following telegram was transmitted to the Collector
“Clear bark
of Customs at Newburyport.”
‘Silvia W. Swasey’ for Cuba, without compliance with
June
of
Act
7th, 1872, which
shipping
no
longer applies to vessels trading between
the United States
and the West Indies. Old
ot Jnlv -'Oth, 1S40, is still applica® Collector has
been instructed furte™ u„V1
at

representatives'

gives

an

accouut of the

various systems considered and the topics discussed ; but the report gives no results beyoni
those remotely connected with the consideration of so important a subject by an interna
tional Congress.
Last summer we seriously deprecated tin ■
application of the following rhyme by Join
Phoenix to Oakes Ames. But we withdrav
our protest in the light of recent disclesures ;
There was a man whose name was Ames,
His alms were alms of mystery;
His story odd, I think byWould make a curious history.

UUUUIJICU

Boston, Jan. 22, 1873.

gress in London last July, hil3 been
for circulation in the Legislature. The
Convention comprised official
from nearly all the civilized nations of
the
world together with many distinguished men
who have given their attention to this ques- 1
Mr. Mason

VV.l.'*

A Correspondence.—The following correspondence which will be of interest to our readers, explains itself :

The report ofRcv. j. K.
Mason of Thomaston, one of the Commissioners from th|g
State to the International

tion.

UUUOC

by a Mrs. Patterson, whose brother is now in
State Prison for killing her husband, Her son
who was one of the crowd, recently served a
term in prison for burglary.
What part the
woman bad taken in the fracas is not
known,
but when found she was on the bed in the only
other room in the house, dead drunk, with only
the waist of an old dress to cover her, every
particle of clothing having been torn fr-in the
rest of her person.
The whole of this had lot
was taken to jail, except the woman.
She was
hardly in condition to tak» a journey, from lack
of clothes and excess of rum.

hill.

Penitentiary

Yu

which it is

to protect ^nd

__u.r

Utter at the Unitarian church in
v> ??v'Mr.
Belfast, is delivering a course of Sunday evening lectures upon the distinguishing features
of the Unitarian belief.
There is quite an interest in religious matters
in

Eev. Mr.

Mason’s church

and

society

in

Thomaston.
The Eastern Baptist Quarterly Meeting will
be liolden in the Baptist Church in Mi'ltown,
Calais
A. M.

on

Saturday

the 15th

inst.,

at 10 o’clock

The re'igions interest continues in several
churches in Calais.
The Cumbeiland Quarterly Meeting, Freewill Baptist, held their quarterly session at
West Buxton Village, on Wednesday and
Tnursday of last week. Unusual interest prevailed, foreboding good results.
York Association met at Buxton, Feb. 4th,
with Eev. S. E. Bixby. The exercises during
the day were interesting and instructive. An
excellent discourse was preached in the evening, by Eev. Wm. A. Merrill of Keunebunkport, on tho idea of laboring and expecting immediate results—from the words, “Behold the
fields are white.”
The Baptist people in Caribou have purchased a lot of land of Dr. Parsons for $170,
on which they propose to build a House of
Worship or a parsonage, perhaps both.
There is marked increase in religions interest
in Lewiston, participated in by the churches

generally.

Eev. James Norris, who was so severely injured by falling into the Eagle quarry at Monson last fall, is able to occupy the
pulpit again.
Kev. J. A. Steadman, Baptist, is preaching
in Hancock. He commenced his labors the
first Subbath in January.
The ladies.of the Baptist Society held a Fair
and Festival last week, at Buckfield. The benefit is to be added to the fund for building the
new Baptist Church.
Over $200 was realized.
The annual conference meetingof Universalists will be held at Bryant’s Pond on Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 19th and 20th.
Tlie Uuiversalists of Leeds have finished
the vestry of their church edifice, and the audience room is under contract to he completed
during the coining spring or summer.
In the Methodist church at Newfield, a revival is following the dedicaPon of too new
church. Also at Guilford and Auburn, while
in several places powerful revivals are in progi css.
interest in the prayers of Christians, at the
Court street Baptist prayer meeting in Auburn,
Tuesday evening. The religious interest in several Auburu churches is greater than it has
been for years.
One thousand dollars have been subscribed at
Stetson’s Corner, West Hampden, toward the
erection of a church edifice.
Union religious meetings are being held in
Orono, and as a result a deep revival interest
Between twenty and thirty converprevails.
sions aie reported, and the interest still continues.
There is a powerful religious awakening at
“Church hill” in Augusta. A colored preacher,
Mr. Foye, iB said to be preaching to the people
with evident good results.
There is considerable religious interest being
manifested in the Christian church in Skowhegan, Rev. S. S. Jones, pastor. Rev. Mr. Pierce,
pastor of the Baptist church, has closed his la
bors there, bis place being supplied by Rev.Mr.
Shaw of Waterville.
Rev.

nority

develop navigation in
all navigable rivers and harbors, but also to
proiect and secure other than navigation interests in their rights and property in a manner
not

are producing rich results.
The receipts of the Maine Baptist Convenvcntiou for the half year ending Dec. 31, were
$3520 18.
There is a revival of religion in the Baptist
church at East-port. Several conversions have
taken ] lace.
The services of the adjourned “quarterly
meeting” of the North Searsport and Monroe
Circuit will commence at the Clark school
house, I’Tospect, on Tuesday, the 11th of Feb
with a sermon by the Eev.
George Pratt, pro-’
siding elder of the Bangor district.

Mr.

Rea

has

accepted

the

call

to

of
the
There has been no formal discussion of a “the
pastorate
Congregational
church in Bridgton, and will commence his
report in the Caldwell commhtee, but the
He is a graduate of the
members are engaged in an examination of labors next Sabbath.
Bangor Theological Seminary, and has recentthe testimony and comparing notes of their
been settled over a society in Connecticut.
opinions. It is regarded as certain to-night ly
There is a religions revival in the Barker
that there will be two reports. Senator Morneighborhood in Naples.
Meetings have been
ton presenting that of a majority in favor of
held each Sabbath evening for several
unseating Mr. Caldwell, while Mr. Carpen- conducted by Rev. Mr. Snow and much weeks,
interter will probably submit the views of the miest is awakened.

resolution of last Monday requesting the
President to open communication with foreign powers for the purpose of anoint intervention in Cuban affairs, but were unable to
reach any definite conclusion. Decided difhasty and impartial legislation in respect to ferences of opinion were developed among
the committee, both as to the propriety of
wharves, draw-bridges, etc., all of which
interfering at ail and to the expediency of
would have been avoided if the matter had
complicating or involving the action of the
first been examined by'a suitable, board, such United States with thatofothergovernments.
It is doubtful if a vote of a majority of the
as the present bill content dates.
committee could be obtained in faverof the
This bill is designed to systematic and
resolution, and it is certain that it would fall
harmonize all interests, not allowing riparian
far short of unanimity. It is stated on
good
owners to take due advantage cf their neighbors
authority to-day that the origin of the resoOur present system, or rather lution is in Wall street, and that its real puror the public.
pose is to advance the price of certain bonds.
lack of all system amounts to this and no ! Purchases of the securities have
recently been
more—that a man sh; 11 not destroy-a harbor made as low as five cents on a dollar. It is
that
an
at
tern-1
will
be
made Monasked
expected
until he has
permission.
to pass the resolution under a suspension
There are many cases where -it is necessary day
ol the rules, but the e is not the least
that there be some authority to stop by in- pects of its success. The resolution wasprosofjunction or otherwise, injurious or unauthor- fered,in good faith by General Banks, and the
ized structures, or to prevent any nuisance House will not take it out of the hands of his
committee.
and to have the same removed, which authorINDIAN OPPOSITION TO THE NORTHERN PAity, if exercised by a legalize 1 body would be

obeyed.

*

bleI!P,n!,Act
SW lter’
To

Messrs

ton, Mass.

|

v«y respectfully,

to

,Geo-

s-

Boutwell, Sec’y.
Bos-

'“"chard, Pousland &

Nomina"tion^l—The

lta'e been made by the

fTn

Co..

:-

Governor:

n°m,natl0"8

YaTr0mouJhmmemfcmaorffe'JAiireclJ-

Cotton,
ASr,cu!ture;

*
Daniel M. Dunham, Baugor
Justice of the Peace—H. G. Garooi
burn; Moses Gould, Portland; Martin V
Clinton; Wm. M. Hall, Oxford; David pw’
Norway; W. J. Wheeler, Paris;Tbo« j peok>
Charleston; Usher P. Piper, Newburg- John
W. Herrick, Bradford; Edward A.
Ad-

Ai1,'

Austin,

L#rge and enthusiastic revival meetings have

been held, in Wesley church in Bath for several weeks past and are still in full success.
We understand some seventy-five persons have
been awakened, including a large number of
very hopeful converts.

——————

Bickford also lost about #200 in sowing and
The fire is supposed to
pressing machines.
have caught from the chimney.
COUNTY.
The Whig savs there is one case of small-pox
in Bueksport. The harbor has not been frozen
over this winter.
The Bangor Whig says it is reported that in
Ellsworth au entire family of children, ten in
number, are sick with small pox. The youngest
of these is less than a month old.
The Spring Term of the Eastern Normal
School at Castme, begins on Wednesday the
13th inst., and promises to be
largely attended.
John H. Jarvis, Esq., of
Boston, formerl7 of
lias
Castme,
presented the Eastern Normal
a Howard clock
costing one hundred dollars.
HANCOCK

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
The Augusta Journal says that A. W. Kimball of that city,
photographer, is engaged in
making pictures of the Governor and Executive
Heads
of State Departments and
Council,
Members of the Legislature, which he intends
to frame and hang in the State House as a gift
to the State.

The Committee

politics.
A Minnesota mother gave a man who saved
her boy’s life tea cents, and cordially invited
him to “call at her house, and hear her play on
the piano.

FOR FAMILY USE.

THE

HALFORD
LEICESTERSHIRE

T-A-B-L-E

Made iu auy Part ot the World

at their
agreed to the gen-

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

adopt.
A charter has been asked for the West Hampden Dairy Association, with a capital of £10.000.

Whig

says there are but two small pox
patients in the hospitals of the city, and these
will soon be discharged.

E. G. Pratt of Fairfield, a member of the
board of county commissioners of Somerset
has been confined to his house by sickcouuty,
ness during most of the wiater, but is now convalescent.
WALDO COUNTY

The Belfast Age vouches for the following:—
The most singular luaus naturae of which we
ever heard is that told us
by Mr. L. M. Poor of
Searsmont. On taking some hen's eggs from a
nest he observed a slight nrotuberance at the
end oi one, but thought nothing of it till ho
heard the shell snap. CJpon looking he saw a
singular substance oozing out, which proved to
be a fully developed serpent, seven inches long,
which had apparently lain coiled up in the end
of the egg.
It was nearly the color of the
egg, and exhibited some signs of life when it
first came out.
WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

The Eastport Sentinel says that the small
pox has entirely disappeared from that place.
The Sentinel says that a young man who
passed hLnself off as an English nobleman,
aud wlio spent considerable money at Eastport,
while there a short time ago, turns out to be a
St. John clerk who borrowed a sum of money
at that place and cleared out.
Joseph Kimball, one of the oldest citizens of
Lubec, died suddenly Sunday; he had lived
nearly fifty years on the old homestead, and
continued to work as was his usual custom till
the day before he died.

TJ-S-E.
50 Cent*.

......

Half Piu«<

30 Cents.

....

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS.

LEA «V

CAUTION :

PERRINS’

Worcestershire Sauce

Buyers are cautioned to avoid the numerous Counterfeits and Imitations offered for sale.
JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS, New York,
Agents for the United States.

octJft

eodsnly
To Let
commodious four storied Brick

No. 57

Store,
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
THE
of
ELIAS THOMAS & CO
Inquire

2

0

tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves tbe hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CflAS. BATCHELOR. Prop., J*. Y.

lyrs

DENTAL

n

NOTICE.

MACALAStTr

BROS.,

DENTISTS,
Have removed their office to Rooms over George W.
Whittier’s Dru^ Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Macalaster is now ready at his new office to
wait on those requiring his professional servicer.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,
39J Congress Street and 95 Free Street,
sntf

PORTLAND, ME.

nov7

REMOVED.

A.

H.

COLD

A>D

has

ATWOOD,
PLATER,

SILVER

removed to four doors bcluw

the.old stand

87 Market Square, Up Stairs.
janlO

snlm

THeT HIGHEST

PRICE

PAID FOB

At. dr St. Lawrence Deferred Script
—

BV

—

W, E. WOOD, 67 Exchange St.
jaul4

sntf

7

REMOVAL!

DR. CHARLES E. WEBSTER,

74

Free Street.
jan25sutf

Portland, Jan. 23, 1873.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PI ANOS.

“WEBER” and other eminent makers,
Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,

5 Cahoon Block, opposite City Hall,
AT REDUCED PRICES eouily

BE

Tke Front Office

the second

on

National Dank Building, recently occupied by MatAlso

rooms

Third story.

in the

Enquire

at

the

dcc7sntf

W. N. GOOLD.

sn

Copartnership Notice,
undersigned have this day formed
nership under the firm name of
The

a

the purpose of carrying on the Boot and Shoe
business at 54 & 56 Middle street.
CHARLES CLARK,
ISAIAH CARTLAND.
sndlw*
Portland, Feb. 3,1873.

the benefit of tbe Democracy. We never
knew his name, but the name of the man who
worked up the bogus returns in Louisiana is

Sypher.
The Missouri

from an

Republican learns

au-

thentic source that York “fixed himself” for
that interview with Pomeroy. He emptied his
pockets in presence of witnesses just before entering Pomeroy’s room, and immediately on

leaving

the

room

he handed over the “second
same witnesses.

installment”—$5,000—to these

two or

The work was carefully “set up” by
three astute lawyers, who knew just what
would be necessary to make out a criminal
case against Pomeroy, and also to clear York
of the slightest taint of suspicion.
Barnum advertises for three hundred moral
men to travel with his menagerie next summer.
ouui

a

xui^e

cuticuiun ui

uiuiui

men

body would be as greata curiosity as
aDd hippopotamus.
Andrew J. Paafut, who has just

ill one

the giraffe

year ago, expresses the belief, that “they’ve
pretty much quit haugiug now-a days.” Like
another criminal who uttered a similar remark,
two or three years ago, be will probably find
out bis mistake.
The British sloop-of-war Basilisk has seized
three vessels, which were engaged in kidnapping Polynesians to bo sold into slavery, and
taken them into Melbourne.
The San Francisco Bulletin thinks that in a
very few years the Pacific ooast will raise more
than 100,000,000 bushels of surplus wheat per
anuum, aud says that, beside this, the gold and
silver product of the coast, estimated at $G5,sink

into

insignifi-

cance.

Charles Nordhoff, whose admirable work on
California is still fresh in the mind of readers
is en route to the Sandwich islands to treat
them likewise.

STATE

AND VESTS,
At

a

great reduction from regular price*.

SCOTCH

STJTl'S, $25.

No. 19 Fore street.
In South
Feb. 6, Henry Jones, son ol
Emery and Eunice C. Jones, aged 15 years and 10

Freeport.

290&392 CONGRESS STREET.
f«0

Opposite Treble House.

snlw

BONDS!
BONDS of western cities and counties, 10 per cent,
interest and principal payable in the east.
Private
as well as public rea bed. Debts very small
property
in proportion to property and therefore easily paid.
Careful investors are invited to call and examine the
Bonos. L ws and Decisions of the courts upon such
securities and will find them very safe. Tnere is
nothing better.
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.
febGsntf
If you want

a

nice

Photograph

Tin

or

go to A, M. McKenny,*s 161 Middle Street.
warrenti them as good as can be made in Port-

Type,
He
land.

ag5-eod tf sn

Ar at

Coal

Furnace

DOLLARS

prime

NINE

at

DELIVERED.

Also

a

lot of Cumberland Coal at

figure; and,

months.

In Foxcroft, Feb. 7, Mr. Sylvanus R. Jackson, aged
41 years.
In Bangor, Feb. 5, Mrs. Fanuie C. Harris, relict of
the late Samuel Harris, aged 81 years.
In Freeport, Jan. 30, Mrs. Mary Carver, aged 72
years.
In Auburn, Feb. 5, Mr. Joel S. Cobb, aged 39 years
and 6 months.

at the lowest

a large stock of
Egg and Stove. All first-class in

prevailing prices,

FROM

PATE
Prussian.Portland—Liverpool.. ..Feb 8
Washington.New York. .Havre.Feb 8
Adriatic.New York.. Liverpool.Feb 8
City of London.New York.. Liverpool —Feb 8
Henry Chauncey.. .New York.. Aspinwall... Feb 10
Siberia.Boston.Liverpool.Feb II
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 12
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 12
FOR

Hibernian.Portland_Liverpool.Feb

13

Aleppo.Bo ton.Liverpool.Feb

18

Java.New York.. Liverpool.Feb IS
Nevada.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 1£
City of Limerick..- New York. .Liverpool —Feb2C
Moravian .Portland... Liverpool.Feb 22
St Laurient.New York. .Havre.Feb 22
Oceanic.New York. Liverpool.Feb 22
miniature Almanac..
February 8*
Sun rises. .7.06 I Moon Rets.4.55 A>'
Sun sets.5.24 I High water.8.30 AM

NEWS!

every particular and guaranteed
to suit

PORT OF PORTLAND.

JOS. II. POOR fit BRO.
eodtf

A Book for Every Mail.
“SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline iu Man, Nervous aud Physical Debility,Hypochondria, Impotencv,
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this Wbrk the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, aud the only oue on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound In beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and experience.
an
mar25-dlv
The

WHITE!
or

Prepared for

Randall. McAllister & Co.
Sch Arcilla, (Br) Colwell, Boston, to
John. NB.
Sch Saudalphon, Aylward, Boston.

load for S

Sch Susan Wright, Mount, Gloucester, to load lo:
Washington.
Sh J Means, Eaton, Newburyport, to load fo:
Charleston.
CLEARED.
Sch Wm Slater, Killin, Charleston, SC—Buuke:
Bros.

at San

Color,

Immediate Application.

Francisco from Nev

damage.
SOLD By The GALLON ONLY

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.
D. M.

YEOMANS,
General Eastern Agent,
83

COUNTY.

Commercial St. Portland.

se28-eodtf

sn

FEED

FOR

CATTLE

AT

Casco

Brewery,

No. 7 Fore Street,

Opposite Port-

land Co’s Works.
PATRICK MeGLlNCHY Prop,
dels

tin

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 20th, ships Tabor, Otis
New York 158 days; Messenger, Hill, do 136 days.
Cld 20th ult, ship Charles A Farwell, Smlthwick

Liverpool.
PORTLAND, O—Ar
ten, Hong Kong.

5th

-7s

Central Iowa R. R. Gold

7’s

Atchison, Topeka & S. F. Gold

7’s

FOR SALE RY

Swan

at

yard.

Barrett,

&

BANKERS

from 50 to

BROKERS,

AND

tOO MIDDLE STREET.
eotltl

J. B. Brown & Sons,

BANKERS,

GOODS
and at

EXTREMELY

Ho. 40

Exchange St.,

PRICES !

LOW

FANCY

PORTLAND, MAINE.

TIES,

50

ly

Flori M

OIK

KID

‘J-Bl'T'i'ON

Hurlbut,

Dudley. N$w York; brig Fausliua, Blanchard, do;
30th, Hattie H, Hatch, Fernandina.
Sid 28th ult, sch Jefferson Borden, Patterson, for
Mobile; 29th, brig Proteus, Dyer. Portland.
Cld 29th, sch Omaha, Wooster. New York.
In port 1st inst. barques Jas E Ward. Wiley; G W
Rosevelt, Hcrriinan, and Estella, Loriug. tor NYork,
ldg; Cieniuegos, Norgrave, for Philadelphia; E F
Hernman. Nichols; Endeavor, Mountfort; Carrie E
Long, Park, and T K Weldon, Colson, unc; brigs M
E Haskell, Whittemore, for Baltimore; Callao, Leeman; Lizzie Zittlosen. Dow; Etta M Tucker,Tucker;
schs John Bird, Sleeper; David Faust, Lord; Susan
P Thurlow, Talbot; Hattie G McFarland,McFailand,
and Jas M Riley. Coffin, unc.
Chartered—brig Mary C Mariner, for New York,
200 hhds melado at $4} and 200 do sugar at $5; bark
S E Fraser, fordo. 700 hhds sugar do do; brig A H
Curtis, for Philadelphia. 500 hhds molasses, $34; sch
B J Willard, 500 do $41; brig Geo W Chase, ior do,
500 hhds do $4J or if to New York $34.
Ar at Matauzas 24th ult, sch Alice B Gardiner .Turner, Shieldsboro; 26th. brig Emma L Hall. Fowler,
Feruandina; sch Mary Stowe, Fellows. Wilmington;
28tn, barque Aberdeen,Treat, St Thomas; sch Louisa
A Orr, Orr, from Cardenas; Ralph Carbon. Patten,
Havana; 22d. brig Ameliz Emma,Carlon, New York;
schs B J Willard. Woodbury, Havana; Edw Waite,
York, Cardenas; 31st, brig Geo Walker, Cole, Sagua.
Sid 24th, barque Lavinia. Dyer, Cardenas and New
New York; 25tb, brig W H Bickmore, Bickmore, for
North of Hatteras; 27tb, Prairie P.ose, Griffin, do;
28tb, sch B F Waite, Aylward, for Pascagoula; 29th,
barque M W Brett, Davis, New York; brig David
Owcti, Dunton, do.
Ar at Cardenas 24tb ult, brig Sally Brown, Matthews, Matanzas; 25tb. barque Cardenas, Sundberg,
Havana; scb Alruna, Mitchell, Mobile; 27th, brig
Goodwin, Craig, Philadelphia; scb M A Folsom, Rose,
Winterport; 28tb, brig Sportsman, Blanchard, Apalachicola^ sch Cora Nash. Coffin, do; 22d. Walton,
Dillingham. Bath; Aldanah Rokes, Rhoades, from
Matanza; 25lli, brig Katahdin, Saunders. St John.
Sid 24th, brig Glendale, Nichols, North of Hatteras;
27th. sch Jas Warren, Drisko, Apalachicola; 2Stb,
S E Kenuedy, Hall, New York; sen R F Hart, Hart,

Our whole Btock marked down at

UN EQUALED.

Exchange

WJH. JE. WOOD, Ag’t,

The largest slock to be found, including every

POPULAR

Sept 7-dlfi#

MAKE.

Palmer’ r Celebrated Jacqueline Corset
—

TO THE

MEAL!

MAINE,

well as at retail, and desiro to have an agent In
overy Town for the sale of this perfect fitting Corset.

Store,

our

fcb7

See the Goods,

Learn the Prices,

inst, barque Penang, Pat

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 31st, ship Europa, Fulton
Leghorn.
Cld 1st. barque Franklin, Hassel, Reval, (Russia. 1
Ar at SW Pass 31st, brig Harry Stewart, Weeks
from Rio Janeiro.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 25th, sch Georgie Staples
Lord, Galveston, to load for Cardeuas and return.
SAVANNAH—Ar 1st, schs J L Tracey, Meservey
Boston; C W Holt, Delay, New York.
Cld 1st. sch Emma F Hart. Pearsou, for Baltimore
8cb Starlight, Jones, Brunswick, Ga.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 301 h, schs Anna Leland
Homan, Martinique; Fanny Flint, New Y«*ck.
In port 3d inst, brig Cbas Wesley, lor Baltimore
sch Eri, for Guadaloupe, ready.
CHARLESTON—Sid 3d inst, sch Ella L Trefethen,
Thompson, for Havana.

KENDALL A WHITNEY,

briggs~& co.,
Open this day

2000 Yds. of

DATIS & CO.’S
Store is the Place for Bargains 1

NEW

Call and

FRUIT !

LITCHFIELD’S,
500 quarter boxes New Layer Raisins, selling at 7fl
cents per box.
1000 boxes New Figs, 4 lbs In box, 50 cents per box.
10 pkgs Malaga Grapes, 35 cents pound.
5 bbls. Sweet Havana Oranges, selling cheap.

J. S. LITCHFIELD,
feb8i!3t

a

business, silent

investigation.
TAYLOR &

or

car.

the

WM. 1. SOUTHARD,
No. 3 Pemberton square.Bo,too,
Will Bay and Sell on

HAMBijHGS

by leaving

re warned

MBS. MARY G. RUSSELL.
147 Brackett St.

Sc

FOR

Negotiate Lonn*

on Mortgages and other
Securities.
REFERENCES:
Faneuil Hall Nat. Bank.
Hon. John P. Healey.
Messrs. Thos. Dana & Co.
Hon. Isaac S. Morse.'
Harvey Scudder & Co. Hon. J. S. Abbott.
Kemble & Hastings. Gen. J. S. Whitney.

Connty

7’s

Chicago.7’s
St. Louis.ft’s
8’s
Dayton, Ohio
Leeds & Farmington R. R., guaranteed ft’s
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’8

Joseph Dix, Esq.

JnhnP. Squires & Co. R. A. Ballou, Esq.
Sam’l B. Krogman, Esq.
F. W. Pelton, Esq.
feb8
cod&wtf

•

Wanted, Straw Sewers.

■
Maine Central R. R.
7’s
Central R. R. of Iowa Gold
7’s
Chicago, Danville & Vincennes Gold, 7’s
Northern Pa.iflc R. R. Gold
7-30’s
Town Bonds.

Wirers & Trimmers to go short
distance in the Country. Good work—good

EXPERIENCED
of
Inquire

HILLMAN, MELLEN A CO.,
151 Middle St.

The highest market price paid for

wlt7

Atlantic & St. Lawrence B. R. De
ferred Rent Scrip.

8COO.—Hard ward, Cigar and Con*
lectionery Store.
Very desirably
Doing snug
business. Good
for Blys, beers, and all othFOR
drinks. Good tenement attached at
located.

—

rnn

a
temperate
low rent; lease, &c. A bargain for some one. Owner called away.
TAYLOR & CO., 3 State St., Bosfeb8-3t
ton, Mass.

BY

—

H. M. PAYSON,
32

Orders for removal of obstrnctions in service

at the

Office in the

be at-

tended to
the

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

jantO

dtt

ir

ii

CARRYING OF

THE

Passengers booked to London,

derry anil Liverpool.

temporary

Return Tir-kets
granted at Kedueed Kates.
Tbe Steamship

IN, Capt. Ritcbir,

PRI NM

—

'^novgotf

NOTICE TO MANUFACTURERS.
FOR SALEOE RENT

10

near

to i-3

SHOE

HAMBURG
EDGINGS!
YARDS just received, and
aUUv mist be iold at omce !

PRICE 25c.
LESS THAN CAN
BE BOUGHT ELSEWHERE.

NELSON & CO.,
397 CONGRESS ST.,
Jan29

(JUST ABOVE PREBT.F. HOUSE).

WF&Stf

Hamburg Edgings
—

cheat

FROM

THE

—

auction trade
IT HEW V.IIK,

male.

Now open at

Cogia Nassau's
fobs___iw_
Sagua Holasscs.
hhds. PRIME SAGUA MOLASSES Id
ft010 ami for talc by

GEO. s. HUNT,
111 CO.WMfcIWIAI. NTBEET.
fobs

H. W. SIMONTON & CO.,
STREET.
CONGRESS
351
ANNUAL CASH

NILE

Goods at greatly reduced prices for ten days only.
IInhiburtf Edgingn, Insertions, LniUn’
nuil Infnailn’ Clothiiitf ami Worntrd Work
febSdlOd
in great variety.
of

Atlantic & St. Lawivuce R. R. Be*

ferrod Rent Scrip
BOUGHT

FACTOR!.

”“bS*

1

ExnmGi: ntrekt.

jan30d3wistot>tf

BY

__

AND

and some unAlso Machinery, Tools and Fixtures, tbo Ihomasmanufactured Stock; now occupied by
»a Shoe M mu helming Co.; will l» sold
for parties to estabor rented low as an inducement
lish here.

—

And the West, South and Northwest, roav procure
at t ho lowest rates, via the Michiand Great Western (via Suspension
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York city),
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, or Bock Island, Chicago & North Western, and ail the principal and favorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all other points.
For Tickets apply to the Old Agency of
W. D. TITTLE A CO.,

•Sj. *52!

veais as a

ROOT

WHERE

gan Central

two
so f<*t.
,desaud well lighted, good celiar
the depot, exempt lrorn taxation

Building
attic, finished

irably located

at

Through Tickets

* J

Payable in Gold or Its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
K. r Steerage Passage inward and
outward, aud lo
Srjit Drafts on England for small amounts
apply t
JAMES L. FARMER,
N°‘ 3 '"
Portland. Nov. 19th, 1872.

*

Jau31dtf

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA

Immediately after the arrival of tbo Train of th<
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (ac
cording to arcommodations).810 to $£<

35

may not receive at-

now as

Q‘>.*t

Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, Feb. Sib,

Extract of Jurnbeba

if leit late in

NO. 491-2 EXCHANGE STREET,

I'nnniliiin noil Tnited Stair. Hail*.

It is not a physic which may give
relief
to the sufferer for the first few do es, but which, from
continued use.brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakening the invalid, nor is it adoctored liquor
which, under tne popular name of “Bitters” is so
extensively palmed off on the public as sovereign remedies. but it is a snout powerful Tonic nnd
alterative, pronounced so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other sountries with
wonderful remedial results.
retains all the mediciual virtues peculiar to the plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative agent.
In there want of action in yoar Lirer Sc
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotches, Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take Jurnbeba to cleanse, purify and restore
the vitiat *1 blood to healthy action.
Have yon a Dyapepstic Stomach ? unless
digest iou is promptly aided the system is debilirated
with loss of vital force, poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
Hare you weakness of the lntcntinea?
You arc in danger ot Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Jake it to allay irritation and ward off tendency to
inflam ationr.
May, yen wraUncs. o! the Uterine or
You must procure instant roliable to guttering worse than deatli.
taKe it to strengthen
organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular
4wr
feb8

day, they

day;

Passenger Ticket Agency!
Is
heretofore

Allan_Line.
FOR TnE

same

tention till next day.

.Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
UNDER CONTRACT

pipes, if left
Morning will

The Old Union

SALE.

Portland.ft’s
Bangor..
Cook

NOTICE.

Argns and Advertiser copy.

BONDS

A T en_

GAS

Opportunity

The finder will be suitably
at this office, or with

COMMISSION

!

jan2«-_tf

a

same

tebS-d3t

prices that defy competition.

CO YELL & COMPARY.

Location o!

Lost.
fllHE Gtli inst., a Lady’s Portmonaie, containing a
JL sum of money—probably in a Congress St. horse

feb8eod3m

at

l-3c, 30c, 35c, 50c.

Best of refercnc ei
CO., 3 State Street

Hardware business'
great value. Stocl
small,
well-selected; good Store, at motier
ate rent. Worthy investigation. Moderate capita 1
req u ired. ft ei'eronces exchanged. TA Y LOR A CO.
3 State Street, Boston.
feb8-3t
silent
FOR
active.
clean and

Emery-Grinding-Macbinery will bo furnished by this

Sale.

13

febS-3t

Business

Superior

of

one

ever

Portland, and

equal

invery safe investment, an
a first class staple
manufacturing
or active.
Established manv years

and will bear closest
given and required.
Boston.

run-

this

Cue largest and best
day
WEline of open
Edges and Insertion
opened in

640,000 to 50,000.—To Capitalists,

ly

feb8

HAMBURGST
GREAT BARGAINS AT

subscriber, being about to leavo the State
will sell his Stable in Gorham Village, with th<
stock therein or not as m y be desired. This is cn<
of tne best places for a Livery Stable in the country
and will be sold a great bargain.
F. J. BERRY.
Gorham, Feb. 7, 1873.*feb8-d2w&W2t

All of the TA.^1 ITE CO.’S good are directmade by the Co., at their own Factory and under
their own Patents ami Processes.
It is cheaper to buy Standard Goods directly from
well known manufacturers than to buy of Dealers or
get low priced or poor goods. The fullest information on all poln's connected with Emery Wheels and

Boynton.

dtf

Stable for Sale.

WISHING
terest in

We shall sell them very low.

305 CONGRESS STREET.
feb6

shall

n-i EXCHANGE STREET.

Sale, half interest in

&

BARGAINS.

them.

pee

BRIGGS~& CO.,

received at

Just

ning Wheels up to 24 inches in diameter.
For illustrated Pamphlets or Photographs, address
THE TANITE CO.,
Stroudsburg, Monroe Co., Pa.

Utley

Insertions

sell at

shall

__

Wheels which bevelled, double bevelled and round
face from #3.12 to #7.35, according to thick-

ESTATE, LAND, STOCKS,

we

GREAT

feb8lw

$15.

Company.

Edges and

which

A CHEAP, simple, and durable Machine—easily
operated and running wheels from 8 x J inches to 12
x linch.

#90,

dtf

Hamburgs, Hamburgs

and be couvinced that

Sharpener.

and

Bags Cotton Seed Meal

2000

—FOR SALE BY—

Visit

THE

pay.

SEED

as

SPOKEN.

#70

O N

—

OF

1RADE

Jordan,

Heavier Machines

67 Exchange St.

C^OTT

Wo offer

New York.
Sid tin Mothcrbank 17th uit, Southern Righths,
Woodbury, Savannah.
Ar at Dartmouth 20th, Hyperion, Clark, Philadelphia for Hango.
Ar in Portland Roads 20th, S A Blaisdell, Sawj*er,
from Mi Idlesboro for Cardenas; Rhine,
London for New York.
Ar at Cardiff 19th ult, Jona Chase, Chase. Havro.
Ar at Torbay 16th ult, Sylvauus Blanchard, McAlevy. from Havre tor Cardiff.
Slu fm Queenstown 16th, Jennie Eastman, Herbert,
(from Havre) for New Orleans.
Cld at Havre 15th ult, Reunion. Curtis, New Orleans.
Ar 15»b, Mayflower, Call, New Orleans.

RKAIi

land.

Jobn, NB, 5th lust, barque C S Rogers,

Saw Gummer &

England, Scotland and Ire-

on

Corsets! Corsets! Corsets!

[Latest by European steamers.!
Liverpool—Returned 20th, Washington, Chase, for

ness.

tl

6’s
Bangor City
St. Louis City.6’*
Leeds & Farmington, (Gnarantecd,) 6’s
•
Maine Central, Consolidated. •
7’s
•
Cook County, Illinois,
7’s
•
7’s
Wayne Connty, Illinois.
*
Iowa Central,Gold,
7’s
Northern Paciile Gold, ... 7.80’s
West Wisconsin R. R., Gold,
7’s

Cents !

HOSIERY !
PRICES

hand.

on

jau29

Portland City
6’s
Rockland City ..... 6’s
Bath City.6’s

continue to sell for

Seventy-five

Incor-

BONDS.

GLOYES !

we

same as an

Bank.

Interest allowed on Deposits.
Dealers in Government Ronds.
Gold and Foreign Exchange.
Investment Securities constant-

—

CENTS.

RENIENIBER

Ar at Gibara7th ult, brig Harriet Amelia, Forbes,
Machias.
Sid 9th, sell Aspies, Hodgdon, New York.
At Zaza 22d ult, brig Aroostook, Bryant, irom Cienfuegos, for North of Hatteras, ldg.
A r at Cienfuegos 28th ult, brig Navarino, Blood,
Aspinwall; T Remick. Kose, do.
Sid 24th, brig Peri. Perkins, for Philadelphia; 28th,

nit, barque

FOR

—

for Baltimore, ldg.
At Milk River, Ja, 9th ult, brig9 Juliet C Clark,
Moore, for New York 6 days; Mariposa, Milton, for

sch Sophia, Walls, do.
Ar at Havana 25th

Business the

porated

(ALL NEW)

Ar at Dartmouth 20th ult, brig Hyperion, Clark,
from Philadelphia ior Hango.
Ar at St Thoma9 17tli ult, brig Five Brothers, Randall, Guadaloupe; 18th, sch Emily Curtis, Barbour,
Boston.
At San Andreas 6th ult, sch J M Murphy, Murphy,

Dr. Wells
MEMORANDA.

Ship Messenger, Hill,

York, reports, oft* Cape Horn, experienced very heav;
westerly gales and shifted cargo.
Sch Sargent S Day, McFarland, at Belfast fron
Baltimore, reports, 27th ult. 40 miles oft* Cape Cod
took a heavy gale lasting six hours an l split sails
carried away mainboom, and sustained other ligh

AND

w°rth
Co5t8’
80 cents

BEST

Scb Nellie Star. Poland, Brunswicx, Ga, 13 days178,000 ft. lumber to Richardson & Cross. Vessel t(
Geo H Starr.
Sch Armida Hall, Hall, Savannah—hard pine t«
Richardson & Cross. Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Nathan Cleaves, Atwood, Norfolk—oysters t<
Jas Freeman.
Sch Rival, Dunton, New York—coal to Jos H Pool
& Bro.
Sch Ida L Howard, Harrington, New York—coal t<

Blako.

Manufacturers of

Any Desired Shade

Eastprot.

Friday, Feb. 8*
ARRIVED.
New Brunswick, Pike, St John, NB, vfc

Sch R L Dowling, (Br) Bissett, St John, NB—Join
Porteous.
Sch Hiram Tucker, Knowltou, Pembroke—Nath I

Aveiill Chemical Paint Co.,

PUREST

Steamor

7’g
7-30’s

Gold

er

by

feblsn

NEW

ALL

lot, very attractive,

one

FOREIGN PORTS.
Palermo 8th ult, brig Caroline Eddy, Veazie,

__

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
NAME

6’s

6'g
European & N. Ain. R. R.» Gold,
R.
B.
Danville
&
Vincennes
Chicago,

CEMTS,

Bangor.

City of Montreal... .New York.. Liverpool.Feb 15
Baltic.New York. .Liverpool —Feb 13

juuuavu

Missionary Society.

The Bridgton News says that last Friday
evening, just before midnight, the extensive
and valuable store of L. H. Fitch & Co., at
“Mud City,” Sebago, was destroyed by flic.
The entire stock was consumed, together with
and also some
a part of the bonks of the firm,
of the town books and papers, and the whole
was kept in
which
contents of the post office,
the building. Mr. L. H. Fitch being postmaster,
town treasurer and clerk, aud his brother \Y llliam first selectman.
The loss of the Messrs,
is estimated at
$8,000; on which they
fitch
have an insurance of about $4,000.
Samuel

city, Feb. 7, Charles C. Colley, aged 59 years.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 2} o’clock, at

ORIN HAWKES & CO.,

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

CUMBERLAND

Fannv K Shaw.
BOSTON—Ar Gth, schs Ringleader, Smith, Bangor;
Tuttle, Thurrill, Wiscasset; Advance. Walton,*
Portland.
Below, schs Armida Hall, Irom Savannah; brig
Tim Field, from HobokeD.
Cld 6th, steamer Lord Clive,
Urquhart, Portland;
scb Kittle Stevens, Anderson. Portland.
Ar 7tb, barque Azalia, Weston. Smyrna;
brig Tim
Field, LelancI, Hoboken; schs Lucy Holmes, Eldridge, Miragoane; Addie M Bird, Merrill, Baltimore,
(with crew of sch Edwiu Reed, abandoned 2d inst,

SPECIAL NOTICE,

DIED.
In this

The Journal announces the death of Joel S.
Cobb, Esq., one of the most respected citizens
of Auburn.
A lime kiln is to be bui't in Lyndon, near the
mouth of the Madawaska. The lime rock these
is said to be of an excellent quality.
The Swedish colony has recently received
several large boxes of clothing from Lutheran
friends in New York; also several boxes from
Portland and Bangor, through the influence of
Itev. Ur. Thurston. Secretary of the Maine

In Ferry Village, Capo Elizabeth, Feb. 6, at the residence of the bride’s father, Capt. D. E. Webber,
Wm. S. Cushing and Miss M. Josephine Webber, all
of Cape Elizabeth.
In Lewiston, Feb. 1, Robert Reed and Miss Lydia
A. Carlton.
In Lisbon Falls, Dec. 24. Nelson Marrow and Miss
Clara M. Libby, both of Lewiston.
<

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

MARRIED.

PANTS

7’g

•

«

Maine Central R. R.

Those of onr customers who hate availed themselves of the opportunity to obtain Bargains will
agree with us that we have only offered the

Smith

Price of Machine,

the same

been sentenced to death for the second time by an Illinois court for the brutal murder of bis wife, a

000,000 annually, will

SUITS,

7’s

janll

lor

UNDERCOATS.

6’s
•

St. Lonls

—

per

Eldridge,
ship Asaout.
days

latest

Those who wear them musn't throw stones or
play cricket.
Montpelier, Yt., claims the champion dead
beat. He is a railroad stockholder, and wanted to attend the stockholders’ meeting at St.
Albans. Of course the railroad passed him,
and, as he was obliged to stay over night, he
Six cants
slept in an arm chair at the hotel.
worth of crackers furnished him with a supper
aud breakfast.
Mayor Medill, of Chicago, was too much for
the rebellious police. He kicked out the old
Superintendent, reconstructed the Police Commission, and finds the people applauding him
for his firmness. There is nothing like pluck.
For several yeara the World had a special editor whose duty it was to manipulate figures for

40

Dec 25, lat 24 33 S, Ion 25 44 W.
from San Francisco for Liverpool, 67

jobbing

Stockings made of glass spinnings are the
thing iu the department of ingenuity.

*

and

copart-

CLARK & CARTLAND,

OVERCOATS,

Ana

Sid 15th, Progress, Johnson, Mobile; Ellen Southard, Woodworth, Belize; 16th, D W Chapman, Stetson, and sandusky. Norton, lor New Orleans; Hawthorne, Nason, Bordeaux.

tf

from

any of our Winter Goods,

LOT

2 5

VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar5th, sch Fanny K Shaw,
Watts, Satilla River 13 days for Bath.
Sid 5th, schs R L Kenney, Wreath, Hattie Page,
and H M Waite. |
Sid 10th, schs G M Hopkins, Almeda, Franklin,

in the Canal

tocks & Fox.

jun23newlt then

measure

ONE

Dickerson, Boston.
Cld 5th, brig Lulu, Givan, Cardenas.

LET.
floor

6’s

Chicago

12 1-2 CENTS PER YARD.

Cld 5th. scb Jas Wall, Grover, .Jacksonville
PROVIDENCE—Ar 6th, sch Mary Fanow, Sma 1
New York.
Sid Gdi, sch Wm Arthur, McDuffie, Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Ar 5th, schs Commerce, Torrey. Providence for New York; John E Dailey, Lang, Viualhaven for do.
Sid 5th. schs Geo G Jewett, Patterson, St John, NB
tor do; Ella. Humphrey. Portland for New York.
Iu port 5th, schs Eugene, Hawes. Portland for New
York; Delhi, Emerson, fm Fall River for do; Snow
Squall, Norton, do for do; Sahwa, Kelley, Provi-

Pensaeola.
Ar at St

yl7

TO

g,g

_
*

Northern Pacific R. R.

Boston.

Portland, June 24th, 1872.
We will make to

AT

—

Philadelphia, ldg.
Ar at St Jago 23d ult, brig Mattano, Jarvis, from

REMOVAL.

BANK OF PORTLAND.
after this date, the un lersigned will carry
On,
on a strictly Banking business, at the Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK
OF PORTLAND’’ and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the
Banking Business.

DAYS

HAMBURGS

GLOUCESTER—Ar Gth, sch L W Pierce, Hill, fin
Portland for Boston.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous

octld&w

•

Cleveland, Ohio

Cld 7th, schs Juliet, Nash, Caibarien: Etta May,
J

and

FOR THE NEXT

LOT Or

~T

State of Maine
Portland
Bangor
Bath
Rockland

.shall offer this morning

wc

ONE

Dix, Portland.

BATCIIELOR 8 HAIR DYE.

Bank

SPECIAL NOTICES.

still continues, and

Sale

_MISCELLANEOUS.
BONDS.

dismasted.)

No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
septl2sntf

Or ot

has removed to
The True Basis of Success.
Fallacies and frauds arc short lived. They may
flourish for a little while, hut the sober secondthought of the people condemns them and they perish.
It would take even the “Lightning Calculator” along
time to count the imitations and counterfeits of the
supreme tonic of the age, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters
that have been brought out since the first introduction of that celebrated remedy. Thoy have collapsed
one after another, but the
great vegetable preventive
a id curative is still on its
disease-conquering march.
At this feason, as the air becomes more and more
chilly.and searching vapors affect the in teguments aud
create unwonted pains in the stomach and bowels, it
is of the utmost importance to toue and regulate the
system so as to enable it to bear up against the uncongenial temperature which produces the e disturbances, Fever and ague, rheumatism, biliousness nervous prostration, costiveness and chronic
indigestion
are a few among the many disorders which
yield
readily to this famous restorative.

Annual

deuce for New York.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

J. P. Cool of Palmyra, has a coat which has
been in constant use for fifty-seven years, having been worn more or less each year. There
is not a brack in the cloth, and it shows no
signs of repair. Mr. Cool was raised in the
town of Waterville, end his sister carded,
spun
and wove the cloth in the primitive days of our
mothers.
The Reporter says that at the annual meeting of the members of the Somerset Central
Agricultural Society, held iu "Skowhegan, Feb.
1st, 1873, the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year: Hon. Abner Coburn, President; H. C. Burleigh, Wm. D. Hayden, Vice
Presidents; William B. Snow, Secretary and
Treasurer; B. M. Hight.Wm. D. Hayden, Trustees.

Grand

Austin, Port au Prince;
Barbad<*»; Clara Smith,
Curtis, Jacksonville.

Lo:ing5t Lbjra^;lM, &rb°5#5*JetISI*

EIGHTH

OUR

—AT

E-A.-M-I-L-Y
PiuM

The Agricultural Committee of the Legislature are to pay the State College at Orono a
visit on Monday next.
Mr. Burton of Lincoln, shows specimens of
apples grown in his garden picked from the
tree in the season of 1871 and even now showing little signs of decay. The apples are very
fine for cooking.
An order has passed the City Council of Bangor for the Mayor to obtain advice of Gen.
Thom as to which of two harbor lines reported
by Asst. Engineer A. C. Both, the city should

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

—FOB—

to

Thursday forenoon of last week the school
house in the Bidlon Neighborhood—No. 9—in
Sweden, was wholly destroyed by fire.

bllV-**

ai«

I{eenAcSp;oBll2ife^a,a!

System,

OXFORD COUNTY

The

S-A-U-C-E-,

The best Sauce and Relish

introduce the labor system and other reforms
into the county jails. A sub-committee was
chosen to report a bill.

lately

in a northern journal is the thermometer record for some time back.
Gen. Kilpatrick, having failed to overthrow
Grant or get himself an office, has settled
down as a Jersey hay dealer, in which position
it is to be hoped he may succeed better than in

Jail

on

meeting Thursday evening,
eral features of the bill previously reported,

News and Other Items.
The “lowest thing” a southerner says he has
read

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Off the port 5th, ship Priscilla, York, from Montevideo via Kes West.
WILMINGTON—Ar 3d, barque Favorita, Cralt,
Portland; sch Mary B Harris, Mitchell, VineyardHaven.
BALTIMORE-Ar 5tli, brig Concord, Kelley, Matauzas. (a seaman named Hugh Blander, of Marne,
was lost on the
passage.)
Cld 5tb, brig Jennie A Cheney, Arev. Rio Jaueiro.
Sid 5ih, brigs Caroline Gray, for Martinique; Jenr.le Morion, ior Charleston; sclis Adeliza, for Demarara; Hattie Ross, for Matanzas; Alfred Keen, tor
Savannah; IdaS Burgess, fordo; M E Henderson,
for Savannah.
NEW YORK—Ar 5th, barque Surprise, Hoyt, from
Trieste; Union, Blanchard, Kev West ludays; brigs
Neponset, Strout, Milk River, Ja, 20 days; Thomas
Walter. Lee, Havana ; Chari Ate. Whittemore, Cieufuegos 14 days; schs Dolly Varden, Allen. Mosquito
Inlet, Fla; G M Porter. Alley, do; II C Sheppard.
Clark, do; Jachin, Coombs, Belfast; Delia Hodgkins,
Bernard. Portland.
6,th’ M** Emma» Smart. Matan'as 15 days; W
u *r.
Bickmore Bickmore,
dolOdaye; scb Gen Hall.
Wade, Aux Cayes.
Cld 5tb, brigs Lima, Hill.
Cienfuegos; Long Reach,
iT;uHatV,>ua: 8ch Alaska, Clark, Key West.

Also

on

hand

IOO CASES* THICK ROOTS,
of superior qualttv, stitched and Bided by hatj.l. and
Will to
warranted. Also men’s russet alippots.
sold low and In lots to suit purchasers.
For further particulars address
E. A. ROBINSON. Trcas.,
febieodlm
Thomasroj;, Maim:.

Swan
lOO

A

Barrett,

MIDDLE

STREET.

Janlt_<11 mis
Notice.

LADVkas taken llio room No. 11 Cahoen',
J\. Blook, Congress st., for the purpose of bavin* a
class In DRAWING an,1 PAINTING, If fhc meets
sufficient encouragement. All interested are invited
to call Immediately. Hours 3 to 5 p. in. all week
*
days except Mondays and Fridays.
Suitable references given.
ftbllw
A

PRESS.

THE
SATURDAY

MORNING, FEB,

8, 1878.

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fes•enden broB., Marquis,
Robiuaon, Brinell & Co.‘
Andrews, Went worth, Glendennins Moses, Hender•on, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of
tuecity.
At
At

Biddeford, of Pillsburv.

2'

Elizabeth is largely
; her only business connection and outlet being with Portland,
and this connection centering practically upon
the Portland County bridge, the surrender of

AUCTION COLUMN.
S. Bailey & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Mortgagee’s Sale—J.

Blues Masquerade Ball—City Hall.
Music Hall—Dcllianty & Co.’s Troupe.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Eighth Grand Annual Salc^-Davis & Co.
New Fruit—Litchfield’s.
Saw Gummer and Sharpener.
The Great Blood Purifier—Jurubeba.

business and

Stable for Sale.
Wm. L. Southard—Boston.
Wanted—Straw Sewers.
Announcements—3.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Clothing—Orin llawkes & Co.
W. B. Aroy—Army and Navy Union Ha'l.
Loring’s Vegetable Specific.
W. C. Sawyer & Co.—Canaries.
Religions Notice*.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H.
Wright,
Pastor.—Services will e held at 10J a. m., and 3 p.

Bethel CnuRCii.—Sabbath 10*a. m., 3 and 7i p.

PrajVT meetings on Monday and Thursday evenings
7^ p. m. All from sea audland are invited.
Williston Church.—S. S. 10J a. m. Preaching
service at 3 P. m. Sittings free. Social meeting at 7

at

P.M.

First Parish.—Rev. Dr. Hill, ex-President of
Harvard College, will preach to-morrow. The annual
collection for Widows’ Wood Society will be taken up
Newbury St., Church.—Prayer meeting at 10£ a.
preaching in the afternoon at 3 p. m.
1ST The regular Monthly Meeting for the promotion of Holiness, will be held next Wednesday the
12th, inst, at Pine Street M. E. Church. Services to
commence at 2} and 7 P. M.
Preble Ciiapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2 p. m; preaching at 3; p.
m; Conference meeting at 7 p. ni. Free to all.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Preaching in the
morning at 10 J o’clock bv the pas lor, Rev. A. K. P.
Small. Special Sunday School Concert in the chuicli
in the evening.
First Baptist CuuRcn, Congress st., corner of
Wilmot. Rev. Wm. H. Sliailer, Pastor.—Preaching at
3; Sabbath School at 1}; Sabbath School Concert at 7
m.;

m.

Church.—Rev. Mr. Strout,
a. m.

and 7 p.

m.

Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
St.—Elder A. C. Palmer, of Bath, will preach Sunday
at the usual hours.

Prayer meetingat u

a. in.

Spiritual Fraternity, Army and Navy Union
Hall—Children’s Progressive Lyceum at 10£ A. M.
Conference at 3 P. M. Subject, Mcdiumsliip.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor.—Services at 10J A. M., and 7 P. M.
Subject ol lecture, “Intemperance, a wrong.”
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr.
will preach to-morrow morning from Rgv. xii, 14.
Collection for Widows’ Wood Society. Evening Lecture in the Vestry at 7J o’clock.

interests,

FEBRUARY

CIVIL

Court.

TERM,

BEFORE

JUDGE

BY-

MOXDS.

Friday.—Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company ts. David Boyd. Action on a contract to recover $500, alleged subscription for five shares in the
stock of plaiutiff corporation. Jury after being out
five hours reported they could not agree, and were

discharged.
Webb and A. W.Bradbury lor plff.
A. A. Stront for deft.
Anna S. King assignee, vs. John A. Winning. Assumpsit to recover balance of an account for groceries purehasod of Fulton & Richec. Amount claimed $37.21. Defenoe, payment. Case argued.
Sargent.
Howard & Cleaves.
N.

Hricf Jolting*.
Another glorious day yesterday.
The fortification appropriation bill passed by
the Senate yesterday includes $40,000 for Fort

Preble aud $50,000 for Fort Scammell.

The costumes for the Blues’ Masquerade are
coming from New York, Brunswick aud Rockland, So no one need fear infected clothing.
Messrs. J. B. Mathews & Co., on Commercial street have placed step3 on each sido of
their skids when unloading cars, that are a

great institution for pedestrians.
We would
recommend the same feature to all doing business on the street.
The next lecture comes off at Ferry Village

a

an

mile beyond
hour and a

half.

Chandler, the efficient and pepular condustor
the Maine Central, had on board his train
yesterday morning Warden Rice of Thoinaston, who was carrying to the State Prison two
prisoners, Kelley and Maxwell, sentenced for
three years each for larceny.
Maxwell was
one of the three who escaped from Portland
jail last spring.
on

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association
—The monthly meeting of this association was
held Thursday evening. A goodly number of
members

was

present, .and the proceedings

were

quite interesting.

The committeeonsick mem
tho state of all the sick. Several
were found to be on the sick list, but none dangerous. Some members were proposed for adbirs

reported

were

inter

cause; and

as

to their

activity

iu

general question.
in

a very
large
practically temperance

men.

this matter were directed—aud
they manifested entire willingness to do so—to look after
any members who may be inclined to fall away
from the honorable
standing which the association has for so many years
Two mem-

occupied.
reported as having died during the
and it was directed that their
biogra-

bers were

month,
phies be entered upon the records. The names
of those brethren are Gardner Hanson and
Peter W. Plummer. The committee were instructed to look
particularly after the aged and
d crepid members of the
body; and the meeting adjourned to the first Thursday in .March.
The Maine Year
Book.-Wc notice by a
Circular, just issued by Messrs. Hoyt Fo"g &
Breed, that they will hereafter publish the

MaiDe State Year Book on the first
day of May
of each year, rather than at the time of its
previous issue, thus making it correspond as

nearly as possible with the Political Year, and
securing full returns of town officers, &c. We
also notice that they are anxious to obtain
correspondents and agents in every town where
they have not already done so. We bespeak
for this highly useful work the favor of all
who wish to know- more of the interests of

our

growiug [State.
Accident. Mr. George
Herrick, an employe
in the pork-packing establishment of N. j.

Davis, fractured his arm Thursday afternoon
by a fall on one of the many icy sidewalks.
“Nobody to blame,” bnt the ice, which would
obstinately insist iu remaining there despite the
remoustrauces of the authorities.

Law Decision.—We are informed that the
referees in the eases of Mary C. Maxwell and
John Maxwell ndmr’s vs. Elbridge Gerry, have
made their report in favor of defendant in both
cases, having delivered their report to deft’s
counsel.

The referees were Judge
Eira Carter aud A. K. Shurtleff.

Danforth,

The advertisement of Davis & Co., in another column, is a very attractive one, and will reTheir
pay a careful perusal by our readers.
stock, lately enlarged and replenished, offers
many and strong inducements to purchasers.
Its variety and completeness assures much lati-,
tilde of choice.
Our readers will do well to

give

a

call.

We do not pretend that Loring's Vegetable
Specific will euro every disease under the sun,
but we do say, and the experience of every one

the

who has taken the remedy confirms our statement, that for the cure of Cositiveness and Dyspepsia therq is do medicine that will compare
with it. All dealers in medicine sell it.

BRACKETT STREET SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

Whole number registered.140
Average number pupils belonging..120
Average daily attendance..118
Nninber present at examination.116

F. O. Bailey & Co., sell to-day at 12 o’clock
m., one sorrell mare, at office, 18 Exchange

Percentage of attendance. 97.6
Number of days iu term.218
Number not ab*ent for the term.

43
PARK STREET GRAMMAR FOR BOYS.
Whole number pupils enrolled.J70
Average number belonging.160

street.

ary

Birds, splendid singers.

Clothing and Cardigans cheap.
Hawkcs & Co.’s, 290 & 292 Congress St.

Present at examination..

W. R. Abey, of Emporia, Kansas, will address the citizens of Portland, at Army and

Average attendance.145
Percent of attendance.£3

.138"

FOURTII GRAMMAR FOR BOYS.

Navy Hall, on Saturday evening, Feb. 8th, at
7J o’clock. Subject, “The Soil, Climate, Agricultural, Fruit Growing and Stock Raising.”

222

Average number belonging.197
Average attendance.196
Percentage of attendance. 96.5
Present at examination.189

Ladies

England, in which every case that Judge Goddard minutely called his attention to was notic"
ed. During the month of January there were
ten detentions of the New York mail. Five of
these were due to the detention of trains west
of Boston by storms by which the aggregate
time the mails were behind was 15 1-4 hours.—
The other five cases were due to the careless-

stupidity

of men employed by tho Postal service in Boston. Three of these cases
were traced to the stupidity of the driver of the
express wagon carrying the mails to the Eastern Railroad depot. The detention of the letter mail on one occasion was due to the Portland box being buried up iu the Boston office.—
It appears that two-thirds of the delay, amount-

ing to 311-2 hours on the aggregate, has been
due to Boston carelessness. Judge Goddard
has suggested th# propriety of having the Eastern mails taken direct from the Western cars
to the Eastern Railroad depot, instead of stopthe Boston post-office. Mr. Cheney reping
plies that this arrangement will require a new
contract, which he will recommend if the anat

noyance continues. Mr. Cheney has promptly
looked after the matter and will do all iu his
power to remove this serious delay. He pleads
that the confusion growing out of the fire has
The delay of
the baggage

The Wallace

Sisters.—A

rousing house

greeted the Wallace Sisters at Music Hall last
Bvcuing, and they well deserved it, for a more
iharming trio of maidens cannot easily be
Found.

Miss Jennie won great favor as Alad-

lin, though her best success was in the Village
Maid, where her personal beauty showed to
nucb advantage. Miss Minnie was very a-cli
>nd sprightly in Pekoe, and the petite, golden
laired Maud

made a decided hit ja the

Prin-

ts, being recalled at every appearance. The
listers won their way to the hearts of their aulisnce, and achieved a success they should be
’loud of.
Johnson, as the Widow

Twanky,

“immense,”

and excited the risibles of the
ipectators to the highest degree. Sid Smith
ivas very amusing aud his efforts
provoked relented bursts of laughter. The orchestra is un-

are

plays.
This

evening

the amusing comedy of “The
"
roug Man
an(j the gorgeous extravaganza
of the Field of the
Cloth of Gold,” will be
given,
ny of our readers who have seen the
last named play know the
opportuuity.it affords
for rich costumes and
spirited acting, and they
may rest assured that these
advantages will be
improved to the utmost. It is w rth the time
and expense to merely see the
sunny haired lit
tie Maud.
Prof. CnuncniLL.—The
suggestion in the
Press of Wednesday, on
engaging the elocuProf.
S.
W. Churchill, for the
tionist,
Peoples*
entertainments will he
duly considared by the
management, who have lieeu
personally solicited by a large number
of our citizens to secure
the serv.ces.of Prof.
Churchill, for a dramatic
reading, and if the recent death of Prof.

Churchill’s father does
engagements, we hope
course.

not
to

quiring the E. & N. A. R. R. Co., to carry passengers and freights at rates corresponding to
those of other railroads; Instructing the Committee on Indian Affairs to inquire into the propriety of establishing by law to pay salaries to
white perron or persons not belonging to the
Penobscot Tribe of Indians, without the consent
iu due form of said tribe; directing the committee on legal affairs to inquire whether a»y
further legislation is necessary with regard to

assignment

of wages.
Leave to withdraw was reported on petition
of the town of Danfortli, to legalize the doings
of said town; also, same on petition relating to

killing

of Moose and Deer; same on petition of
Millard Carver, et. als. for amendment of city
charter of Bangor, relating to election of Street
Commissioners; same on petition relating to
picking of cranberries in Deer Isle.
Read and Assigned—Bill to incorporate the
Northern Co.; the Maine State Temperance
Association; to legalize the acts of the Selectmen of Wiscasset, and vote of
the same; to legalize the doiugs of school district in town of
Br’stol; To make valid the doings of J. C. Nash
as a justice of the Peace; to make valid the
doings of the Union Meeting-house Association

Bristol;

in town of

to incorporate the State Pc.

moiogicai society; mu 10 aaienu me act to establish the State College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts, special law of 1867; to authorize the town of Gouldsboro to regulate the runat large of cattle in said town; to incorporate the Hancock County Savings Bank;
amendatory to chap 51 and 52, relating to railroad and steam navigation; to amend chap. 115
R. S., relating to compensation of members of

niug

the government; resolve relating to setting
of
national
domain as a pubapart
lic school fund; bill making valid the acts of
the warden of State Prison in making sale of
certain land; resolve in favor of Aroostook

county; in aid of road in Island Falls.
The bill to incorporate the South Paris Savings Bank, was, on motion of Mr. Hatch, recommitted.
The bill oi. compulsory attendance at school
was amended and passed to bo engrossed.

Subsequently amotion to reconsider
tabled and Tuesday next assigned.

it

was

Pjjssed to be enacted—Bill to ameud an act
providing for the appointment and duties of a
Recorder of the Police Court at Bangor; to incorporate the Odd Fellows’ Association at Portland; relating to damages for land taken for
railroad purposes.
Finally passed—Resolve in favor of the Bangor Children’s Home; in favor of C. S. Page.

Adjourned.

MATTERS IN MAINE.
H ittery Matter*.

Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 7.—The coroner’s
inquest at Kittery decided that Mr. Leach
came to his death by
drowning and not by violence.
M. W. Williams has been detached from this navy yard and Paymaster
Rufus Parks is ordered here.

interfere with his

present him in this

Admission lOcts.

THE 91VBDEBEB EVAJ(S.

Startling*

febl-lw

_j__

The'Enquirer.—The best advertising medium in Maine. Circulation 10,000 and increasing 1000 per month. Try it
jan7tf
The most nobby “turn-outs" seen iu the
streets of Portland, comes from the Plum
Street Stables. They have several first class
trotters in their splendid livery stock. jan29-tf

BY TELEGRAPH.
AUGUSTA MATTERS.
(Special Despatch

to

Augusta, Feb. 7.
Railroad .Committee
to-day considered Mr. Butler’s bill requiring
cars to be furnished with the Miller
Iplatform
as a protection to
telescoping in case of accident. The Maine Central opposed the measure
and presented a platform invented by one of its
employees. No decision was given.
Mr. Knowlton culled,the attentioa of tlie’committeee to a newly patented self-coupling and
The

car

platform.

The Committee voted to report a bill to extend the time of the Portland-Rutland-Chlca-

go-Hong Kong Railway Co.,

to build its

road,

Dec. 31,1877.
The Committee also voted to allow the Maine
Ceutral-to bring in a bill relative to its Portland
location identical with theP. S. & P. Railroad
bill.
The Railroad Commissioners appeared in opto

position

to the Westingliaus brake bill and it
tabled.
The Ranking Committee
will report' legislation inexpedient on ail matters before them not yet reported.
This of
xmrse includes the savings bank project.
The Committee on Way, and Bridges
will report a bill requiring the County Commiswas

sioners to

furnish|certain facilitiesjforferiy landng between Cape Elizabeth and Portland, |at
the expeuse of the County.
Et Cetera.
(The P. S. & P. bill relative to its Portland lolatiou will pass as amended, unless Portland
nakes opposition, in which case it will be deicatcd in the Senale.
The Grand Re-union

legislative Ball comes
Tickets have been issued and
to he .the dress occasion of the sea"

iff the 12th inst.
t

promises

ion.

FIFTY-SECOND LEGISLATURE,
i Reported for the Press.)
SENATE.

Augusta, Feb. 7.
House papers passed in concurrence.
Read and Assigned—Bill to define pauper supilies; relating to the election of the village
cbool district in the city of Augusta: to incor! lorate the Minot Mutual Life Insurance Co.;

authorize Eli Bickman and Zenas Cook to
mild and maintain a wharf in the town of
of
rriendship; to amend the charter of the city
lallowell; to incorporate the Franklin Land
Kennebec
the
j ind Lumber Co.; to incorporate
ind New York Steam Navigation Co.; resolve
road in
n favor of C. W. Cobb; in favor of a
1 he town of Shirley; in favor of a road through
to inF.
S.
of
Walker;
favor
in
Mount Chase;
bill fororporate the Dixfield Cheese Factory.;into Milllidding the casting of sawdust, &c.,
irook at Waterford; resolve to pay the Military
1 Committee’s expenses; resolve relating to the
ndian school at Oldtown Island; bill rncorpoi
ating the Topsham Granite and Manfacturing
< Co.
The resolve relating to taxes in Linneus and
i Shermau was referred to tho next Legislature.
The Senate receeded and concurred with the
louse in rejecting the amendments to the bill
o

i n relation
ind the hill

to

uittee.

the solemnization of

passed

as

reported from

marriages,
the com-

Improbable

He Confesses Being the Murderer of Fire

Girls.
Boston, Feb. 7.—According to the confession
of Evans, in 1858 he stoic away and killed a
little neice in Derry, N. H., aged live years. In

1861 he assaulted and cut the throat of a
girl
14 years of are in Augusta, Me. (for
which, by
the way, another died in prison.)
In 1865 he
outraged the person of Isabella Joyce (14 years
old) and then killed her and her brother John,
a boy of 12, in Bussy’s woods, near Boston.
In
1862, June 10th, he is charged with a similar
crime upon the person of a woman found dead
in the woods near Fitchburg, Mass., and during the same year he outraged and mutilated
the person of, and murdered Georgiana Levering, a girl of 12 years, in Nortliwood, N. H.
His confession in regard to all the above crimes
is brief and indefinite, except as to the Joyce
cbillren, which was made to Deputy Sheriff
Henry A. Drew,who arrested him and had him
in charge ten days before he committed him to
Exeter jail and seven days before he revealed
to him the secret of the mnrder of
Georgiana

Lovering.

the Press.)

But

Confession.

prices. Bargains

lsually fine,

and causes the musical portion of
die entertainment to be
very enjoyable. The
lostumcs are very rich and add much to the

invited to attend.

Closing out sale of Hats and Caps at reduced
in fur seal caps and gloves
at M a it?: ii & Co.’s, opposite Post Office.

Detention of Mails.—Tho zeal that Postmaster Goddard is taking to ascertain where
the cause of the delay of our New York mails
lies, is most commendable. Ho has just received a long communication from Mr. Cheney, Superintendent of railway mail service for New

something to do with the matter.
Thursday was due to the fact that

Orders Passed—Requesting the committee on
Railroads to inquire into the expediency of re-

Under
Orin

and

Senate papers disposed of in concurrence.
Petitions, Bills. Ac., Presented and Referred:
Petition of Selectmen of Milford for reimbursement; of G. W. Pickering, et. als. iu favor
of bill establishiug board of Harbor Commissioners; of E. P. Burnham, ct als. of Saco for same;
Bill to incorporate the Diamond Slate Co ; Petition of A' C. Connors et. als. for right to extend wharf in Frenchman’s Bay; of city of Bath
in aid of former petitions relating to the Peoples’ Ferry at Bath; of J. W. Ulmer for arrears
of bounty under Act of 18(33, Chap. 218, Sec. 1;
of W. E. Shurkforth for same; Bill to facilitate
the redemption of mortgages of real estate in
certain cases.

in8S&W

Whole number enrolled. 204
Average number belonging.156

ness

Adjourned.

MASSACHUSETTS.

CENTRE GRAMMAR FOR GIRLS.

Whole number of pupils enrolled....

Saco Steamboat .Co.; East Dover Cheese Co.:
Phillips Building Co.; Earl Slate Co.; Weld
Corner Cheese Co.; relating to the will ot Nancy Hanson; relating to the fees of the Judge
of the Municipal Court at Biddeford; to authorize W. A. Wells ct als. to build a wharf in
Bristol; to authorize the Clark’s Island Granite
Co. to build a causeway from the island to the
main land; additional, relating to the building
loan of Portland; to incorporate the Mattanawcook Dam Co.

Pay Director

W. C. Sawyer & Co., 22 Market Square,
have just received a choice lot of imported Can-

Average attendance.153
Percentage of attendance.95.7
Present at examination.149
Number of days in term. log

ivas

this firm

.niSCELLANEOrS NOTICES.

Average Scholarship. 3.53
2.67
3.61
Number of days in term.
130
In the afternoon the examination of the
Grammar Schools took place, the result of which

The committee

oi

its wonderful progress.

Bov8. Girls, Total.
enrolled.105
249
414
Average number belonging.154
231
385
Avera;e attendance.151
225
276
Percentage of attendance. 97.5
96
96.5
Number ol pupils not absent during the term. 60
51
111

added that Judge Goddard is doing his utmost
to remedy an annoyance that there is no real
reason for.

ogated
quite a

stitution in the conntry if not in the world.
Those who are so fortunate as to hold its policies have reason to congratulate themselves at

vYnole number

debate sprung up on the
The association was shown,
degree, to be theoretically and

the names to be laid over till next meetSeveral new members appeared and were
introduced.
The committee ou temperance

other company iu the world,
showing a remarkably prudent and successful
management of its affairs. It has issued more
than 12,000 policies the past year.
This has now become the largest monied in-

w

the

mission,

those of any

and

master of the Eastern Railroad did not deliver
the mails ou the arrival of the train, as it is his
duty, aud that the route agent found them just
as the car was starting and discharged as much
of it as was possible. He has orders to stop
the train to deliver the mails. It need not be

ing.

rendition

anticipate

about 80,000 members, with a fund of $58,000,000 invested in the best securities the country
affords. The receipts the last year being nearly
$18,000,000. The net income of assets nearly
Its dividends to policy holders
$7,000,000.
about $5,000,000. Its expenses for the past two
years only about 7 per cent., being lower than

term:

Ex-president Hill

gusta yesterday, broke down
Brunswick, causing a delay of

Another
and wo

A Larue and Successful Company.—It
will be seen by the annual statement of the
Great Mutual Life Insurance Company of New
York, in our columns that it now numbers

bright countenances with pleasing
There were the usual drawings, maps,
etc., that are ever an object of interest and
The following arc statistics for the
praise.

will officiate at the First
Parish church to-morrow. He is uuderstood to
be here ns a candidate, aud many like him very
much.

deeply interested.
given this evening,

another crowded house.

effect.

Street church.

See advertisement of portmonnaie lost.
A nest of grasshoppers was discovered in a
room at the United States Hotel yesterday.
B. F. Libby has removed his provision store
to No. 252 Fore street, corner of Cross, in Delano & Co.’s building.
The engine of the morning train from Au-

will be

dresses of the girls set off their youthful fresh-

Congress Square
Universa’ist church to-morrow morning.
The collection for the Widows’ Wood Society
will be taken up Sunday morning in
High

bnt little moonlight to enliven the ride.
A sleighing party went to the Ocean House
last evening, and had a grand supper. Mine
host, Chamberlain stands ready to eutertain
moonlight excursionists at any time and on
very favorable terms too.
A literary society is to be formed, for mutual
improvement and pleasure, among the members
of Congress Square Society and Sunday School.

more

All speech-making was dispensed with
and the work in hand studiously adhered to.
Almost every pupil was present, and the neat

will be taken at

Another large moonlight sleighing party
went to the Kirkwood last evening, and
enjoyed a social supper and dance; only there was

Union Spt.—A very large audience, larger
even than on Thursday, assembled in City Hall
last evening to witness the “Union Spy.” The
play runs smoother at each repetition,the actors
play with more spirit, and tho spectators seem

merly.

are

lecture delivered at

ual treat is only to convey a very faint idea of
its value; to say it was a feast, a rich and inexhaustible feast, would be nearer the mark—
a feast that will endure
while memory and
mind retain their position.
to
Referring another lecture, it says: “We
have often admired his orignality and benevolent nature, and respected him for that greatness of soul which characterizes his
every sentiment and expression.
Influenced by these
preconceived ideas, we went to the lecture preWe
pared for a more than ordinary treat.
were not disappointed.
The whole discourse
was remarkable for its lofty
and
conceptions
forcible expressions.
It indicated genius of a
high order, destined to shine in the cause of
truth.
Pitblado is altogether a remarkable
man, and this last effort only adds one more
sprig to his wreath of laurels already won.”

This year the examination was conducted under a rule that marks a departure from an old
established system. One half a day was devoted to the work instead of a whole day, as for-

following

a

Wolfville, entitled “The voice of God iu nature
and Revelation:”
No wonder that with the reverend gentleman’s wide-spread reputation, not only m this,
but iu the adjoining Province, and in “Bonnie
Scotland,” his native land, there should be so
large an attendance of the students of the Arcadia College. To say that it was an intellect-

factory one.

The

says in reference to

ian

On motion of Mr. Brooks, the bill on compulsory vaccination was called up by reconsideration, amended, so that vaccination shall be
once in nine years, adopted and the bill
passed
to be engrossed.
the
On
following bill and resolves, legislation
inexpedient was reported: revising the State
valuation; bill for an amendment relating to
lobster spawn; bill relating to town insurance;
resolve of D. Knox for reimbursement for land.
The Report of the Committee on Military
Affairs was tabled.
The report of the Committee on State Prison
was also tabled.
The general railroad bill was called up and
assigned for next Tuesday.
Pasted to be enacted.—Bill to incorporate the

nousE.

Lecture.—As will be seen by the advertisement, Rev. Charles B. Pitblado delivers a lecture in City Hall next Friday evening, entitled
Speaking of this
“Mind your own busiuess.”
talented and forcible young preacher the Arcad-

the diieetion of the
There was a large
attendance of the parents and friends of the
scholars.
The examination was a very satis-

smashA snow slide did the

mischief.
A lady of the party visiting the Kirkwood
House Thursday Evening had the misfortune
to severely jam her hand between the tables.
A collection for the beuefit of the Widows'

Brown & Sons.

yesterday morning under
Principal, Mr. A. P. Stone.

rudely awakened Thursday night by the

Society

introduced, and, the busiuess becoming unprofitable, the Portland Sugar Company suspended operations a year or two ago.
Mr. Brown, the President, and his two sons then
formed the well known banking house of ,T. B.

Examinations.—The examination
pupils of the High School took place

highly pleasing.

For

process was

oCiiool

was

speedily constructed.

centrifugal

desceudin^wiusg.

statistics:

ground,

year or two the company continued operations
but an active competition in the mean time
started up in other cities, the new

fested

ness

covering

was

a

Indeed her citizens have been unable for a little time past to foresee how with a few more
concessions Portland can escape,not only the im
position of great burdens upon her team transportations, tho importance of which is sugby a remembrance of tbe “Epizootic,"
ut also a monopoly of all her
public approaches
—of her best, if not her whole water-front—and
of her most important business street. And
now, since the discontinuance of Summer street
and the new arrangement thereabout has been
effected, and while the whole business and travel of West Commercial street and Cape Elizabeth is obliged to treaa its way between parallel railroads extending from Vaughan’s bridge
to Maple street, a distance of oue-and-a-half
miles—no team with any considerable load being able to pass from this long reach of street
to the upper part of the city without making
the wide detour to High street—that it is urged
that her business and convenience demand tbe
discontinuance of that too—the case becomes
extremely cloudy and suggests the idea of a
walled city whose gates only open to the sound
of a whistle, or the whir of

of the

of

acre

“big jugular.”

A boarder at the United States Hotel was

Wood

that held a very high reputation at the South
and West. Employment was also given to over
a thousand laborers.
The fire destroyed the
old sugar house, but a new one,
an

counted by hundreds—and “Commercial Street”
might suppose that when a single plank or pile
of this costly connection is in
danger, the sweetest and most prodigious
“sop”would hardly sufliee to keep the people quiet. Nor is the
present or past attitude of Cape Elizabeth, wvith reference to the public
rigbis in this affair, so very
Judaslike as to insure her conciliation ever
with a “sop.”
That is the on'y connection across tho Fore
River, either presort or prospective, conceivable
by practical men. The harbor is already sufiicientiy obstructed by bridges and the authorities have forbidden any increase to their number. The long water conn ction across the lower harbor is only an insufficient passenger ferry,
and the growing wants of the Ferry Village
alone will vie with the growth of ferry accommodations. Vaughan’s bridge is a connection
between Portland and the towns westerly
toward Saco, and can never be available to only
a handful of Cane Elizabeth people—whence
the Portland county bridge must bo as the great
aorta to the prosperity of Cape Elizabeth—and
its severance or obstruction would be viewed by
Capo Elizabeth business as seriously as would
“Commercial Street” a like operation upon his

Monday night.
ing in of his window.

its charter.
Prior to the great conflagration of I860 the
business transacted by the corporation was
very large, over 30,000 hogsheads of molasses
being converted into sugar and Byrup annually

arc

Hayden

Superior

ident of the company and the owner of the
largest part of the stock—and has relinquished

obliged to make their
interchange over one narrow bridge, a moment's
thought will give the reason why the number of
teams and vehicles passing thereover
hourly is

Lost—Portmonaic.

of Saccarappa. Prayer meeting at 9
Preaching at 10J a. m. and 3 p. m.

water

which to the County cost Cape Elizabeth so
much money. Not even a horseman can pass
without a circuitous detour from one to the other, except by this bridge—and when it is remembered that a busy population of over GOOO
people on the one hand, and a city population
of upwards of 30,000 on the other, so united iu

New Advertise ate ill* To-Dnj.

Congress St. M. E.

prise are so important and so numerous, and so
extensive, that the whole body politic appears
affected—not the city of Portland alone, but
also the town of Cape Elizabeth
between
which and Portland the relations are tho closest
possible.
Peninsularlike, Cape
hemmed in by the salt

cityakd Vicinity.

p.

our

—

Saco ot L, Hodgdon.
WatervU'e, ofJ. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News
Ageut.
A t Bath of J. O. Shaw.
At
Lewiston, of W. F. Stanwood,

Taylor’s

Portland Sdoab House.—Yesterday one of
old corporations closed its corporate existence. The Portland Sugar Company, which
was established in 1855, having recently liquidated its affairs, has now disposed of all its
real estate to the Hon. J* B. Brown —late Pres-

Cnpe Elizabeth.
The general interest awakened
Mr. Editor
by the proposition to extend the P. S. & P.
Railroad, within the limits of the city of Portland, seems not greater than the case demanded
The various interests jeopardized by the enter-

The Mayor, in responding,
tion met theirs.
said: “I feel that the Republican party has lost
Chiractei by being influenced by a coterie who
gamble all night to cheat each other, aud intrigue all day to cheat the people.

EnSn9hlrte?i8turoPr0feSS°rShipof
After

NEXT

Fine

THE FIELD OF THE CLOTH
OF UOU)
MISS JENNIE a...
.EARL

Bonds,

hero and in Eu-

favorable terms.

most

received in

To

ready invested

D.alnp,

/hr beautiful Comedienne.
flra. milinn Collin.,
The favorite Dutch Vocalist.
fir. F. D. Haley,
The popular Irish Comedian and
Eccentric Musical Genius.
Mr. fed Barge..,
The King qf Commedians,
_

se-

_

_

_

_

Delchanty

A

_

Hengler,

The best song and dance Artists in the tcorld.
Prof Pitsho’s Grand Orchestra and Brass Baud
For particular* see small bills of the
day.
Admission, Orchestra Chairs,
7fl ct.
1

arouette,..

G»Ue<7...
,

ct..

cts

W. P. SPAULDING. Manager.
W. E. STANLEY, Agent.

.„

febg-d3t

DANCING ACADEMY
ARMY & NAYY UNION HALL
SECOND TERM.
J. W. KENNEDY wi’l commence bin second Term
Thursday evening, Feb. 13th, at $ o’clock. feWd3t

exchange

CAIIOO BALL!

and

THE

LADIES

—

OF

THE

—

UNITARIAN

In o'.her

of this city will bold

The bonds

are

premium (HO)

lets profitable securities,

we

Prices.

PREBLE

an

gold) is ejual

kicomo

S. 5.20s.
on

tho

Gold

more

Ten per cent,

are

to

about

currency—yield-

than ono-thlrd greater than U.

Checks for the semi-annual Interest

Rejlstered

address of the
bonds

at

tho Company's Lands at Market

Bonds

owner.

mailed to tho Post-Office

are

marketable stocks and

All

received in exchango for Northern Pacifica

OX MOST FAVORABLE TERMS.

JAY COOKE J CO.,
New York. Philadelphia,
Financial

axd

CITY

HAIL,

under the ansplce. of the following Ladlca and Gentlemen :
orNEBVL managers:
IT n.Bcuj. Kingsbury, Jr.
Hon. A. W. H, Clapp,
Hon. U. T. Davis,
Hon. A. E. Stevons,
Mr. Nathan Cummings,
Uarrlngton,
Mrs. E. II. Burgin,
Mr. J. U. Fletcher,
Mrs. Nathaniel Deerlng, Gen. S. J.
Anderson,
Mrs. I. B. Carroll,
Gen. J. D. Fessenden,
MrB. W. H. Anderson,
Mr. M. P. Emery,
Mr. Cyrus S, Clark,
Deerlng,
Mrs. Kdmnnd Phlnnev,
Mr. Cha* E. Jose,
Miss Mary Clapp,
Mr. M. M. Butler.
Miss J. K. McLellan,
J!r. B. Barnes, Jr.
RECEPTION COMMITTEE.
Hon. J. W. Syrnonds,
Dr. S. C. Gordon,
Mr. E. M, Rand,
Mr. Lewis Pierce.
Mr. C. H. Haskell,
Mr. W. E. Donnell
Mr. E. A. Noyes.
Mr. J. H. Smith
Mr. W. H. Anderson,
Air. A. W. Coombs
T. Snow,
Mr. H. F. Coolidge,

Mr*. St. J. Smith,
Mrs. John Ran I,
Mrs. S. E. Spring,
Mr*. Jacob McLellan,

i!rB‘ L

■J*™. G,w.

Mr. L. C. AVade.

FLOOR MANAGERS:

Agents Xorthezn Pacific R. R. Co.

Mr. Hermann Kotzschmar.Mr. Edward E.
Preble,
W. Xhoma., Jr..
M?- H I Whipple,
Mr.
Mr. 2E. S. E. McLellan,
Mr. W. L. Bradley,
Mr. 1 ho». V6*'8'
G. Loring,
Mr. Fritz H. Jordan,
Mr. Henry Deermg,
Mr. W. E. Wood,
Mr. A. E. Webb,
Mr. Edward H. Gatos,
Dr. Henry J. Dorr.

Sd?’aw£’ H,crae>'

FOR SALE IN PORTLAND BY
XV. K.

—

—AT THE—

JJr- S.
J. T. Pullen.
Mi.

Washington,

CHAPEL,
OK

THURSDAY EVENING, Feb. 13th

well secured

The rate of Interest (seven and three-tenths

per cent,

ing

always convertible

into

a

for the benefit of the

al-

os

SOCIETIES

CALICO BALL

means

Northern Pacific Railroad Company

XVOOD,
IfXVAN ft BABBITT,
B. m. PAYAON.

JaDl6Th&8at4w&w4t5

Ilokets 73 cents.

Notice;
TB7HEREAS Oliver Pope and Joseph Pope, both ot
v Y
Windham, In the County ofCumberland, State
of Maine, by their deed and mortgage, dated lOih
September 1870, recorded in the Registry of Deeds for

Doors open at 7 o'clock. Danro’clock. Refreshment* to be

at 8
V> commence
*n ante-room

0

thoughout the evening.
Tickets may be obtained at
WhitLowell's,
tier s, Loring, Short
Harmon's and at the door.
iw

il

Halers,

feb5

said county, Book 381, Page
tain lot of land with the

dtd

(Advertiser copy.

75, conveyed to me a ccr
Duiblings thereon in said
Windham, being a part of 1st 140 in tho secoud division of 100 acre lots in said town,
containing fifty
acres, more or less, being the farm on which said
Oliver and Joseph now live; And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broaken; Now I, the
grantee named in said deed and mortgage, by virtue
of a power of sale contained therein, will sell at
public auction upon the premi es described In said mortgage, on the fourth day of March next at one o’clock In
the afternoon the premises granted and
conveyed to
mo as aforesaid, with all improvements that
may be
thereon.
GEORGE L. STORER,
By McCobb A Kingsbury, his Att'ys.
Portland, Jan. 1st, 1873.
Janl fetaXiuar

“MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS.”
A Lecture will be given by

Rev. Charles B. Pitblado,
CITY HALL,
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14th.
subject:

mortgagee’s Sale.

30}c.
Receipts—2,COO bbls flour, 7,000 bush whoat, 22 000

default ot payment, in pursuance of power of
FOR
sale in certain deed of mortgage given by H.
a

4,000 bush oats.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 3000 bush wheat, 3,000
1 ush corn, 2000 bush oats.
Detroit, Feb. 7.—Flour quiet, and unchanged.—
1 Vheat
quiet and unchanged; extra 2 00; No 1 White
f t 1 92@ 1 95; Amber
Michigan 1 70 @ 1 71. Com
teady at 41 @ 41}c for Yellow. Oats quiet and unc hanged at 3j}c.
Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 9,000 bush wheat, 5,000
t ush corn.
t ush corn,

Day, and Sarah Gould Day to J. Wingate Thornton, dated March 23, 1869, ana recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds, March 24,1869, book
366, page 295. And a deed from J. Wingate Thornton to me, dated Doc. 16, 1870. recorded as
above,
book 384, page 404.
All ray right title and interest in the property described in said deeds will be sold at public auction on
Fridav, March 21, 1873, at 11 o’clock A. M., at t*e office of J. S. Bailey & Co., 22 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine.
Tho property is described as follows:—A certain
tract or parcel of land situated in Capo Elizabeth.
County ot Cumberland, State of Maine, and bounded
as follows, viz: Lying at or near Cushings Point, and
bounded northerly, easterly an 1 westerly by the harbor of Portland, and southerly, westerly and easterly
by the old road leading from the Ferry to Fort Preble,
to
being all the land within these bounds belongingover
H. H. Day or Sarah Gould Day, containing
fronts,
water
with
the
flats,
acres,
seventy
together
rights and privileges pertaining thereto.
oe
For a more particular description reference may
had to the deeds recorded as before stated.
H.

Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 8.000 bush wheat, 4,000

1 ush corn.

T-Cotton•»firraor;
Fob.7.-Cotton quiet; Middling up
quiet and firm; Middling

Orleans, Feb. 7.—Cotton in fair demand;
3 fiddling uplands 19} @
19|c.
European Market*.

Frankfort, Feb. 7—11

Oak Hill, Me., Jan. l4, 1873.

5 ■20’s

—

Oi.1" V fp»re'l

|
«

a

*

Ljjbt.

and^pl^e^gale.
GIVEN, that
IV^TICEIS HEREBY
w8w*i
duly appointed
fv "f18

the sabecrlband taken upon him-

*>een
»eii the truBt cf

Administrator of the estate of
NANCY HACKER, (formerly known as Nancy Al-

len) late

TONS GROUND LAND PLASTER foe
sale in barrels or bulk at the lowest cash

Portland, "'mated in
on leased land, and

IUinois8t*

f
For further particulars enquire of

E. H.

NORTON,

694 Spring St-

Portland,

PLASTER.

if?i e,s °J “everoffailing: water.

house and store,
a^°vc
b® 8®ld low, as the owner U
^ exc^ian®e^ *or P*0P®rty in the state

of

In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as tho law directs. All iiersous having demands upon the estate of said deceased, ar* required
to exhibit tlie same; and all persons iudebted to saw
estate are called upon to make payment to
JOSEPH A, LOCKE, Adm'r.
jan25dlaw3wS*
Portland, Jan. 21at, 1873.

buildlnbTconsZ

sepll-dlwAWtf

■

leb8
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h

at Mr- Ja»- Ihiv's, 103
*"**Mhl,lle
Music hi f'£?.2i*e.t' „N,° oostnmes from Boston.
Kloor Tl*k<>** **
GaliCTV Th-kilt 4" FuU,Band
Ba"d Ct"'cert tk Gi.nd
March m V?k cemai
’
0,U f-r *h® Bl« Rcd
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FRIDAY EVENING, FEB. 21st.

valuable and well known Farm of the late
Charles Elliott, said farm is situated in the town
)f Buxton two miles from West Gorham, near the
■oad that leads from W est Go bam to West Buxton
convenient to Meeeting-House School and Store*4
;a.d farm consists of 80 acres of land, well divided
i nto tillagh and pasture land. The soil L*
adapted to the raising of Hay and early Vegetables
j or market. Plenty of wood,
and $500 00 worth nf
*iue Timber. The
of n
“
we" finished rooms, au Efl
Bar“ 60 X 40 feet with good
C
T «
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TermjMknd conditions at the time
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Admission 23 eta. to all parts of tho Hall.
Tickets can be procured at Stockbrideo and Bailey
A Noyes, Exchange St., and ar J. Burleigh & to. a,
86 Middle at.,and at the door; doors open at

THIRD GBAUD A1HIIJAL

called on,
hare relative to
tttle and give all the information 1
sale, tr, if I

“MIND YOUR OWN nusnras.”

at

Those intending to purchase this Pr°Pfrt£-®ff Jf
the l11.!*
spectfully requested to examine
will cheerfully show the

London, Feb. 7—11 A. M.—Consol* opened at 92}
G 1 9-t for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20s, 1865, old, 92}: do
i $67, 93}; U. S.
10-40?, 91}; new 5s 90}. Erlo Railway

urn.

Henglcr’s

___

recommend the Seven-Thirty Gold Bonds of the

2cted

Tho attention of advertiser, is called to tho excelJ, nt and constantly improving condition of the Daily
It. circulation
p RESsas an advertising medium.
has consld" hich has long been tho largest in Mains
six months, and Is
e ■ably Increased during the past
It goes to the very
si eadily and rapidly increasing.
b :st class of readers in Portland and vicinity, Is sold
l- rgely on railway trains and steamboats, and is
n
and in all public placo*.

nil* Grnrr
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tole do, Feb. 7.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.—
Yheat dull and lower; No 1 White Michigan 189;
do 174} on spot; seller March 1 77; seller April
80; do May 1. 83; No 2 Red 1 72; Na3 do 1 62. Corn
ull and lower; high Mixed on spot 38}c; seller Mav
3}c; new Mixed 38c; White 39}c; low Mixed 38c.—
>ats dull and lower; No 1 at 39c; No 2 at 34}c; re

--

Management.

__

those having fund, to invest, and those who

wish to iarren* clheir inrome from

Luibcr

Advertising Itledi-

Delchanty

one

&

Full Company of Comic Artl.f. and
Spaulding'*
complete trunpe of
»m*» BELL RlfGEB.
In addition to tho above tho following Arti»t« will
appear:
niuGc.riia Dean Ipaaldlag.
The greatest Harpist living.
_,
*
MU. Kiltie Win airy,
The charming serio-comic Vocalist.

TO INVESTORS.

j

Liverpool, Feb. 7—5.00 P. M.—Cotton closed
nebanged; sales 8,000 bales, including 1000 for speclation and export; American 5000 bales.

Great Consolidation.
Two Entertainments under

0&w4wTu&w2w3

Jant4

7}c;

11
u

Delehauty, Hengler & Spanldiug’*

WJ1. EC. WOOD,
SWAN & BARRETT,
and H. n. PAYSION

Cincinnati, Feb. 7.—Provisions quiet, and buyers
lemand a reduction but holders are firm. Pork nom-

■

are

For sale by Banks

Might Only.

FOR SALE IN PORTLAND BY

i nal at 12 75. Lard quiet; steam 7| @
kettle 7|.
Sulk Meats steady; shoulders at 4}c; clear rib sides
1 }, all freely cured. Baceu in fair demand and held
clear rib sides at 7}c; clear sides
! t 5§c for shoulders;
}c, buyers }c lower. Green Hams steady at 9}@ 6}c
or 15-pound averages; do shoulders 16-pound do at
}c. Live Hogs steady and unchanged; receipts 2200
i iead. Whiskey firm at 89c.

ay at 35.

One

TUESDAY EVENING, Feb. lltb.

JAY COOK & CO.,

;

—

well

and unusually productive-

v

MUSIC_HALL.

Financial Ag’ta Northern Pacific B. B. €••

Market*.

A. M.—United Statca
opened at 96} for the issue of t862.
London, Feb. 7—5.00 P. M.—Consols closed at
s !}} for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1865, old, at 924;
d o 1867, 93}; do 10-40s, 91}; new 5?, 90}. Erie Rail-

<elj3_iw

Bankers generally.

In light demand and holdfirm. Wheat quiet, weak and lower; No 2 Spring
it 1 22 cash; 1 24} seller March; No 3 do at 1 09 @
l 09 ; rejected at 96} @ 96|c. Corn in fair demand
md higher; No 2 Mixed at 30|c cash; 31} @ 31}c seller March; 36}cdoMay; rejected 27} @274c. Oats
n good demand; No 2 at 26} @ 26}c; rejected 23|c.—
[lye dull and unchanged at 65}c for Ng 2. Barley is
iteady; No 2 Fall at 7c; No 3 53 @ 56c. Provisions
12 30 for seller
steady. Pork sold at 12 1; cash and
Vlarch. Lard steady at 7 35 cash. Bulk meats steady;
ihoulders 4}c packed; short rib middles 6}c for 3u
mund averages. Green Meats quiet and strong and
lorainally unchanged. Dressed Hogs active andbighir for heavy; heavy sold at 4 75 @ 4 80; light steady
it 4 90.
Whiskey is steady at 87}c.
Receipt*—6,000 bbls flour, 42,000 busli wheat, 68,00 bush corn, 3,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 15,000
>nsb barley.
Shipments—6,000 bbls flour, 14,000 bush wheat, 5,000
| •ush corn, 8,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 7,000 bash
I >arley.

as an

as a

—

Tickets 35 cents, for sale at the usual
1places b»
1
Comrades and at the door.
Reserved seats (on lower floor) 50
cents; *r sale at
s
Stockbrldgc music store, 150 Excban go street and
at the door.
Doors open at T. Curtain rises at 7.15.

1.10 in

received at

Wc recommend them

marketable securities

All
on

Chicago, Feb. 7.—Flour

■■

being

are now

BY

POST 2, G. A. R.
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Hudson's

unusually profitable investment. They
have the following elements of strength and safety:
They are the obligation of a strong corporation; they
are a First Mortgage on the road, its
Rights of way,
Telegraph line, Equipments and Fianchises, and a
first lien on its Net Earnings. In addition to tble
Usually sufficient security, thor^ is pledged for the
payment ot principal and interest, a Land Grant ol
199800 acres per mile of road through the States,
and 93,600 through the Territories. The rate ot
nterest(soven and three-tenlhs per cent, gold) i* equal
now to about 8J cur rency.
Gold Check*for the sem!
annual interest on the Registered Bondi are mailed
to the Post Office address of (he owner.

Turpentine

q Phe Press

the

cured and

New York, Feb. 7—Evening—Cotton nominal:
sales 791 bales; Middling uplands at 21}c. Flour dull
and heavy and 5 @ 10c low^r; sales 7000 bbls; State
5 25 @ 8 23; Round hoop Ohio 7 33 @ 10 40; Western
6 20 @ 10 40; Southern 6 60 @13 25.
Wheat nominal
and unchanged; No 1 Spring 179 @182}; No 2 do
164 @175; Winter Red Western 190 @ 2 00; White
Michigan 1 79 @ 2 35. Corn is dull and heavy; sales
43,000 bush; new Mixed Western 65} @ 66c; old do 66c
afloat ana 63} @ -64c instore. Oat* quiet and unchanged; sales 30,000 bush; White Western 54 @ 55c;
new Western Mixed 53 @ 54}c.
Beef is dull.
Pork
is quiet and firm; new mess at 14 37}. Lard steady at
8} @ 8}c. Butter active and firm; State 32 @ 42c.
Whiskey a shade firmer and quiet at 93c. Rice active
and firm at 8 @ 84c. Sugar steady: refining 8} @ 9}c.
Molasses quiet. Naval Stores—Spirits
is
strong at 69c; Rosin is quiet at 3 62} @ 3 65 for strained. Petroleum firmer; crude 9c; refined at 20 @ 20}c.
Tallow steady at 8} @ 8 5-16.
Freights to Liverpool quiet.

pfand^K^c'^
New

they

as

its line cf road.

Mississippi};

v

and
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prospects, tho Company Is now selling its First
Mortgage 7.30 Bonds; for the purpose of completing

city subscriptions, but all orders from the

Savannah,

UNION

ble

York. Feb. 7—Evening.—'The books of the

1

T II E

payment and exchange for the Company’s Lands.
With these accomplished results and most favora-

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.103}
Union Pacific do..*. 88#
Union Pacific stock. 35}
Union Pacific laud grant*.77}
Union Pacific Income bonds. 76}

J

and

Feb. 6th, Mb, Stb and lOib,

more than 6100,000 per
road for tho whole grant.
The Company has already begun the process of redeeming and cancelling its First Mortgage Gold

Western Union Telegraph Co. 91}
Pacific Mail. 784
N. Y. Centra’and Hudson River consolidated... .105}
Erie.664
Erie preferred.*.79}
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

J\

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
Monday Evenings,

which la at the rate of

..

*

HALL.

j

mile of

Tho following were tlia quotations of Government
securities:
United States coupon G'b, 1881.118}
United States 5-20’s 1862.114}
United States 5-20’s 1864.114}
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.115}
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.
114}
United States 5-20’* 1867.1164
United States 5-20’s 1868.116}
United States 5’s. new.113}
Uuited States 10-40’s., coupon....
114}
—115
Currency G's..
The following were the closing quotations of

<

Sole Mao***,

_

Arrangement* for pushing construction vigorously
tho coming veer aro progressiKg satisfactorily.
Of the nearly Ten Million acres of land accruing
to the Company in connection with the portion of
Road now virtually constructed, some Two Million
acres, of excellent average quality, are In market,
and their sale and settlement progressing. The average price thus far realized is $3.60 per aero—

The stock market was very active and strong all day,
Lake Shore, Indiana Central
and St. Joseph, with indications of great buoyancy
In the immediate future. Pacific Mail rose from 75}
to 76}; Lake Shore from 41} to 43}, and it is said it
will go to 60 within the present month; Hannibal &
St. Joseph rose from 50} to 52}; Erie somewhat irregular and lower,falling from 67} to 664, but closed strong
on rumor of an early dividend of 3} per cent, on tbe
and 1} per cent, on common stock; New
York Central fell 4 percent.: Ohio &
while Union Pacific, Hartford & Erie and most of the
other shares made a fractional decline; Rock Island
and Western Union were quite steady and Atlantic
-raciflc was higher: consolidated coal rose 2} per cent,
and the whole market closed strong.

morning.

DOBSON,

CITY

Will lvN lama

at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange, long, 109}:
short 110}. Stocks steady. State stocks dull and

Domestic

FRANK l\

|

pany will control the extensive and productive trade
of the Upper Missouri, much of the Montana and
the Northwest. The earnings of the Road for 1873

especially pacific Mail,

Air. Stevensou—The Speaker said in the
House the other day that members must be
loyal to the Speaker.
Judge Poland—That will do—this must stop.
Air. McCreary, laughingly to Air. Blaine—Do
you submit?
Mr. Blaine—Oh, certainly, (bowing to Judge
Poland,)I believe in being loyal to the speaker,
as Air. Stevenson says.
Mr. Stevenson asked that the Alessrs. Cobums of Alaine be summoned.
Judge Poland thought the testimony already
in covered the transactions between Air. Blaiue
and themselves.
Air. Stevensou—Aly experience teaches me
not to rely on tho word of any man.
Air. Blaine—That experience is so near home
to you that you ought to rely on it. (Laughter.)
Air. Blaine, addressiog the committee, said:
If it is the mind of auy member of the committee to ask me any questions, I hope they
will be asked, as I have not the remotest shadow of reluctance to answering all.
The matter
between myself and the Coburns was a plain,
straight business transaction, as I related the
other day, and having nothing iu the world to
conceal in regard to it.
Judge Poland announced that no further
witnesses would be examined to-day, and the
committee at one o’clock went into secret session, and then adjourned till teu o’clock to-

usual.

s

JS-bldlt

Bay Company The recently competed section
of slxty-flvo miles, on the Pacific Coast, at once
commands a profitable business between Puget Sound
and the Colombia Hirer, heretofore done bi coastwise
steamers. On the opening of spring, with more than
500 miles ot Road in regular operation, the Com-

country will bo received to-morrow morning according to European custom. The call by the Secretary
of the Troasury for $100,000,000 of 5-208 of 1862 has
been ravoked, but will be re-issued on the 1st of
March. The call as issued was for $90,000,000 coupons and $10,000,000 registered bonds.
Money was active at 7 per ceut. to 1-32, with exclosing at6@7 percent,
ceptions as high as 1-16, dull
com.
at 109} @ 109}. Gold
Sterling^Exchange
active and advanced from 113} to 114, but closed weaker at 113} @ 113}; loans at 2 @ 7 per cent, for carrying and 1-32 @ 1-16 to flat lor borrowing. Clearances $43,000,000.
Treasury disbursements blank.
Governments strong and higher. State bonds quiet.

this contest must stop

PARNLEy*

Prices:

excuasbe

British Hettleme its

heavy.

must decline to go

...
A.N I-UI.KNuk
bii |

its completion,entered upon a satisfactory
business, including local frnfBe add the
large carying-trade of the Northwestern

New York Stock and Mouey Market.
York, Feb. 7—Morning.—Gold at 113|.—

Air. Blaine—But if I want to show what
was back of Air. Stevenson’s
introducing the
resolution—the animus lie had >ndoing so. He
wanted to catch the Speaker.
Air. Stevenssn, very excitedly—I have rights
here, I wish it understood, as well as- the

$Ioadav

K FEATHER Beds, I Hair Mattress, 1 Cotton do.,
Roadsteads, Crockery, ami Wooden Ware, &c.,
&c.
feb8-dtd

ns

NATIBD.IV,

daily train*, 391 mile* of road. A distance
of nearly 900 miles more I* constructed.
The Minnesota Section, immediately on

afternoon

Steamboats.

preferred

aladbxn !

_

New

Air. Blaine—I told you before I gave them
neither more nor less.
Q.—In what?
Air. Blaine—Partly in money aud partly iu
bonds. I detailed the whole transaction in my
former testimony, and every circumstance connected with it.
All. Stevenson wanted to inquire as to other
dealings between Air. Blaine and the Coburns.
Judge Poland—Well, we can’t allow any inquiry as to other dealings.
Air. Stevensou had nothing els#to ask.
Air. Blaine—Then I desire to put Air. Stevensou on the stand.. He testified before that his
move in
introducing tho resolution was to
catch the Speaker. Now I would like to show
the animus he had in introducing that resolution. and if his relations with the Speaker are

®eU 1’ingers.

.he .ran*
Op,,.

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company now ban in fall operation, with regular

Money

both

|

ft.OAir,

Investment Bonds.

Boston Stock List.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Feb. 7.|
Eastern Railroad
105}
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R R.132

to-day

p

stlUe

MISS JENNIE

ntkei,r.
Next below Merchants'
Exchange
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. W. PARKER.
Rf-feuksces—Messrs. H. J. Libbv * ,
tr™
d “
Charles P. Kimb.l Tor. Ian 1. Me Messrs
& Co., and Lee & Shepard, Boston.

Foreign Exports.
Schr E L Dowling—7uO bbls flour,

closed

Uruhnin'a Cam-pnn-a-l,

shall fell at Public Auction Thursday Feb.
10 o'clock, A. M„ at Office: I Black
Walnut Sola, Chairs and Rocker in Hair Cloth, 6
Cane Seat Chairs 1 do. Stool, 1 Blk Walnut Ext. D
1'ablc, 1 Painted Chamber Sot, 1 Mirror.

No.tia

ST. JOHN. NB.
1280 bush oats.

were

■*

mnu,

I

AUCTIONEERS

Trunk Railway—6 cars sundries, 1 do
potatoes, 1 do shook*, 1 do hendiugs, 2 do flour, 1 do
butter, 1 do oats, 2 do laths CO do lumber, 24 Jo for
Allan Line, 5 do for Dominion Line, 6 do for St. John,
NB, 8 do for Halifax.

New

u,o. H

of Fnrnltnre at

—AND—

Grand

rope for

lodoche Troupe of French Grotesque Dancers,
Ana

Commission Merchants,

MV1AC1AL AND COMMERCIAL.

syndicate

<

J. S. BAILEY & < 0.,

Controller Green of New York, reports new
frauds in connection with the Tammany ring.
Townsend Bicker of Patterson, N. J., has
been arrested for highway robbery aud attempted outrage on Mrs. Moore.
In the case of the veto of a bill giving Dr.
Best of Paducah, Ky., $23,000 by President
Grant, Senator Howe takes issue with the President, on the grounds of this veto in particular
and the veto power in geueral, aud recommends
the passage of the bill over tne veto.
In Providence, B. L, last night Henry B.
Drowne, an old and estimable citizen dropped
dead at the police station, whither he had gone
to get an officer to arrest a mau found secreted
iu bed in his house.

do

febctd

Auctioiii>cr#~

—also—

Madrid have been received in London for uine
days, and Spanish trade is disturbed.
The Boston Common Council has passed an
order to open the public library Sunday, by a
vote of 17 yeas to 10 nays, and the order will bo
carried into effect next Sunday.
In the Ally murcier case in Boston the defence
opened. They will attempt to prove an alibi.
Washington advices say that the majority report of the Senate Committee on Privileges and
Elections will recommend Mr. Caldwell's withdrawal from the Senate. The minority report
denounces the charges against him as false.

and

3* Artists! I'ull Orflirslia ! liras*
Bumi! and in addition the
Famous

tJ

day night. No or.* was injured.
Bailway travel iu the north of Spain is yet
interrupted by the Carlists. No mails ifroin

tteceipl* by KnilroaiU

*l

WE13th, at

A car ou the Salem and Lowell road was
thrown from the track by a broken rail Thurs-

Friday

k.

Auction.

A movement is on foot to get the general government to assume the debts of the Southern
States, incurred since the reconstruction laws
took place.

$325,

*ihe^-n

p

Burlesque and Comedy Troupe.

Opera

one

Mortapee’s Sale

Mexico has a small rebellion headed by Lasodo, who has been defeated.]

got.

morrow

JENNIE, MINNIE AND Jil'II!

By J. S. Bailey & Co.,

In Hoboken, N. J., a man named
Bertolf
undertook to assassinate bis wife's uncle who
supoorted him, named Eberhard. He inflicted
a serious wound with a pistol.

HALL

WALLACE SI8TERS

tineiMtr^

Juried Snul^0rk’ "U° died 1’h,lrsd^

and Comedy

The Renowned

Octave,

s“aye8t0Ck

rise

Mr. Drew said that after Evans had confessTreasury Order Revoked.
ed to the murder, he questioned him as to his
The Secretary of tbe Treasury has revoked
whereabouts for the last fifteen years. “Finalthe order which he signed this morning, calling
ly,” said Mr. Drew, “I traced him to Rhode in
$100,000,000 of 5-20 bonds to be paid Alay 7th,
Island, and then back to Roxbury, Mass.
His
and has directed that public notice of this call
mention of Roxbury and the similarity of the
shall
not bo given.
T'vis is done because of intwo murders suggested to me for the first time
formation from London that the subscriptions
that he might have perpetrated the murder of
there to the new o’a are made payable June 1st.
the Joyce children, of which I had them but a
The call will be renewed Alarch 1st to conform
dim recollection, and of the circumstancas of
to the London subscriptions.
which I have now but little knowledge.
I
then interrogated him on the subject and the
questions on my part and the answers, on his
XL[ID CONGRESS.
were deemed by me of so much importance I
that I immediately reduced the substance of
the conversation to writing.”
The following covers the main points of the
SENATE.
confession elicited in regard to the Joyce chilWashington, Feb. 7.
dren :
A resolution was agreed to directing the SecQuestion, by Sheriff Drew—Tell me all about retarv of the Treasury
to transmit a statement
it, were you in Roxbury or were you in Man- of the net
earnings of the Union Pacific Railchester? Tell me just as it is.
road and Cen'ral Pacific Railroad for 1870 aud
Evans—Mr. Drew, I was right there when
1871,
showing the receipts of freight and pasthat boy and girl were killed.
sengers, amount of running and other details.
Drew—Was he stabbed or not?
Air. Sherman introduced a bill authorizing an
Evans—Yes, he was several times.
irrevocable deposit of money in the United
Drew—Did the girl make much ado?
States Treasury and the payment of 5 per cent.
Evaus- Yes.
interest thereon for charitable or educational
Drew—More than the lioy did?
Referred to the Committee on
purposes.
Evans—Yes.
Finances.
Drew—Why did she?
Air. Alorrill of Alaine, from the joint commitEvans—She was raped. Don’t ask me any
tee on library, reported adversely on tho bill
I have now told yon.
more.
providing for an international copywright.
Drew—Was the act committed before she was
Air. Ramsey, from the committee ou Postal
killed?
Affairs, reported favorably on a bill authorizEvans—Yes,Mr. Drew,I won’t say any inoro. ing the Northern Pacific Railroad Company to
I have told all about it now.
construct a bridge over the St. Louis
and
Drew—Well, Frank, I guess yon have but a bi'l authorizing the construction of river,
a bridge
but one thing more; was the girl bruised much?
across the Arkansas river at Van Buren, ArEvans—Yes. I won’t answer another queskansas.
tion.
Air. Alcorn, from the Committeo on Alinei
Mr. Drew states that Evans further said that
and Mining, reported a bill to aid the construethebou.se where the children came from, was
tion of the Sutro tunnel from the proceeds of
on left hand side as you went |into Boston from
the sale of mineral lands with amendments.
Drew
The bill to provide for the distribution of the
Roxbury, and was a two-story ahouse.
little cottage
said to him “No, Frank, it was
Geneva award was taken up at one o’clock, and
house on the right side as you go into Boston.”
Mr. Edmunds addressed the Senate. He arEvans replied* ‘it was a two-story house on the
gued that the award had been made, not to tho
left-hand side as you go into Boston from Roxclaimants, but to the government of the United
burv.” The following affidavit is corroborative States, and that in distributing the award the
of Sheriff Drew’s statement.
ought to pay only actual losses.—
government
I, Azariah Waldron of Strafford in the coun- Therefore insurers whose receipts from inty of Strafford, State of N. H., depose and say
creased premiums for extra risks covered or
that I was keeper over Franklin B. Evans at
more than covered the losses
they had to pay
A.
Drew’s
I
that
hud
a
conversahouse;
Henry
ought not to reoeive auy portion of the award
tion with Evans in regard to the Joyce children.
Air. Thurman areued that the award had been
Evaus said to me, I hope they won't bring that
askod and obtained on a basis of individual
up till I get through with this. If they do,
claims aud ought be so distributed
by the govwhat will they do to me? I answered, they will
eminent as a trustee for the
claimants, and that
hang you "twice, and Evans said they cannot tho insurance companies concerned
had as
kill me but once.
complete a right to their respective shares of
Azariah Waldron.
the award as a man has to
property of which ho
Strafford, ss.
holds the title iu fee.
Sworn and subscribed to before me, Henry
On motion of Air. Norwood the bill
relieving
A. Drew, Justice of the Peace.
certain persons in Georgia and other
certain
(states of pohticnl disabilities was taken
up.—
1 he bill was amended
so as to includo some
NEW YORK.
additional names, when Air.
Flanagan moved
to insert a
name, saying if the rebels were to be
relieved so freely, he wished to relieve the chief
Arrival of the Arrested Elopers.
one and get done with the
business. He deNew Y'obk, Feb. 7.—This morning detecmanded the yeas and uays on this
amendment,
tives arrived from Bangor, Maine, having in
®re uot ordered. A vote
being taken
ms tody Wm. C.
Bloodgood & Co.’s on the bill, it resulted, yeas 27, nays
Murray,
7, not a
Jefaulting cashier, and his wife. At Bangor
^-h®
*Vot'D®‘
adjourned till
the authorities searched the prisoners and
Eound only $167 in money, aui about $500 in
HOUSE.
jewelry, etc. The detectives paid the Bangor
Air. Starkweather of
luthorities $250 reward
Conn., presented a petiOn arriving in this
tion of the
banks of New London,
lity, Tulley searched Murray, and found $4000 Lonn., for thenational
removal of bank taxes. Bills of
n gold certificates and $1000 in
greenbacks, a 1
c ha meter were acted on.
lemg the greater portion of the money taken
A few private bills were reported from tho
Both will be taken to court this afieriway.
Nav al Committee and disposed of.
100D.
The House went into committee of the whole
A Liberal Call.
on the
Alilitary Academy appropriation bill
A delegation of the liberal republican gener$349,517.
appropriating
il committee, with Gen. Cochrane at the head,
Mr. Coburn of Ind., moved to strike out the
vaited on Mayor Heavemeyer to-day and aswhich
clause
gives the Secretary of War dissured him that his views ou the charter queseretionery power to substitute for a professor-

seven

Rosewood Case, 7 Octave
order,
seen any day UU sale.
Those in want ofa
ment arc Invited to examine ic.

William Storrs, Vicar Geueral of the

Air. Stevensou—I now propose to cross examine Air. Blaine on his former testimony. I
would like to know what new testimony you
have been
bringing in now that you wish to
examine me on. Is that your knowledge of
law?
Air. Blaine to the Committee—I do not pro
to be catechised by Air. Stevenson in what
should call out of this committee room,
an
manner.
The
impudent
proper
course for Air. Stevenson would have been,
after introducing his resolution in the House,
to come here, give his testimony, and clear out.
But instead of that he throws a
drag net in the
House to catch the Speaker and then comes
down here as counter attorney, asking ms if
the statements he makes are true.
I confess,
sir, I feel indignant at the course, and I thiuk
it is against common decency.
Air. Stevenson—It appears' to me that I have
beeu arraigned before the Committee.
Air. Blaine—Yes sir, I do arraign you.
Judge Poland—Well I rather think, gentlemen, we will have to suspend this course.
Air. Stevenson—I wish to ask Air. Blaine
what lie gave the Coburns for the stock he

Burlesque

BAIEEv & CO., Audlsueer*.

TUESDAY, Feb. llth, at s o'clock
ONoffice
shall sell
tire riANo inP»vM',’i
fall carved

ascertained that Shute the Exeter defaulter, took $100,000 from the Granite Bank
and §110,000 from the Savings Bank.
Janies M. Hewett was killed in Boston yesterday by falling from a building.
The receivers of the Howard Insurance Company of Boston, sold 200 shares of the Appleat prices raa*lag fronl
$141 to $171 a

iuvestigatnn.

of

MUSIC

tion.

.MINOR TELEGRAMS.

The Barry benefit in Boston
realized $3000.

j

A. scale, full
carved Boscwood
Pi8U0 at Anc.

It is

Mr. Blair continued, stating that Ames held
some stock in his own name and some as trustee, but didn’t know who was trustee for. J. F.
Wilson and G. W. Schofield were stochholders
also. The land given to Iowa by government
was nearly all worthless.
Didn't know about
Blaine holding stock, as he never corresponded
with him on the subject.
Congressmen who
owned stock paid for it.
None was used for
corrupt purposes. The county taxation upon
land grauts was immense.
In one county
whero there was only 231 *-otes the taxes paid
were 8200,000; aud they tax for school houses
never built; iu one instance taxing enormously
for a school house iu which a mau lived who
paid his wife 8(10 per month for teaching her
own children.
That was in Iowa where men
of enterprise go. (Laughter.)
Mr. Blair testified that Mr. Blaine's namo
was not on the :ist of stockholders.
Samuel Hooper testified that the firm of
which he is a member subscribed to the stock
in the Sioux City & Iowa Falls railroad.
Q.—To what extent was your firm interested,
aud what was your proportion?
Mr. Hooper replied he had no objection to
telling, but could not see why the committee
wanted to inquire into his private affairs.
Witness then exhibited a statement showi
the amount held by the firm to be $189,100.
Speaker Blaine Examined.
Speaker Blaine was then examined by Mr.
Stevenson, making a statement as to his connection with the Sioux City railroad the same
as before.
Mr. Stevenson asked him to state what his,
Blaine’s, transactions with the Coburns of
Maine were.
Mr. Blaine said he would answer if tho Committee thought it a proper question, but he
CnntAtldod tn«V wprp nf n. nrivato ntifnra
Judge Poland—Oh, well, we have no right to
■inquire into private business not affecting this

here.

•*. 8.

wo

holder.

Speaker.
Judge Poland—Well,

BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

By

ton and Portland.

we

e^Ts old,
aigood business end superior saddle more.
*•

kjj

moving north-easterly. Cautionary signals
will continue at New York, New Loudon, Bos-

Washington, Feb. 7.—The Poland commitresumed its session this morning. John J.
Blair was examined by J. Stevenson. Witness
testitted that he was one of the original corporators of the Sioux City, Iowa Falls & Dubuquo
Railroad. He detailed at length the history of
the road, legislation by Congress, renewing the
land grant of 1850, to the State, and the legislation of,the State giving a grant to the road.
Not a dollar was expended iu procuring legislation, either before Congress or a Staie legislature.
He had been interested in building
several hundred miles of railroad iu the West;
never expended a cent for blackmail to any
one, either a member of Congress or a private
citizen.
There was not a single road across
Iowa to-day worth the money it cost to build it.
Question—What members of Congress joined
in the subscription?
Oh, well some I believe; bat they were generally too poor to get much outof them, (laughter.) Witness referred to the list of subscriptions and testified that Win. B. Allison took
ten shares, paid for them and never got a penny for services. The firm of Samuel Hooper
also had stock; Oakes Ames was a large stock-

Queens

we

a

TWENXV-FOrn
War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal j
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
>
Feb. 8.(lA.y.i)
For New England winds shifting to northwest and south-westerly, diminishing in force,
with clearing weather. The storm off the
southern coast of New England will continue

tee

I The t

SATURDAY, Feb. 8tb, at 12 M„ at office,
ONshall
sell
Sorrel Mare, weighing about 8 :0 lb.,,

probabilities for the

Again.

jentertainments.

Horse at Auction.
J1

Testimony of Messrs. Blair, Hooper aud
Blaine.

frieudly.
Judge Poland—Well,
into that question.

AUCTION SALES.

1

METEOROLOGICAL.

THE SIOUX CITY RAILROAD.
Stevenson

!

Adjourned.

WASHINGTON.

Exit
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a debate the motion
prevailed
The committee rose and
reported
The amendments were agreed to and the bill
the bill

price by
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JOB

FRIfTIfG

neatly executed a,

M
ibis

haT her note itbank,He

POETRY.

na/e uer

her

oftener than

Cradle Song.
BY

It was pretty clear to her.
There was
fresh writing on the credit side of
an account.
he old general had had
the book from tho
his taule that tenth of May.
|arret and upon
the
bills
for
Exchanging
some customer, he
had laid them on the
opeu book and absently
closed it. It was then returned to its old
place in the garret. His mind being distracted by bis pecuniary troubles, the transaction
of the bills bad made no mark upon his memory. This was our ibeory.
Amy bad dreamed, singularly, that slie was

glad, though, of
h w;ls needed now
be„an t0 tel] on
djJn>t ,osu ]ler beauty,
she wm ever bse

not-u.

help at the

was

wmcj

ever.

boughTdon’t belief

To’o^’tMin lay
*£**
“Don’t
eyes, then,

C.EOBOE WITIItr.—'.588—ll'-CT.

or

you’ll

blow your smoke
swear I’m crying.

“Well, well;forward!’’
“Where was I? This went ou a while, the
Be still my
old man keeping the ship on the old
To hear*me sing thy lullaby.
tack,
[ close-hauled flag at the peak, and pumps
My pretty lamb, forbear to weep;sloop*-.
Be still my dear; sweet baby,
Hut there eame a
day when the
world could do little for
Abram Woodson,
While thus thy lullaby I
i*,.
rweuivg be,
and he coukl do less for the
For tliec* great blessings
world.
One moma, Juug,
Thine Eldest Brother la
mg, when Amy was helping him on with his
fox tlisc,
j
And hath a kingdom boogbt
coat to go t the
to weep,
Sweet b'xbv, then torbear
bank, he staggered and leil
ewcot baby, sleep.
upon the sola. The doctor came and said
Be stiil, my babe;
1 aralysis." He revived
was He;
somewhat, but the
A little ialhnt once
old gentleman was a wreck of the saddest
And strength in weakness then was laid
mother's
Ills
virgin
knee,
tJiion
kind.
He couldn’t speak an intelligible
That power to thee might be convevel.
word, Amy became his hands, eyes and
Sweet b.iby, then forbear to weep;
mind.
Bo still, my babe; sweet
Roy Elwell was appointed acting
baby, sleep.
cashier, for the directors would not supersede
The wants that He did then
sustain
him at once. He lingered tor months with
a Hw’c Cy.rcliased wealth, my babe, for thee
his faculties at sixes and sevens. One day he
And
by Ins torments and llis pain
said something that sounded like ‘May tenth,’
ease ••cured he.
it
v
Ulen fol'boar to
and soon after he dropped anchor for the
weep;
Be still, my
babe; sweet baby, sleep.
l asttime.”
The bank officers, when examining his
Thou hast, yet mere to
perfect bliss,
A promise and an
cash and accounts, discovered a deficiency
earnest got
Of gaining
ofbetween one anil two thousand dollars.
everlasting bliss,
mv babe, perceivest it not.
And they who had held the old general as inB„“U.’W“ftiou,
Sweet
baby, then former to weep;
corruptible said, ‘There is none true under
Be still, my
babe; sweet baby sleep.
the sun.’ His bondsmen were called upon,
bweet baby, sleep, and nothing fear;
and the few, which finally means the many,
For whosoever thee offends
thought they knew the cashier had used the
By thv Protector threatened are,
funds iu his
What ails my df ar,
my darling tlius to cry?
child and lend thine oar

Sleep, baby, Bleep!
What ails

Over

Cabin Table.

a

In the summer of 185—, Frank Manly and
1 were homeward-bound, from China to Boston. in the splendid clipper ship Sunset.

We wtre children together, and had followed many a butterfly In company. In later
those marvelyears, we had ofteu run after
ous
butterflies in pink sunbonnets those
Will-o’-the-Wisps in dimity—in other fields;
rather as rivals, though, than side-by-side
companions, to confess it. This was Frank’s
first voyage as master. He was now, at twoand-twenty, every inch a sailor and a man.
I was his only passenger, running home after
some years’ truancy, in a period between a
closing clerkship and an opening partnership
at Canton. These were to me delicious days
care-free, and every hour with my old pl*y-

fellow was communion of a rare order.
We were chatting one evening
openly—for
there was nothing between us but the cabin
table. The light burned just low
enough for
the quiet dreamy hour that Frank reeled off
to me the small-talk of the dear eld
town, of
which his memory held an unrcckonable
•argo.
There was May who had mairied January,
and the

squire

who had drank himself from

affluence to the poor-house. He told of
young Skinnem, who in boyhood won marbles, and sold them again to the loters at a
hundred per cent, advancs upon regular rates
—who never played on the “Fourth,” but
opened a curb-3tone bazar of pop-beer—of his

brewing,—fire-crackers, peanuts, and a
apple tarts—of a low grade
Now he was piously loaning money Saturday
afternoons to gain Sunday, at two per cent, a
month, and wondering what this world would
be without interest. He had
bought a book,
“Business in Heaven,” which
proved to him
full line of dried

sea-courtesies.

“Captain,” said I, suddenly, as if something had just come to mind, though the
question had been balancing on my tongue

for an hour—
“Hal” interrupted my companion, “don’t
Captain me off-deck, here under the cabinlight, if you love me.”
men,

ray moaest oia

TvimKicomn

uesK-mate,

pickled limes and chewiDg-gum ?”
My captain—the splendid fellow—to show
his unconcern, breathed a couple of smokewreaths out of his mouth, and replied with

tor her

counterfeited sadness: “Hal. I shall never
have faith again in the power of
pickles with
school girls, and I am a doubter forever of the
virtue of spruce gum. So, so,
my sly boy,
you were on that tack, too, were you? But
as
well
emulate
you may
the example of your
forefathers and throw that chest of breakfast-tea overboard, for father Woodson has
gone where tea-drinking is neither a blessing nor a sin. No, no, Hal, Rov Elwell
weathered us ail. By Jove, to think of it!
The little toad that I nurse 1 throi gli
vulgar
fractions and the rule of three—who never
had spunk enough to kiss a
girl under four
eyes—to marry Amy! But the ways of
women are wondrous, Hal.
The Sunset is
my choice. I=n’t she a beauty ? Iam wedded to her.”
Then he laughed, drew liim'self up, and I
thought, How could a woman resist vou, rayhandsome captain ?
“Poor puss, she had a confounded rough
way of it,” he continued.
“What do you mean ?”
“Why, haven’t you heard of it?”

Her father, cashier

only.

of the bank. Wasn’t there trouble? Was it
all true ? Proud old man. H is heart
broke,
I fancy. For Heaven's sake, Frank’ tell me
what you know,” I demanded.
‘‘Well, well, old quill-driver, don’t rough
up so. I do know about it, and, though I
say it, more than any but a very few in the
old town. I never was
any hand at a yarn,
but if you will have it,
maybe 'twill harrow
you some, seeing you were a little sweet on !

Amy.”

“Come, come, captain—there, chummy,
then—begin. But, by George, if you exaggerate one iota, I’ll call the Sunset—a clumsy
old nooker

J“Well, I needn’t ask if you remember Amy,”
began my vis-a-vis, tormentingly, “nor tell
you of her step in the dance, of the color of
her hair and eyes, nor what her
laugh was
like, nor what a woman she has grown. Let
me

see, you left home in forty—”

“Eight.”

*1, ~

t----

with

“Vague

another trembled splendidly from its
nose, and in the sunshine they became—
I awoke, and instead of Job Jones, my
eyes fell upon Jim the steward, who was petting the breakfast in the cabin of the Sunset,
on the table over which this tale was told to
me as I tell it to
you—only that drowsy gleam
of the cabin-light falls not
upon ihe paper,
and never will.—From the
Febtuary Aldine,

--

Proprietors.

AUGUSTA.
St. Harrison Bak-

BANGOR.
Harriuian House, JT.E. Harr ini an& Co.,

Proprietors.

Penobscot Exchange, A. Woodward. Proprietor.
Franklin House, Harlow St., R. Quinbv,

ter, Melissa Bliss, whose

name we

daugh-

voung

sea-

dogs changed to M’lissy Blissy. He went oft
to Singapore a month after, second mate of
the baric Reindeer, and was never heard
from. Her widowhood began, you see, as
soon
as her honeymoon ended.
Melissa
wears mourning for him now and
always will.
And Ben was wnrthv nf oil lvr.*.
—.

good a fellow as ever learned a rope. Go and
her, Hal. But where am I runnine?
Let's tack ship?
You know the Woodson homestead on the
comer of India street,
Yes, hut you don’t
»ee

Proprietor.

'1'jrr,,!ont

Wri-Icy

vw

U1UIU/

pretty well, thinking
Then in

his

position required

it.

Proprietor.

Proprietors.
Chapman House,

«p™™a?'J1<ibeneededto

Burial

day always

lust,

iharged

with

was

one

debtor
Job Jones

cord
of
wood
a
of this scanty materihistory for this later
fob. We invented for him little pleas for his
that
he
had married a wife
ielinquency;
* hat he had left tbc town; that he never had’
‘; that it was only half a cord; that he paid
< >r it at the time, etc. Kevertheless, it is a
s latne, Job Jones, for you to owe forever for
‘ le fuel that boiled your kettle, and blessed
v our hearthstone, and, perchance, warmed to
ii fe one of the innumerable little Joneses, we

ness.

lie

household bills run
Bp8!n‘y’ and ,et hisa
few bank shares
"Iroi,SfulIy
that' he
for
Amy, which au uncle had
° \rust and
invested the money in the
eol
?er’
ly, n the name
The voyage turned out miahtv
land was well timbered, but
Thc
away from river or tide-water. The hni'm*
burst. So the rich became
poor,and the n'L
bappy, thinkiDS h°"
d°Wn' Tbey were sure of a
fornobojywas ever too poor for that. burial
He g^ew irctlui
Brocer and the
butcher called aoain
J
—at the front d«,r
tw
°r„ U,1Cir dues

him

S,1?
of'a brothefiu Oh^’SCCretatte

tleVtZl

fordnoiSei

andTabSentSmiudeTU¥LdanTbe
even more

malicious
garden-gate, ‘Warnin'’,

n,
nav

,nV,k\boy

was

k?d

0I.' ths
boss> aild
as ,ie

chuckled to himself arounrt,nP’°
peeped and saw Betty Flovd iLC°!'I,le,1'’
spend many minutes spelling ^ °.ld do|nestic,
more in scouring off the
words
?"d m?ny
her cloth at the
empty street a"ri s.bakiuS
1nrift had
abandoned the household.
Amy knew but little of the truth n,..„
b®
had only the amount of two or
•alary in the lamented land slide qsn»tCrs
the failing step, and that he did
not

thrccauar?

like^

IV.

Hancock, Prop.

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Rooms, W. R. Field,

P. & K. Dining

Proprietor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—3. P.Chamberlain, Propri-

ip«roi

Sff1
were

Aprifnext0
1 11 K'p
A

11.

11.

«>? Beard,

MOORE,

2nd

J,

Vice-Pres’t.

CALAIS.
W.

Proprietor.
Bay

I

D.

flTATKWEIVT

MfeR’nrnK'

a

OF

—

$17,716.094 54

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trank Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

excess

572,896 00

OF

Tontine

on

§2,475,575

$52,331,702

65
20
00
33
30

HIRAM.
Fit- .Cutler House,—Hiram Bastou, Proprietor.

KENDALL’S MILLS.
Kendall’s Mills Hotel, Baudnll Andrews,

Proprietor.

LIMERICK.
Emuerick Honsc, Joseph G. Harmon, Proprietor.
MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

ASSETS

$5,440,698

prietor.

SPRIN Gy ALE.
Tibbetts House, S. F. Tibbetts, Proprietor
STANDISH.
Standish’Honse. Capt. dins. Thompson,

24

Total Asset*,

adjusted and
unadjusted,

Vetor*bC*

NORTH WINDHAM.
IIon*,‘’ W- 'v- Stanley, Propri-

NORWAY.
Beal’s Hotel, E. B.
Weeks, Prop.
Elin House, Main St. W. W. W'hitmnrsb

Proprietor.

NAPEES
Elm House, Nathan Church & Sons, Proprietors.

NORRincKwarK
!3 an forth

House, D. Danforth. Proprieto

L.
J.

prietors.

PARIS HILL.
lubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieto
PHILLIPS.

PORTLAND.
idauis House, Temple St. Clanries Adams
Proprietor.
j\ Ibiou House, 117 Federal St. J. G
Perry,

i>.Tittle,

JANUARY 1, 1873.
Capita 1 8lock (All paid in), 91,000,000 OO

Office 49 1-3 Exchange Street.
dlw&wlt

ASSETS.

amual statement
—

Phoenix Insurance Co.

Capital Stock all Paid In, $600,000 00
Assets,
1,582,646 00

07
febl

AS FOLLOWS:

St.
law3w

Cash

'TTE’?aiec.V--;;.
United States Stocks and Bonds.

$303,8^1 16
79,012 46

Scbago Djc

$1,582,616

03
00
00
40

fully

55

Office 49 1-9

Exchange

The three points ot excellence which I claim, arc:
1st; constant and thorough circulatton of pure air;
2nd; ryness, no dampness monld nor taint; 3rd; no
inte1 mingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
& Co.s Ice House. Portland, Me.
je4dtf

■Ian3»_,ltf
Travelers Insurance Co.

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing between the

ASSETS.

Real Estate owned by the Company,
S 50,000 00
Cash in Bank and hands of
Agents,
235,770 84
Loans on First Mortgages Real Estate.
784,797 56
Deterred Premiums (being balance of SemiAnnual and Quarterly Premiuns).
61,324 41
Accrued Interest (not due),
24,959 87
axes on Stock owned by
922 80
non-residents,
United States Government Bonds,
353,900 00
State and Municipal Bonds,
127,800 00
Railroad Stocks and Bonds,
143,280 00
Bank Stock,.
321,130 00
Railway Passengors Assurance Co.’s Stock, 156,000 00
Total Assets,

subscribers under the
THE
dissolved Jan.

name

ot

Kendall & Whit-

ney, was
1st, 1873, by mutual consent.
Mr. Whitney will continue the business under the
old name of Kendall & Whitney, and will settle the
affairs of the old firm.
IIOSEA KENDALL,

GOING

Address Box 2015

Portland Me.

OTHERS

SOUTH,

may procure

Through.

Tickets

ALL

RAIL

LEAVITT,

manufacturer of

Yacht A Moat Sails,

Awnings, Verandahs,

PORTLAND.
All orders by mail promptly attended
fcnl

Proprietor.
* ity Hotel, Cor. Congress

and Green St.
Co. Proprietors,
1 almouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler,
Propri-

SEW

John P. Davis Ac

etor.

BAXTER’S

PORTAPEE
STEAJ»

PRINTER,

1

preparation, as has been

the hundreds of
by the
It
is
acknowlproprietors.

testimonials received

edged by many prominent
physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever introduced for the relief and
of all

to the public,
sanctioned by the experience
of over forty years. When
resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a speedy
euro
in the most severe

Sore

Throat, Pains or Sorein (he Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. Wistar’s
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it
loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
(bus removing the cause of
the complaint.
ness

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

...

*

a.

m.,

ol'

Coughs, Bronchitis,
('roup, Whooping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,
cases

Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Ea»>

^avo

Lung complaints,

and is offered

at 7.15 A.M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and
way stations at
7.30 A. M. and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down train on
Portsmouth, Great Falls and Conway Railroads, and
the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 7.JO and 8.30, A. M., via Bostou A Maine, nud at
8-30 A. ,,i. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at G.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

wr

a

proved by

and 1.00

PREPARED RT

C -iil \7, FOWLE &
And floM

by Druggets

1J0^

SONS, Boston, fip.s3.,

and Dealers generally.

deod&eowly

A

Great

Discovery!

Bristol and Pern no u id, daily.
at low rates.
A, COOMBS. Sun’t.

109 EXCHANGE STREET,

SAMPLES FREE TO ALL.
Atnl) the Drug Store*.

City, Passenger & Freight Agency $5,000
IS EWii«I> !
$1,000 REWARD
28* CONGRESS ST.,

Press

*c,roi', Chicago,

decl2tf

ITT-PULLMAN

freight*fiM-niS^S1^011
lrelght fl,rnit-hed promptly

subscriber would respectfully announce that
he is
organized in another Mill and
ready to Ml all orders for Bar Mills Oak as promntlv
k
J
as before the fire.

Work
-UMI,

' •roinpfly and

careluily executed

j lorse
A
-1 A.
8

lie

and

Sleigli

decll

_“
In

on Westward bound
application.
Agent, Portland.

ra*es
on

10HTEOUS,

Patterns of Ganneuls
PLDMM B 4

178*Fearj St^Xew R>rk.

HAKD

Janl 73It

WOOD

and SOFT WOOD for sale at No. « Lin
coin street. Also Dry Edgings.
tWM. IIuse.

Augusta,
S. H. STEARNS, M. D.
and 75 cents. 2.argo bottles the cheapest,
5I.DMM) Reward for a Hi tler Article !
511000 for a case it will not ('arc!
FRANK W. KINSMAN. Proprietor,
No. 142 Water St., Augusta. Maine.
For sale by all Druggists.
uovL’lcodtf

>rjce 3.5

DR. R. J. JOFHDAEV,
PROPRIETOR

i ’arlsian

ANDPUTTEKICK'S

exchange for

WOOD!

who.u.I^on^.astbma^luu^dtaease,,
Me.

*n,i

_

four year
Sleigh, Harness aud Holies tor

No. 10 Flam Street.

to Detroit

Hou^cyamiua-

Sewing Machines

for Sale

STABLES,

to'SntiSSJS

ELIAS HOWE

Lumber and Dock Timber W anted

driving, well broke and stylish
W*JE
old
with

COLT,
at a bargain. Apuly at
PLUM STREET

jan29dtf

already

J0HN

L,,,

DRUm-

I,aggego checked from Portland
Chicago, and not subject to Custom

OUT OF THE FIRE,

THE

PALACE

^n,.SLEEPIN° CARS

aug29^eodly

or

AND IMITATIONS

1UIK bigli rcputatl. u rained
by Adamson’s Botanic
Lough Balsam fur tbo cure of Coughs, Colds,
Asthma, ami Consumption,has given rise to spurious
:*m pounds which are
counpeddled out through theBotanic
ty called the same. The gen ine Adamson’s
•ough Balsam is prepared only by F. W. Kinsman*
ihe inventor and sole proprietor, To protect yourselves from imposition examine the bottle and seo
diat the words “f, W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta,
Me., are blown in the glass of the bottle.
Having examined the formula from which Adamian's Botanic Cough Balsam Is prepared, wo recommend it as a safe and reliable medicine for the cure of
loughs, colds,
A

THE GRAND THUNK RAILWAY is in
splendid
condition is well equipped with
tlrst-elass
stock, and is making the best connections and rolling
quiekesttimeof any route from Portland to
the W,r
Portland by HALLL. DAVIS, LOR
IGN, SHORT & IIARMON, R. K. HUNT & CO.

■

173 Middle St..

WI1DEB
Up Stairs.

Piano for Sale.
first-class, 7 oetavo Piano for sale

terms.
NEW,

soplilf

on oas

M. G. PALMER

NOTICE.

COUNTERFEITS

IRIlwn.

kec, Cmrmnnii, St. Lonia, Omaha,
Baginow, Hu Paul, Salt I„akc lily,
Dearer, Sau Francisco,
and all points in the
Northwest, West aud Southwest.

Priutiug House.

description

“BEWARE OF

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates!

For Sale in

Every

SPECIAL

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

LUKE & F. II. BROWN,
North Bridgton, Me.. Dec. 2, 1872.

Daily

RRVDCSEH, Managing Director,

in

and furnished, for such a Term of
Years as may be agreed upon. The stand is an excellent one, commanding a large trade, and good
transportation facilities.
Liberal iuducements will bo given. A flno opening
is here presented to a good party wishing to engage
iu Country trade.

md at the Lowest Prices.

vyJr0VP’

ard

by

V-ia-j'j‘.Oiia‘;A»od.-.y l9a*a,»gnag?»5«sjg Igaesi^doaMassH

newly finished

SPENCER, Superintendent.

SA N DST ONE

timely

be cured

can

resort to this stand-

MONTREAL.

order, comprising all varieties of Goods usually
food
ept in Country Stores, and also to Rent the Store,

trance on Fore near India St.

Durable, beautiful color, flre proof, cheap. All about
to build, or use stone, send for circular containing full
desiiption, recommendations by best architects, and
where used on finest churches, schools, dwellings,
stores, and for flaggiug. fire linings, steps, &c.
Address
SANDSTONE CO., Potsdam, N. Y
dim
janll

CONSUMPTION
which

cure

BOSTON.

INTENDING

Location, Bradbury’s Court, En-

tAmy

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

Jv2f>dtf_C.

future to devote exclusive attention to our Manufacturing Dopartment, we shall
bring our Store Business to a linal closo as rapidly as
circumstances will allow, and therefore offer for sale
our extensive stock of Merchandise, fresh and in

prepared

POTSDAM

Paris at

Island Pond, Quebec,
P. M. Stopping at all

Freight Trains daily and freight taken

jan20____3mo
Special Notice.

and every description of fine washing.
This LauDdry being provided with the newest and
most approved Machinery, and experienced
help, the
Proprietor believes he can guarantee perfect satisfaction f to his customers.

£ V’ °,pe.ncd
W-wheT’*My
°Mv
ThevsMvJS

after Monday, Nov. 4tli

SSPiHi Passenger trains leave Portland
fT^w^-A^i^for Rochester andiutcrmciMale stations

C, J.

Book, Card and Job

an-

h^Vith ‘a,thei'

ac.i

.30 A. M.; for
and the west at 1.30

and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for

The Safest aud Rest in the
world. No extra insurance
to pay. Send for Circular.

LAMDRY !

JOHN

CANADA^

TRAINS.

OF

Grand Trunk Railway

3w

Steward ol St’r John Breoks, Boston and Portland Line
fcbldlyr

nov-ltr

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoinvule, Northr>ort. South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Wasliington. Tuesdays, Thursday* and Saturdays.
At Thomaston tor St.
Georgs daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for .Jeflerson anil
Whitctlcld, Monday*.
« ednesdays aud Fridays.
At Wa.doboro’ for North
Waldoboro’, Washington,

nov21tf

washing for Steamers, HotelSj Families, &c., with special attention
paid to Ladies Dresses, Skirts. Laces, Gents’ Shirt*

Late

connects with

stations at 5.00 P. 51.
From Montreal, Quebec. Island Poud, Gorham
and South Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullman Palace Drawing lloom and Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Mail Trains between Portland and
Montreal.
Express trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Islaud Pond.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notico is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger lor every $500 additional value.
0. J.
Managing Director.
II. i’.Al LEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf

p

§703,.‘871 38

a

nounce

run

ARRANGEMENT.

On

nuos

ENGINE!

undersigned having assumed charge of new
and spacious Laundry would
THE
respectfully
that he is
to do

Co.,

take; and being purely vegetable, they arc entirely
harmless.
PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists ever} where. janl-e3dwly

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Maine Central Depot, at 7.00

73___eodtf

§1,554,573 90

physicians,

Direct rail ronte to Wiscassct, New
(tastle,
Damariscotta, Waldoboro,
IWarren and Rockland.
Xo change of cars between Portland
,,
and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the PcTI fincont
N
1.

49 1-2 Exchange

WM. M. HARKS,

aiscaiies. Most eminent lergyinen, most
skilful
and our best citizeus send certificates of cures per form ed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are tho safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy to

_____declC-tc
KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

t#" Tenia lo lei#

Blood,

be Freight

will run as follows:
jfisffjggysrrralna
Passenger train for South

daily.

Posters, Transparencies,

the

the most

dangerous

and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick,
Newfleld, Parsonslield and Ossipec, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for
Limerick, Parsonsfleld,

Covers, Canvass

Claims

Jan28_

House, India St. J. II. Dodge,

,--

At

Canvas Signs, Flags and
flAwning Borders made and
Blottered in the best manner.
Box and

m

fying

Limington, daily.

TENTS AIR FI.AGm.

Worms,

congenial purgative yet perfected. Tbei
effects abundantly show bor much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. Thev purge out the foul humorb
of tho blood; they stimulate the sluggish ordisor
dcred organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to ihe whole King. They cure not only the ev
ery day complaints of everybody, but ormidable and

Winter Arrangement.

Eg-Invallds and others going South, will find this
route most desirable for comfort and expedition. Ask
tor ticket* via tlio Atlantic Coast Line,
febltf

Rhemn.

Gout, Neuralgia, as n
Dinner Pill, and Puri-

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAIL ROAD.

LINE,

To Chnrlatou, Navannah, CM.
Augustine,
Orleans, Galveston, anil nil
pnrts of the mouth, via Weldon,
Wilmington anil Columbia
at the Old Ticket Agency, No. 45J
Exchange Street

CIT'W'agon,

Salt

Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. It.

VIA WASHINGTON

F. A.

Biliousness
Diseases,
Liver Complaint, DropTumors
a
sy, Tetter,

BKYDGES,

YIA THE GREAT

ATLANTIC COAST

tism,Eruptions and Skit

(stopping at all stations) for Island
Poud. connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate

BILLINGS, Agent
J. IS. COTTLE JR., General Agent.mch.30tf

INVALIDS AND

Conway

from No.

stations.
Mail train

leaving

W. Ii.

_

FOR

unaiusted and not due,
§167,136 77
Reserve for lie-insurance, Life Dep’t,
l,207,’l69 90
Accident Dt p’t, 180,267 23

ton.
Ticket

Monticai,

low rates.

A Fine Business Opening
a
young or middle aged man of unexceptionable character. Experienced accountant and oue
thousand dollars capital.
Investigation is invited

LIABILITIES.

alternately,

a. m.

WINTER

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
AT 7 O’CLOCK 1?. TSL.

AMM1 WHITNEY,
jan28doaw3w
Portland, Jan. 27th, 1873.

£3.450,913 48

The 8.30

ALTERATION

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P.M. Faro #1.30. Freight taken

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.

Street.

run

Family Physic

Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Pilcn, Rheuma-

Monday, Nov. 4tb, and

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF

WHARF, Portland,

Proprietors.

sep26

CO., Agents,

will

superior

style.

W. C. SKILTON, Secretary.

LITTLE-*

commodations,

ATLANTIC

a

afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine R. R’s., and the 1.00 p. m. train arrives in
Portland In season to connect with Steamers for BosJ.

W. D. TITTLE A CO. Agents.

Wc have bought out the above establishment, with
al the machinery and good will of the same, with all
the admirable facilities, conducted by a practical
confident of turning out
chemist and dyeis:
woik that cannot fail ot giving satisfaction.
Ladies’ drosses colored and finished in a
Gent’s garments cleansed and colored without
being ripped,and warranted not to smut,and pressed
in a superior style. Piano and table covers, Marseilles covers bleached and framed; blankets scoured
ml the wool raised. JOHN S. MILLER & CO.,

19,386 00
129,842 50

State, County and Municipal Securities.. 292,322
Bank Stocks.
560,050
Kailroad and other Corporation Securities 161,410
Interest accrued.
2,242

Works,

PLUM STREET.

NO. 17

35,000 00

Purposes of

Coftivenc8/», Jaundice
Dyspepsia, Indigestion

R. R.

Portland, Oct. 2,1872..

ac-

BY

CIKIAO

time.

notico, trains will

follows:

With their de-

Connect dally with 3.15 P. M.,
For Cornish, Kczar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell, and North Lovell.

TUES-

Having commodious Cabin and Stato Room

D0H, Agent,

Exchange

cu

superior sea-goiisg
■£®'=“es*
STEAMERS
FOREST CITT
sod
MONTREAL,,

All outstanding Claims,
$428,103,25
GEO. L. CHASE, President,
J. D. BROWN, Secretary.

JEREMIAH

Halifax

at 4 P. M.

FOR BOSTON.

$2,204,396 54

LIABILITIES.

HABTFOKD, CONN.,

M.,

Breton.

RETURNING leaves

of

A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.15
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.30
1.C0
The 7.15 a. m. and 1 00 p. m. Trains will
with passenger cars attached.
STAGES

Fare, including State room,
$7 00
Fi!5lKiRht anr‘ further information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
oo28tfJOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

w

Cash on hand, in Bank, and Cash items,
$274,297 39
Rents and accrued Interest
47,125 21
Real Estate unencumbered,
448,175 60
Loans on Bond and Mortgages (1st lion),
460,067 13
United States, State. Bank and R.R. Stocks
and Bonds owned by Company,
974,731 21

8

HALIFAX DIRECT.

Capo

for

DAYS,

Hartford Fire Ins. Co.

Hampshire,

at 4 I*.

OGDEXSBURG

On and after
ntll further

ARRANGEMENT.

Picton, and steamers fot Prince Edward’s Island: also at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Lindsey & Co.’f

Stages

ABSTRACT OF THE STATEMENT OF THE

For all the

Id, 1872.

CHASE,
Supt. Portland Division.

&

Dropsy, Dyspepsia,

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills.

are

CPXA.ZVGID

Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and

J. HENDEE, President,

eod3w

and uterine disease.

PREPARED

F.

PORTLAND

destroy.

C. AYER & CO.. Lowell, Mass.,
Practical ard Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
decJd&wcvery3dwly
janld2w&w2w

CSE^The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. B. The 7.00 A. M., and 3.20, P. M. trains
from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
nOoOtf

and

DU. J.

express.

tpasr

disease

Emaciation, and General Debility.
parture health returns.

♦Accommodation train.

ft ova Scotia.

Every Saturday,

93

.Agents,
No. 42 Exchange St., |

GENERAL AGENT FOR MAINE.

Proprietor.

A

29
2,045,589 64
401,672 21
500 00

PORTLAND.

ceration

morning.

The favorite steamship CAKLOTTA, Capt. E. D. Mulligan,
deaves Portland

652,418

$3,383,632

they

substance

whOGO

and

ARRAJ7 GrEIVXEH''X'.
Dee.

the

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels theso humors from
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders the
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Live
Stomach Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony's Fire, Bose or
Erysipelas, Pimple*, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia
Pain in the Rones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorr/aca arising from internal ul-

M
Leavo Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30
A. M., 18.30 A. M, tl2.30P. M., t3.15P. M., *8.001*. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.Ou A. M, *10.
35 A. M.,t3.t>0 P. M., to.10 P. M., *19.05 P. M.
Leave Bidderord for Portland at 83)0 A. SI., returning at 4.35 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday

DIRECT!
WINTER

50

& LIB BY,
the

LORING & THURSTON,
WJI, D. LITTLE & CO.,
Agents.
ANDREW J. CHASE,

Robbluson,

reble House, Congress St. Gibson
Proprietors.

GOODNOW, Secretary.

jau30

on hand and in Bank, in hands of
Agents and in course of transmission..
Real Estate.
Bills receivable for loans, secured
by Collateral Security.
Bills receivable tor loans secured
by Real

Halifax,

93,330 00
57,110 00
20,929 71

COFFITN

Stuart, Secretary.

WM. D.

For

1,512,270 00

DOW,

Life Depart meat.
Number ol Life Policies written in 1872,
2,3G7
whole uumberwrittcu to date,
15,693
Gain in Net Premiums over 1871.
848,696 ■ 4
Whole Number of Death Losses Paid to date,
165
Amount paid in Death Losses,
8388,036 12
Accident Department.
Number of Accident Policies written in ’72 32,418
Not Cash Premium) rec’d for
8450,678 62
same,
Gain in Net Premiuns over
$53,096 99
1871,
Whole No. Accident Policies written,
267,000
Whole number Accident Claims Paid,
16,710
Whole amount Acc’t Claims Paid, 81,642,358 21
•total Losses Paid, both Dep’t,
82,030,394 33

NORTH STRATFORD N. II.
House, C‘ S. Bailey A Co. Pro-

A mcricau

of Steamers !

Statistics of the Year 1872.

1 Tillard

Ac

1,151,730 10
451,970 00
371,510 69
1,332,500 00

no

Surplnsas regards Policy-holders,

etor.

Adams

00

$286,452,78

Total,

$23,000,000

Total Liabilities,

OLD ORCHARD REACH.
Iccan House, R. Scavy, Proprietor.
)l«l Orchard
House, E. C. Staples, Propri-

House,
Proprietors

4)5,000

FOB

General Agent for Maine and New

ctors.

Barden

due,

Other Liabilities small, for printing, &c.,

FREDERICK S. WINSTON. President.
RICHARD A. McCURDY, Vice Pres’t.
W. H. C. Bartlett, LL.D., Actuary.

~

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown A Hilton, Propri

not

Money,

Borrowed

12.181

STATEMENT, JAM. 1,1873.

Proprietors.

00

$5,326,380

Re-Insurance Fund,

worlil.

OF

__

dcc3tf

Hominy,

under-

expelled

are

Passenger trains leave Portland daiu
RSISg^Sllly. for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunlays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t7.00 A.
M., 9.55 A. JL, *3.20 P. 31., t 6.48 P.

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and
rom Portland and all other
points in Maine, with
Philadelphia andbevond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached iy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Beading R.
R’s., and to all
the principal cilics in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission lor forwarding.
Full imformation given by WALDO A.
PEARCE,
Agent, 124 Washington St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WAT. P. CLYDE, & CO„ Gen’l ATanagers.
12 So. Delaware Avenue
j an Illy
Philadelphia.

LIABILITIES.
Losses
Losses

73*864

mi.7t
1872. 6.98
bciug the lowest of niiy Company in

Proprietor.

YORK HARBOR.
Harshall House.—N. G. Marshall & Sous,

$2,000,000

Real

on
on

Additions to

TIIE

up,

Estate,
Collaterals,
Accrued Interest,
Loans
Loans

2,204,627 51

1870./..

D.

SI. ANDREWS, N. B.
The Rail Way Hotel, Michael Clark, Pro-

Commencing

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WED-

follows:

Estate uniucumbered,
$
Cash on hand, in Bank, and in Agent*
hands,.
United States Securities,
State, City and Town Stocks and Bonds,
Bank anu Trust Co’s Stock,
Railroad Co’s Stocks and Bonds,

Boston losses and other claims unadjusted,$285,720 73

Union Hotel, P. B’ Cobb, Proprietor.

AS

Real

SURPLUS.

LIABILITIES:

MECHANIC FALLS.

WINTER

PHILADELPHIA.

CO’Y,

which

mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on the snr
face of humors that shoul

from the blood. Internal derangement
determination of those same humors to Bom
internal organ, or organs, whose action they derange

be

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

THE—

Capital Stock all Paid

1S08.12.6
1869..

OF

too often fatal. It purities
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the

RAILROAD.

Augusta, Nov 30. 1872.

—

Clyde’s Iron Line

always afflicting and

are

■*-—.

On tlic 31st day of December, 1872, made to the State
ot Maine.

ON THE 31st DAY OF DECEMBER, 1873.

GREAT FACES, N. H.
Great Fails Hotel, O. A.
Frost, Proprietor

AND

—

Of Hartford., Conn.,

70

154,002
552,475
24,000
29,618
17,562

Policies in force, January 1st, 1872,
Issued and restored during the year,

GORHAM.
Central Hotel, F. J. Rerry, Prop.

*

BARNES, Jr.,

—OF

POLICY ACCOUNT.

—

public

Halifax at 1:00 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and
Augnsta at 5.30 p. m.
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:25
p. m.
Train* arc Dae at ft»orfilauil.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 9:45 a. m.
prom St. John, Bangor, and North and East at
3:12 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:35
p. m.
From St. John, Bangor, &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Acting Superintendent.

Galt’s Wliarf, Portland.
and TJIURS5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. K.# New York,

rcvery MONDAY

ABSTRACT OF THE

Undivided Surplus, for Dividend of 1873, 3,236,070 73
From this sum a Dividend is apportioned to each
Policy which is applied at its anniversary iti 1873.

John M.

A medicine that cure
is a real
blessing
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
scries of complaints,which

Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Rcadfleld,
Winthrop, Skowhftgan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and

PORTLAND'

ANNUAL STATEMENT

FOXCROFT.

l

$775,000.

Portland, Me., Jan. 16, 1873,janHdtf

11

to the anniversaries of the issue of the Policies. The
whole sum so divided ($2,204,627 51) has now been
credited in the usual form of reversionary insurance.

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—S. Jordan & Son, Prop
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins & Sons, Props.

GARDINER.
Evans Hotel, O. C. Rollins, Proprietor.

If. Y.

jETNA INSURANCE

Policies,

OF

FOB PURIFTISG THE BLOOD.

For

every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 fc. M.
The Dirigo and Franeonia are fitted up with fine
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in Stato Room §5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Qnobec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers ah
early as 4 P. M., on tho days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
J- F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
May 9-dtf

30 EXCHANGE STREET.

$53,109,361 18
Surplng over Liabilities, $5,440,698,94
During the year 1872 an extra Dividend has been
computed, bringing the Dividend accounts forward

Taft, Prop

Foxcroft Exchange.

at

dood&wly-w3

Ayers’ Sarsparilla,

J?5||§SSS|Houlton,

follows:
Leave

>

--—-

AGENT,

Post-mortem Dividends,
Premiums paid in advance,
accrued

Basin'

Winscr Arruugpmrut, Cenizucucing Dec.
2, 1872.
Trains leave Portland fbr Bangor,
T-iv
Calais and St. John at 12:15
! C^ncr,~1—m. (sleeping and day cars on this
train.)
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at 7:00

Co

Dol-

DRUGGIST.
Janl3

system,

LIAU1UX1EB.

EASTPORT.
House.—E.

S

IN THE —

WATEBTOWtf,

B.

$58,550,059 42
Assets for the year,
6,809,913 14

interest,)

r-K-

station in

MAINE CENTRAL

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run ah

—

Assets

Dec. 31,

Reserve lor Annuities and Reductions
of Premiums,
Claims by death not yet due,

The price of the Heart Regulator is 0>'K
lar per Dottle, and can be obtained of any

Boston, Haymarket Square.
Passenger
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
•Accommodation.
♦Fast Express.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent,
Boston,
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
(lecStf
Dec. 2, 1872,

Bot Ion.

Steamship

1

trying

tion.

aid Boston

daily.

SEMI-Y/EEKLY

Agricultural Ins. Co.,

Reserve for all Policies and Additions
in force, (American Table 4 per cent

w.

Passamnqnoddy

liects at Boston with trains for New York
gers ticketed and baggage checked through
^'Freight trains between Portland

24

113,84143

Dexter Ilonsc.

prietor.

Sat’d’y.

a. ni.

Long Wliarf,

“■*vla c-&

if™01*’N

many thousand bottles of the Heart
and Ihe demand Is still Increasing. Wo
we are doing the public a benefit, and
to impose on them a worthless prepara-

confident

not

and Concord, via
Lawrence, *9.53
For Lowell, *7.00, *8.53 A M
ir
For Mlltou and Uoion, ■7.00 A M
m
NOTE.—The *7,00 A. k. and 13 m £ m
i„P'

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

RIS

—

40

INVESTMENTS.

transmission,

DEXTER.
MXFIELD.
Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Pro-

70

Maine

DAY,

Percent.

tors.

jn23-ly

Insured at Fair Rates

Ration of Expenses to Receipts in the Mutual
*xs*:eakue Company of New York since
186S:

DAMARISCOTTA.
Maine Hotel, Sanborn & Jacobs, Proprie-

AND

FARM

71

Premiums—Deferred, Semiannual, and Quarterly, 1,035,158 44
Premiums in course of

Increase in net

»

are

7.30, 18.30 A. M., and *12.30 and *3.15 P. 31
Uochc:iter alul Alton Ray, *7.30 A. M. and t3.20

A?3l!
&

We

Regulator,

PM

Mancae:tcr

rc‘

JJalajiaiiofc,fl£mEJJ5l2!5

they say.
have sold

a. m.

Companies at Interest, §2,159,863 09
Bonds and Mortgages.
47,002,804 37
United States Stocks,
4,203,108 75
New York State, Town,
and City Stocks,
1,3"0,000 00
Real Estate,
1,314.607, 57
Balance due from Agents,
24,100 53
-§56,074.484 31

value of Stocks in
of cost,

PSm?"

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to

CONTENTS

Cash in Banks and Trust

§753,679

10

Trains leave P.S. & P. It. K. Stafor Boston, at *7.00,
M.. and t3.20 and *i;.li P.M.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland

,,.-,

Portland,
KK“*S"tS!l|tiou, A.

Insurance one half the rate oi
sailing vessels.
Freight for tlio West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

—;

AND

DISBURSEMENTS:

Add:
Interest Accrued,

■r-

Wharfage.
delphia, at

DWELLINGS

THE YEAR*.

by death Endowments,
Dividends, Annuities, Surrendered
Policies, Taxes and Exponses,
§ 10.906,181
OF

Boston.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Whart. Phila-

«

AGENCY

Paid Claims

1872,

-*-*

1,’72, $49,264,57117

SUMMARY

IVo

until 4

R. STUBBS, Agent.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Stcn.Ki.ahi]> Line.

DENNIS,Vice-PresklJnt,
3rd Vice-Pres’t.

A.

ty’ “**

notice
imong which
Svasms Ossification or BonyFormal ionofthe Heart
Rheumatism, General Debility, Watel alont fh'.
Heart, Sinking of the Spirits, Pains in the Side or
Chest, Dilzzin ssr, Sluggish Circulation of the blood
ml Momentary Stoppage of the Action of the Heart
These forms of Heart Disease have been cured
by
l>r. CirarcH’ Heart Heuialaior. and wc do not
hesitate to say it will cure them again. Any form ci
Heart Disease will readily yield to its use, and wo
have yet to learn of any case where the Heart Regulator has been taken property and the party not received a marked benefit.
Our agent, on application, will furnish you with
Dur circular, giving full description of the disease,
and also a number ot testimonials of cuvcs; and if
you would like farther proof from the parties who
have given the testimonials, write them and see what

Winter Arrangement, December a, ISJ‘J.

PHILADELPHIA

HAWLETT,

days of sailing

on

Jan2tf_

hoursT

WHITPfET A SAMPSON, Agents,

§06,980,665

Gross Asnctfl

»

^ST*Freight received

o’clock P. M.

~

us

v,™'“<&!?* “5“

we

herst.

—AND—

WedVy

[8 becoming ycry common in
he sudJen deaths resiiiluig warn
Jef. The disease assumes

The Steamer New Brunswick
Capt. J. H. Pike, will leave Railroad wharf, foot of State
stroe';,
every MONDAY at G P. M. lor
L_
Eastportand St.John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eaatport every
THURSDAY.
Connections made at East port for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections mado at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentvillc, liaHfax, N. S., Shediac, Am-

boston

Leave each port every

ARRAN GEMENT.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK!

Meals to Norfolk *13.00

and

J^0-11_V" WActtr^’,p^L

YORK,

For Premiums, Policy
Fees and Annnties, §14,386,863 81
For Interest and Premium on Gold,
3,274,980 73
For Office Building Rents,
54,250 00

CORNISH.

,

■

—

FOU THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1372.

Ifct Assets,Jan.

inchxding Berth

BaB1.more § 15, Time 63
Fnrf.J^W Uf,
infoimatlon apply to

Auii-Jttoara insurance

Co.,

Simpson,

Cornish House,—P. Durgiu, Proprietor.

$14,806,812

37

Fare

For further

166 r°rC *U POrtI“"d- Me.

Mutual Life Ins.

The amount oUDividend
Policies is about

CAMDEM.
lew House, E. H. Dcraitlb, Prop.

3,379,050
217,500
386.739
*>,405,937
274,345

Correspondent,

dlm-eodlliu&w6w

WINTER

BALTIMORE.

ratcs given t0 South and West.
£!lvr0ugh
Fine 1 assenger
aecommocaUona.

CHAPMAN, Secretary.

J. D.

JOHN W. MUNGrER,
geb.T,I»2.

II

CHAKLIS

86,045

Hotel,

$8,143,240

00
CO
00
41
95
01

®rh«tilef-*n0114a,,ti a?er Au,e3day
Vi
F,orl*

etor.

International

-—

the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
lepresentatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed aud paid to the holders thereof, or their
the Sixth of February next, from which date ail interest thereon
t0
Prod“ced at the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
issued (111 red scrip) for gold
premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
Cent‘is declared on the net earned
of the Company, for the
3l8t Deccml)er> 1871> for which certificates will be issued onpremiums
and after Tuesday the ‘Second of

Total surplus as above,
Extra Dividend of 1872,

BOLSTER ITIILLS.

Hancock House,—J.

included. Didn’t his ears burns Julian Hotel.
Cor. Middle and Plum
While vve were laughing over (liis, the door
*ts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
iftly
and
Woodson
c
S.
appeared,
opened,
Amy
Hotel, Junction of Congrce* and Fed?1 had almost
eral Sts. E. Cram Ac Co., Proprietor.
expected it was the ghost of the
8 11 (1
Joue3.
T ralker House, Opp. Rostou Depot, Geo.
She wished
Bridgbam Jr., Proprietor.
again to see the book contain,
® Finnic rein I House—L. O. Sanborn A Co.,
of the tcuth of May. Roy
i ™ i?,wtries
Proprietors.
sat at one side of theta1 le* FI Jon A®y
1 at the other. She
PEAR’S ISLAND,
poped
< ve’r the r,-,ant
had’ doubtless’ ® riion House-W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
1 one before
1 ^ mentioned
n,lsty
N
SOUTH CHINA.
,cyesI-1
°"r
t iok the
book, carelesslv nn i
. ike House, J. Savage, Proprietor.
a nd Amy
K’ E°y
looking on
1' !af> *en three or
four toge
RICHMOND.
1 eavens!'I
exclaimed.
u iefamond Hotel, H. Springer. Proprietor
|, ■ailed over the
table. Ilelnew went
and
e ame ouiolclv
n„ t
SKOWHEGAN.
c «
I.°“* feel il >*ow,
my cheer’
a
owhcgtn Hotel, E. B. Maybury, Propriw,nd can blow that
V-U
a wav
Tl„ ro
etor.
al1 ]n the face,
■ere two oneUs
T ■rner II onse, T. If. Hussey A Co. Pro
thousand dollar hank bills. I
wear I saw
:
•rietors.
jsy g0 mto her eyes.
lni H®«
M. If. Hilton, Proprietor,
c

legal

and St. Johu, Digby,
Windsor and Halifax.

Steamships:—
Lawrence," Capt. W. A. Hallott
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold," Capt. Winslow Loretand.
.A!,l??,.*!on.‘‘" Oapt. Ueo.H. Hallett.
Kennedy," Capt, Henry D. Foster.
■•McClellan,"Capt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Pc/ersburn and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the fa. <C Tenn.
Air Line to all points in
Virginia, Tennessee, Aiatmma and Georgia; and over the Seaboard
and ReaNorth and South Carolina
uZ,Ah o' alJ
l1;',"1'8
i;1
^ ^ uo
to Washington and all
pfaces0 Welt

on

DISPOSITION

a

ago. Out
tomt'i11 U8’ esP 'ciaiIy if there is a ! il-eneration
we imagined
a
W Se any money to-morrow.
n
mad-

chance

interest

per ceut

prietor.

we looked
a book

Here

II. Chapman, Pro-

BBIBGTON CENTER, Me.
Cumberland House,Marshall Bacon,Pro

guess-work.
Her proposition, at next meeting, was to
search thoroughly the papers in the safe. Hot
succeeding there, books and papers in t e
vault were taken, one by one, and
turned,
leaf by leaf. “Thorough?” I think so. It
was a slow, laborious process. Her
patience
was astonishing.
Her glance seemed as
though ’would burn the papers it fell on.
But they could not reveal a secret not in their
keeping.
Where was the waste paper put? In a
basket. And emptied where ? Ro couldn't

may be.

8.

pnetor.

$3,375,793 24

Total Amount of Assets,

Surplus

BETHEL.
Chandler House, P. 8. Chandler A Co.

belong-

evil time all Bramblehead ran
wild w th a land fever—a speculation tlia'
promised to make the poor rich, and the rich
happy. All the old stockings in all the dark
corners in town were emptied of their shillings
to buy land in ltoostock.
Why, people, old
people, took money out of their bibles that
tney had laid away to bury them, to invest,
expecting it to return them a hundred-fold
an

BRYANT’S POND.
Pouil House—N. B. Crockett,

Bryant’s

U

about us curiously, Roy remarking
on
top of a pile
less dusty tban than the
others, preposed to
me to take it down staits as a
curiosity. I
did. The skylight was
lowered, and two sunthat
bad vanished as we opened the
beams,
light, came back again, and lay athwart one
another like bars of dusty gold. Down st
airs
we sat and examined our
prize. It was not
a blank
book, but a ledger, evidently
ing to the general, and filled with, records of
dealings long years before, when in the wood
and coal business. The
writing was neatness
itself. Rarely a blot or an r,raSurc did
we se°
as
Roy sat rather indifferently turning the
leaves. Occasionally th ere remained an unbalanced account.
'The fuel had become
imoke and aslies long
ago, and the

know—as we young fellows never th;nk of
such things that the grand-looking
place
had been in the Woodson family for some
and
that
the
generations,
general's father left
it to him encumbered. The mortgage was
never lifted by the latter.
The general lived

House- Trcmont Sr. Bingham
& Co. Proprietors.

2,033*675 18
$7,446,452 69

Cash in Bank.

Market

E.Bic

Co., Proprietors.
Rcrere House, Bow<{oiu Square, Bultinch,
Bingham, Wrisley & Co.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J. P. HI. Stetson, Propri

not to say my own.
“Hal. are you yawning?”
“Spin away, spin away, my old boy.”
“Well, we met and made our plans, agreeing to make researches alter Elweli had finished his day's work. By George, Hal, you
ought to have seen the girl. Her perceptions
were all quickened by pride and love for the
honor of the old man
The theory of the
directors was not tho theory of the daughter.
She admitted nothing but the existence of an
error that might yet be revealed.
Roy and I
followed her with a low assent. We began.
We turned to that May the 10th, which he
mentioned in the note and named in the
night of his speechlessness. We took the
first entry of the deposits; we analyzed it.
If bills, it was not so noted; if checks, we
followed them to their final entry? And so
through each and all. Amy surprised us by
her thoroughness. Items that Roy and 1
were willing to check, as being correct beyond question, she looked to again and again
before dismissing. The general had been too
much harrowed by the trouble to make any
systematic analysis of that day’s transactions
at the time. Whe knows but the error, if
one, would have been detected had he called
his quicker-eyed daughter into his confidence ?
We finally arrived at the end cf that
day’s laborf and summing up the figures, we
found the balance on hand was two thousand
dollars less than the amount required. Here
now was a chance for speculation.
What became of the sum ?
Amy was not long in deciding that its equivalent had been mislaid—
some check misplaced; but this was
merely

cares,

Sou., Prop.

Parker House, School St. H. D. Parker &

sake,

eueir uuie

&

BOSTON.
Home, Hanover St.

American

The next day he and I were seated iu
the
bank, talking over the affair. ‘Roy’ said I
‘the Borneo, Charlie Lane, is due; can't
we
sec, from the skylight iu the garret, if she is
in the bay ?’
He proposed going up to sec.
Roy went
ahead and opened the
skylight. The place
was dusty as a grave, and
just as jollv. There
was no Borneo iu
sight. Account books and
bundles of paper lay here and there, with
dust upon them nearly inch deep. And over
these things, that hail one
day a meaning and
a value, and neither
now, the spiders had
woven their homes, and were
having in turn

it may have been seconds, I always think of it when I meet Ben’s widow in
the street. Ben married the milliner’s
or

JTIcEaugliliu

RATH.
Sagadahoc House, John S. ITIillikcii, Pro!
pnetor.
Bath Hotel, C. HI. Plummer, Proprietor

“And you remember General Woodson,
The old woman wr,o swept the rooms
then, as a clieerlul, elastic old gentleman, say.
was called.
She emptied it, when lull, into a
who, at-the bank counter, told oft' the notes dark
closet, Sometimes when out of shavwith a celerity little less than
to
our
magic,
ings she used a little of it to start H fire. Amy
unaccustomed eyes. He was a favorite
every- turned pale. The search among the contends
where you know. Wi.h a lad’s
help he per- of the closet was assigned for the next day.
formed all the labor in the bank, except when
Was it narrowed to this, the chance of findAmy would come once in a while to give him
ing a valuable paper in the rubbish ? She
a lift on the books.
Amy was her father's would have had more heart, but for the
housekeeper, too; her mother died, just after
these occasional handfuls taken
knowledge of Piece
you left home, I guess. You see the young
for
by piece we went through
girl had fish enough to fry. For all, she al- thiskindling.
accumulated heap of dusty, gone-by paways had a spare hour and some nicknack of
pers, and without success.
her needlework for us
sailor-boys when about
and I had foreseen the end—failure.
leaving home. And the old general would WeRoy
didn’t anticipate having to see that noble
say, ‘Luca to you, my lad,’ in a mighty good
girl sit down disconsolate, with the tears fallmanner that won us.
But I never could see that she favored one ing upon her fallen-hands.
By Jove, I
would t have begun the work. It was
much above another. Once I had bidden her
joy for
me to labor with her all the
way, but when
good-by, I remember, and afterward seeing that labor was
brought to ihe bitter end—to
Ben Boltrope call at her house, I stood out of
see hope
out of her
heart-by her blessed
sight aod timed him—you laugh—watch in blue eyes!go ltoy attended
lier lionie.
hand, and I had the better of him some odd

minutes,

Cony. Proprie-

410 777

of Marine Premiums,

RECEIPTS DURING

AUBUBN
Elm Honse, Court. St. W. 8. & A. Tonus,

with H D

York.

^arter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks; nor ur>ou Fire Risks disconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2,?85,980 63
--Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 S4
The Company has the
following Assets, viz:United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and o*’ er Stocks,
Loans secured by StockB, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable

ALFRED,

Counly EIoiisc; Edmund Warren.Proprietor.

a

---

Total nmount

NEW

may always t>e found.

H.

William, New

Corner of

INTERNATION AL STEAMSHIP CO

Steamships of this Line sail from
cml of Central Wharf, Boston,
Seml-Weokly, 2.30 r. M. for NOB-

.FOLK ami

MEDICAL.

Easfport, Calai*

---

Premiums receivedon Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871.
Premiums on Poucies not marked off 1st
January, 1871,

—

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
the leading Hotels in the State, at which,
Embracing
the Dany Pbess

tors.

STREET,

tbelllstday^Sf DwembcMMl0

HOTELS.

sonal examination of tho books, to be aided
by Hoy. Her knowledge of bank routine was
now serviceable.
About this time I returned from an Indian
voyage. I.served as boy iu the bank awhile,
you remember, and Hoy, with her consent,
invited me to lend them a hand. I was
glad

how is that little Amy Woodson whom you
used to endow so bountifully in
school-days

rumors

and

from the reluctant fellow the afiair as viewed
by the directors. It was a plain case to them.
A land enteiprise—an opportunity for making money—and the cashier yieidirigto ttmpiation, borrowed the tunds of the bank, <hinking to enrich himself, and return the money.
They were ail the more ready to look on the
dark side side lor him, as many of their dollars had gone the way of nis, The fever had
been amoDg them, too.
This point of view was not plain to
Amy.
Through Elwell, who had been made cashier
after the death of the general, she obtained

that the occupations of earth are continued
above. He dwelt with miserly unction
upon
the life to come.
The steward now appeared with our evening
coffee. Then came the. usual cigar, and we
swu, g apart in meditation as
lightly as two
vessels parting con pany after
exchanging

ncu.

Job Jones, for I could not think of
any other being, became instantly a
statue of ice; a tear trickled from each eye,
as

Angnsla House, State
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, G. A. &

COMPANY.

—--

And

breakfast cup, a present from her father. I
get all this from sister Nell, of whom she
made a confidant. Yes, Hal, Amy bowed
as the lily bows when blown
upon. Sin was
lily without and rock within. She sent for
Roy Elwell. She pressed Roy until she drew

own

51 WALL

RAILROADS.

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
B. C. St cams hip Line.

(ORGANIZED IN 1843.)

injustice?”

the bank. She kni ted worsted work, and
fitted ball-dresses for her schoolmates of old
days. Young Skinnem offered her what lie
called his heart.
By Jove, twenty young
fellows would have come forwarf t r her
hand, but there was something in her way
that wouldn't let a man with a decent heart
otter it. Skinnem thought his magnanimity
twenty per cent, above par. He had inherited from his father the mortgage on the Woodson homestead, which lie threatened to foreclose. Troubles came in troops.
Looking over her father’s papers one day,
Amy discovered a note addiessed to her.
It was in the neat hand of the general. It
told her that he wrote this for her in case
anything should happen to him—that the
world, after he was gone, might judge him
amiss. That he ha i, it is true, wronged her,
his sweet, beloved daughter; that he had
been false to his trusteeship; that their
means were all gone with the broken land
bubble—that his heart and thought were
long sick with the secret of it; that, May
the 10th of such a year, he had found his
cash unaccountably short and no man yet
knew it. If he lived Jong enough he should
make it up; yes, make it up, every ceut;
hut Amy must wait for hers; perhaps he
could never make that up, aud if he did not
would his darling daughter forgive him?
Amy bowed beneath this blow. Now appeared the reason of the unpaid bills and the
And the thought
ill-supplied ho isehold.
came to the stricken girl, how once she had
proposed to sell a share oi lier bank stock and
buy a gold watch and chain, and on New
Year’s morning she fouud them under her

INSURANCE

MUTUAL

comforted by a book, and this was the
reason of her coming and calling for the one
we bad first examined.”
“And you say Amy married Hoy ?”
“Ay, ay; and their boy they’ve named
Frank Manly Elwell. Turn to, Hal, I must
look after my girl, the Sunset.”
I obeyed; and in a moment more I thought
I landed cn a wharf in Bramblehead, and
the first sign that met my eye was “Job
Jones, Dealer in Coal, Wood and Bark, for
Cash Only.” A beak-nosed, fiery-eyed little
old man leaned over an old-fashisned door
'.hat was divided in the middle, half shut and
half open
“Job Jones,” said I, “Frank Manly aud
Boy Elwell have judged you unjustlv. That
cord of wood they thought you owed for,” I
continued, as his glassy eyes seemed to demand an explanation. The little man was silent, but he gave me a look which said plainly enough, “What is human justice to me, or

him

STEAMERS.

atlantTo

greatly

keeping.
Amy, living secluded with her old domestic, Betty Floyd, was ignorant of the afiair at

And God and angels are thy friends.
Sweet baby, then torbear to weep;
Be still, my babe; sweet baby, sleep.

INSURANCE,

OF TIIE

Gallery

of Anatomy, Boston
just published a new edition of his lsctnie
containing most valuable information on the

IAS

iuses, consequences and treatment of disease c 1 the
productive system, with remarks on marriage, and
e vaiicna caases of the loss of manhood. with lull
strucHon* for its complete restoration; also a cbai *
r on venereal infection, and the means of cure
d g the most comprehensive tcork on the subject
t published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
at ty address for 25 cents.
AJdress,
c
ri

i«

bo*
’eve

Dr. Jcurdaln's Ccuiliilting Office,
01 Hancock Street, Bo. ton, Jlaja.
innlWlyr

